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Explorer on the edge of becoming
a precious metals producer
Minera Andes and its operating partner estimate that the co-owned San Jose highgrade silver/gold mine in southern Argentina will enter production in mid-2007.
WSL: give us a progress report on the
san Jose Mine.

Minera Andes is on the
brink of becoming a
high-grade precious
metals producer.
Allen V. Ambrose, the
company’s President
and Director tells us to
expect free cash flow
in under 18 months -and that there’s more
in his project portfolio
where this mine came
from.

mneaF: the san Jose mine, our main project, is now scheduled for a second-quarter
2007 startup date. Production will be 50%
silver and 50% gold by value. the mine is located in southern argentina. We have also
recently announced that reserves at the san
Jose mine have increased from 32 million
silver equivalent ounces to 55 million silver
equivalent ounces.
WSL: expand on the balance of the company’s project and property portfolio.
mneaF: Minera andes is an exploration company. We are very good at making new discoveries; in fact, we
recognized argentina’s potential many years ago. When argentina began changing its mining laws in the mid1990’s, we got down there, got into the country, recognized the untapped mineral potential, and started exploring. We made our first discovery at san Jose in 1997, which we are now getting into production. our strategy
is to explore and develop these projects, and then bring in a partner to take them through to production and
cash flow. the san Jose mine is our first one. We have over ten (10) projects in the company. We are currently
exploring a large copper deposit using the same strategy. at this time, this project is at the exploration stage, so
we don’t have a production scenario for it yet.
WSL: give us a feel for where you are in terms of this development, expectations in terms of production
levels, reserves, and so on.
mneaF: the san Jose mine is scheduled for production and cash flow in mid-2007. When we finished our
2005 feasibility study, we were in the process of working on the mine’s development and moving the feasibility study forward. We have since completed most of the construction. there are over 700 people on site, and
this mine will be producing 750 tons of silver/gold ore a day on start-up. We will be producing 61,000 ounces
of gold and 3.1 million ounces of silver. however, mine production is estimated to double in 12 to 18 months.
Minera andes’ portion of that is 49%; we brought in hochschild, the operator, as a partner and 51% owner.
significant to that is that hochschild recently went public. it is now public on the london stock exchange. it’s been
an interesting scenario for us because even without being public, they’ve increased the project’s profile. With
hochschild now public and one of the world’s top 10 silver producers, the profile of san Jose is raised further.
they came out with a UsD$2 billion market cap. they have focused a lot of attention on san Jose, which is one
of the new development projects in their company. in turn, that has caused more european and North american
focus and interest on what Minera andes is also doing.
WSL: educate us about the infrastructure in place within this region.
mneaF: We are in santa Cruz province in southern argentina, which is very conducive to mining. it’s one of
the emerging silver/gold regions within argentina. several mining companies are working in santa Cruz, one of
which is anglo ashanti, and its Cerro Vanguardia mine with over five (5) million ounces of reserves. you’ve got
Coeur d’alene Mines in production at the Mina Marta silver mine and a whole host of exploration projects as
well as development projects, of which san Jose is the next one slated for production and income generation.
also, Pan american silver recently announced that it is going into production. it’s also a high-grade silver/gold
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vein. these projects mentioned are
vein systems and underground
mining situations. the whole santa Cruz region is also an oil and
gas producer, so it has a good
industrial infrastructure in this particular area. our project has 700
workers on site, a well-trained
work force, and staff trained by
hochschild, our joint argentinean
venture partner. it’s important to
mention that hochschild is a good
underground miner. as a Peruvian-based company, it has brought
in Peruvian miners, has trained argentine staff, brought in argentine
workers and trained them as well.
you have to keep in mind that the
mining industry in argentina is still
in its infancy, so you don’t have
the historical mining culture within
the country. it’s been an important
experience for us to see this development with hochschild and the
training of argentine workers by
Peruvian miners; the work force is
98% argentine.
WSL: tell us about the
present Board and management
team.

ticularly with Placer Dome. We
recently added several financial
experts from the mining industry
– allan Marter, the former CFo
of golden star resources, has a
lot of experience. gary Craig, a
civil engineer, has a lot of experience with mining operations and
is the president of a private U.s.
contract mining company. the
geologic expertise on the Board is
well-rounded. We also have Bonnie Kuhn, a Canadian securities
attorney. With our dual listing, it’s
important to have someone on the
board in that regard.
WSL: Where do you see
Minera andes two (2) to three
(3) years out?
mneaF: Minera andes is uniquely positioned as an exploration
company, so we have a lot of
upside with several projects advancing for us. our growth is in
exploration. as mentioned before,
we look at argentina as being
under-explored. it’s a new mineral frontier like the 19th Century
U.s. West. We have a lot of projects in the pipeline that we’ll be
bringing along to make that next
discovery. We have an exciting
copper project moving ahead,
coupled with our production profile as an emerging silver and gold
producer. of primary importance
is the near-term production which
will take us to cash flow. We’ll
be self-sufficient. our san Jose
mine is cash flow positive at current metals prices and has a very

mneaF: We have a strong technical
Board
within
the
company that
has
several
geologists
and
geological
engineers with much expertise.
Jack Crabb, one of our Board
members, is a former shell Coal
Canada Vice President with
many years of experience. he
also previously sat on the Board
of sev-eral mining companies. Dr.
Darryl Drummond has a vast
amount of experience in south
america,
par- Minera Andes (OTC: MNEAF / TSX: MAI) is on the brink
SUMMARY:

of becoming a precious metals producer. The company’s 49%-owned
Argentina mine currently hosts a reserve of 55 million ounces of highgrade silver equivalent. Management expects to start digging 750 tons
of ore per day sometime in the current quarter at an initial annual output of 61,000 ounces of gold and 3.1 million ounces of silver. Average
grade is close to 0.5 ounces of gold equivalent per ton. Project ROR is
over 70%. Plans are to double production by late 2008 and extension
potential is high. The company has several other projects, including a
significant copper play, that it plans to develop and then farm out to
operating partners.
www.minandes.com

Phone: 509-921-7322

quick payback. We should have
free cash flow within less than 18
months.
WSL: in closing, why should
in-vestors
consider
Minera
andes as a long-term investment
oppor-tunity?
mneaF: Minera andes is
uniquely positioned and has also
attracted some very important investors in the mining community,
as well as some of the pre-eminent
gold investors in Canada such as
rob Mcewen, who owns 30% of
the company and recognizes the
quality of the assets and what we
are doing in argentina; John embry at sprott securities has over
10%. you have two (2) of the larger gold investors in Canada that
own stock, and that’s just more
third-party validation. as far as
the projects go, the focal point of
san Jose is that we have near-term
cash flow and a second quarter
2007 start-up date. the larger
san Jose project is also looking
very robust. Proven and probable
reserves were just increased by
71%. as far as the projects go,
the focal point of san Jose is that
we have near-term cash flow and
a second quarter 2007 start-up
date. the larger san Jose project
is also looking very robust. Proven
and probable reserves were just
increased by 71%. also, several
weeks ago, we announced that
the exploration program on the
project is expanding to 38,000
meters of drilling. though we are
moving into production at 750 tons
a day, we announced that we’ll be
looking towards doubling production at the mine within the first 12
to 18 months of start-up due to the
project being so robust. over the
last 18 months, we have found
four (4) new veins which we have
begun drilling off. there is a lot of
upside exploration to san Jose, as
well as the increased production
profile, because of the fact that the
company is moving into mining
and cash flow. at current metals
prices, the internal rate of return at
san Jose is over 70%. With an ore
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“Production will
be 50% silver
and 50% gold
by value. The
mine is located in
southern Argentina. We have
also recently
announced that
reserves at the
San Jose mine
have increased
from 32 million
silver equivalent
ounces to 55
million silver
equivalent
ounces.”

grade averaging almost one-half
ounce of gold equivalent per ton
of ore, it’s a very robust mine and
will be paid off rather quickly. I
believe you have to look closely at
the assets to find quality in a company. We are advancing San Jose
and doubling production, which is
going to increase the company’s
valuation profile in the market. In
addition, you have all of Minera
Andes’ exploration projects which
offer further upside potential.
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VMS strike could result in a
Broken Hill-style discovery
ABM Resources NL, formerly Tantalum Australia NL, is an Australian company
engaged in resource exploration on its base mineral projects. The company has
a portfolio of base mineral and uranium projects located throughout western
Australia. Its focus is on geological settings with potential for major discoveries and
is constantly searching for new prospective areas.

ABM Resources
has gotten exciting
drill results from its
Australian volcanic
massive sulphide
strike. Imants Kins,
the company’s
Managing Director,
tells us about the
potentially big base
metal discovery.

WSL: Could you begin with a progress report and updates on the erayinia play?
aBm: the erayinia play is a volcanic massive sulphide base metal prospect. We have been exploring this for
the last 12 months; we are presently in stage three of this process. We have identified a strike of 18 kilometers, and we have been drilling in one of the target areas identified through geophysics work; it’s a magnetic
anomaly. We’ve got a lateral strike of 250 meters, and we have been drilling down to 200 meters, so it’s still
in its very early stages. We have had some very exciting hits of up to 12.6% zinc. in the next stage of drilling,
hopefully starting in october, we will be going down to 500 meters, and what we are finding at that particular
target is that the grade and width of intersection is increasing with depth. these volcanic massive sulphides are
rare around the world; they are mainly found in Canada. Kidd Creek is the largest and best example. they
are very large in terms of tonnage, and they have a long mine life. We are pretty excited about this particular prospect. Fundamentally, the company’s strategy is to identify geological settings, where there is a good
probability that if something is going to be found, it’s going to be a major discovery. We’ve identified eight
other magnetic anomalies, following a magnetic survey over the whole tenement (28 kilometers long by three
kilometers wide), and we found seven other magnetic anomalies, which we’ll also test during this next stage
of exploration work.
WSL: expand on the balance of the company’s project and property portfolio.
aBm: the company’s key objective is to identify geological settings for major discoveries of base metal occurrences. We have picked up two new tenement areas, which already had some work done on them by BhP
Billiton. they did stream sediment samples on these two tenements we picked up, and they are very anomalous
in copper, zinc, and lead. We will be beginning exploration work on those in May. the fourth project is an-
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other ex-BHP Billiton project up in
the Gascoyne; all these projects
are located in Western Australia.
There is no sovereign risk in any
of them. The fourth one is also a
base metals project, one BHP Billiton had looked at, and we had
the adjoining tenement. When
they surrendered that particular
tenement, we picked it up. We
will be doing exploration work
on that prior to Christmas. That
brings the prospectivity of a major Broken Hill type lead-zinc occurrence. All the exploration work
we are doing is targeted towards
potential major discoveries; we
have developed an in-house
model listing pathfinder minerals
and geochemistry and geophysics and geological indicators like
of regional geology and age.
That gives us the indicators we
need to look for when picking up
ground with the potential for these
major discoveries. In summary,
we are a base metals company
targeting major discoveries of
base metals. The Erayinia one is
interesting in the sense that it has
never been explored for base metals before. There has been some
work carried out in the area looking for gold; that’s how the geologist who brought this project
to us was looking for gold back
in the late 1980s/early 1990s,
and had identified significant
anomalous zinc occurrences, and
brought this project to us a couple
of years ago. We have it at the

“We have had
some very exciting hits of up to
12.6% zinc. In
the next stage of
drilling, hopefully
starting in
October, we
will be going
down to 500
meters, and what
we are finding
at that particular
target is that the
grade and width
of intersection is
increasing.”
point where a lot of other people
are now looking at that particular area as possibly a new base
metal province.
WSL: tell us about the present
Board and management team.

SUMMARY: ABM Resources (ASX: ABU) has spent much of the past
year exploring a volcanic massive sulphide formation in Western Australia for base metal targets. Drilling on a magnetic anomaly has revealed grades of up to 12.6% zinc and follow-up work is indicating
higher grades and widening intersections as depth increases. Seven
other anomalies on the tenement have been identified. Three additional Australian tenements within the same precinct could collectively
represent a “Broken Hill type” prospect. Despite some gold work, the
area has never been explored for base metals. Management notes that
similar formations are both rare and large in size, offering long-term
mining potential, especially given the dearth of substantial Australian
discoveries over the last few decades.
www.abmresources.com.au
Phone: 011-61-8-9423-9773

aBm: the management here is
very experienced. i am an economist with a Master’s Degree in
Futures studies, and i have specialized in the mining sector; i
have been in the business for 30
years. Barry rees, our geologist,
has been in the business for 40
years and has a lot of experience
in base metals. there are very
few geologists around with his
experience in this area. When
the base metals cycle was at its
low point, a lot of geologists left
the industry. Barry hung in, and
he brings a wealth of experience
to the company and has brought
a number of projects to aBM
resources. our operations manager, Peter hayden, is a mining
engineer and has 35 years’ experience in the industry. We have a
very experienced CFo. in terms
of the Board, timothy King is our
Chairman. he has been on the
Board of a number of exploration
companies in western australia
that have moved from exploration
into production, one of those being western areas. When he first
Went on to the board of Western areas, the share price was
maybe, aUs$0.10; currently, it’s
trading at aUs$2.80. he is also
on the board of sphere, which
is developing iron ore, oil and
gas in Mauritania, and he is on
the Board of a company called
reclaim, which recycles tires. a
third member of the Board is Dave
reynolds, a senior executive with
KeMet Corporation, listed on the
Nyse under the ticker KeM. they
are the largest producer of tantalum capacitors. they are a just
under 5% shareholder in the company. We have sasya ahmad,
who represents one of our major
Malaysian shareholders. a very
experienced Board in terms of
management skills and resource
experience.
WSL: Does the investment
com-munity
understand
this
company and the direction it’s
going in?
aBm: No, it certainly doesn’t
at this point in time. We have
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been holding off undertaking a
detailed road show or information marketing program until this
point. We have been waiting until the exploration has reached a
stage at erayinia, where we have
reached a level of confidence
where we could actually go to
the market and tell them about
this particular project. We have
reached that point. We are at the
early stages of explaining to the
market the company’s objective,
which is to target major discoveries and bring awareness of the
exciting results we are getting at
erayinia and significant potential
upside. the shares closed today
at aUs$0.06. looking 12 to 24
months down the line, that would
be a significant discount to the potential that could come from just
erayinia. the market is, i think,
undervaluing the company, but
that’s because we haven’t been
out there promoting, but we are
just beginning that process now.
WSL: in closing, why should
in-vestors
consider
aBM
resources as
a
long-term
investment oppor-tunity?
aBm: the first reason is we provide exposure to the best long-term
demand profile in the commodity
sector, which is zinc. We provide
exposure at an early stage of exploration for a company targeting
geological settings with the potential to host major discoveries. We
are providing investors with an
exposure where there is significant short-term upside in relation
to the successful exploration work
we are undertaking at erayinia
for our indicated volcanic massive sulphide prospect. VMss are
rare and invariably they are very
large with a very long mine life.
these are the sorts of projects the
majors are always looking for. if
you look at australia, they have
been living off discoveries made
about 30 to 40 years ago, and so
any prospectivity for a major discovery in australia or anywhere in
the world is going to bring a significant focus on our company.
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Gearing up to ship high-grade
mineral sands into China
Matilda Minerals is a Western Australian mining and exploration company set up to
identify, explore and develop high-grade zircon rich mineral sands deposits. Matilda
owns and operates the Andranangoo Creek Mineral Sands Mine on Melville Island,
60km north of Darwin in the Northern Territory.

Matilda Minerals
is an emerging
producer of zircon
and rutile mineral
sands. Bruce Maluish,
the company’s
Managing Director,
tells us about the
extraordinary high
grades his team’s
been encountering.
WSL: Bring us up to speed on the company’s project and property portfolio.
maL: Matilda Minerals was only floated just over two years ago, primarily to develop the tiwi islands project. the
tiwi islands are made up of Bathurst and Melville islands just off the coast of Darwin, australia. on those islands,
we were able to identify some high zircon and rutile mineral sands deposits. We set up the company to exploit
those prospects and deposits on the tiwi islands. since that time, we have explored those islands, and we have
also accumulated a portfolio of other projects, notably in northern Queensland, in a similar geological setting as
our tiwi islands project.
WSL: expand on some of the main plays, and give us a feel for where you are in terms of studies, sampling,
drill-ing, and so on.
maL: We’ve completed additional exploration work, which included magnetic surveys, follow-up work, and drilling on a number of prospects on the tiwi islands. We ended up with reserves after a feasibility study on andranangoo Creek, on the north coast of Melville island, along with lethbridge Bay, 14 kilometers away on Melville island
and also Puwanapi Beach, on Bathurst island, on the west coast of Bathurst. andranangoo was a standout project
for us for a number of reasons. one, the very high zircon values; over 50% of heavy minerals have been zircon
and up to 45% have been rutile. these are very high zircon-rutile deposits. the overall startup reserves run 5%
heavy mineral. our andranangoo startup project is 4.5% heavy mineral with 46% zircon and 38% rutile. these are
distinct from other mineral sands projects in that most mineral sands producers are ilmenite producers and produce
zircon and rutile as byproducts. in our case, we produce very little ilmenite. We are predominantly zircon. We have
very good high-value titanium products along with the rutile. We have a very high value concentrate. Following
the feasibility, we were able to commit to putting in a wet spiral concentration plant onto the andranangoo project,
which we have now commissioned. We constructed that plant in 2005 and installed it in 2006 following final approvals after submission of an environmental impact study. We commissioned the plant in November; right now,
we are in full production on the tiwi islands. We expect to be producing 36,000 tons of concentrate a year for
the next four years from that project area, and we will be shipping concentrate from the tiwi islands from a deep
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water port which has already been
constructed. We will then be shipping direct to China.

land, and during the dry season,
we will be shipping out of the tiwi
islands.

WSL: educate us in terms of
the infrastructure
in
place
within this region.

WSL: tell us about the
present Board and management
team.

maL: Very little, unfortunately.
We’ve had to put a lot of it in ourselves. however, we don’t require
a lot. the deep-water port has
been well established; recently, it
has had quite a bit of investment
by the government to support the
timber plantation industry on the island. We are able to use the same
port. We could get ships in there
up to 40,000 tons if required, but
that’s in excess of what we require.
We are looking to be able to ship
4,000 to 6,000 tons each month
out of the tiwis for nine months of
the year. the tiwis are in the northern part of australia, so it is tropical
and, unfortunately, subject to wet
seasons. Moving around during
the wet season is difficult; however,
we will be able to continue to mine
and process during the wet season.
We will stockpile the ore on the is-

maL:
We
have
an
experienced
resources
management
team.
our
Chairman,
John
hopkins,
has been Chairman since the
iPo. he is a very experienced
resources lawyer, though he no
longer prac-tices law. he is
heavily involved in resources and
chairs a number of companies
in western australia. i’ve been
Managing
Director
since
December 2005, when i took
over from Barry Bolitho, who
stepped down from executive
Director to Non-executive. i have
30 years’ ex-perience in the
resources industry -- mineral
sands, gold, nickel, mining, hard
rock, open pit, underground, you
name it. in the last few years, i
was with abelle limited and hill
50,
both
very
successful
australian companies. they were
sold later on to harmony gold.
roger hobbs, our exploration
Director, has over 30 years’
experience in mineral

sands exploration. Dave riekie,
who is an accountant, is also a
Non-executive Director. he keeps
a close eye on us. We recently invited Michael Kiernan onboard as
a Non-executive Director. he and
his colleagues have taken a 7.5 million share stake, which makes him
a major shareholder in the company with 12%. Michael is a very
successful resources industry investor in australia. he was recently
Managing Director of Consolidated Minerals, which he took from
zero to aUs$1 billion in five years.
We are very pleased to have him
and his experience on board. his
colleagues also include the Noble
group out of hong Kong, which
gives us access to further funding if
we found something big, and also
gives us a second conduit into the
China market.
WSL:Does
the
investment
commu-nity
understand
this
company and the direction it’s
going in?
maL: Part of the problem i
have is that the marketplace
doesn’t un-derstand the mineral
sands industry

“We are in full
production on
the Tiwi Islands.
We expect to
be producing
36,000 tons of
concentrate a
year for the next
four years from
that project area,
and we will be
shipping concentrate from the Tiwi
Islands from a
deep water port.”
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“We regard ourselves as zircon and rutile producers, not
ilmenite. Our scale is a lot smaller, but the advantage we have
is that we are able to develop small deposits that the majors
can’t get involved in or can’t justify getting involved in.”
very well. We don’t fit the mineral
sands sector all that well either, because we regard ourselves as zircon and rutile producers, not ilmenite. our scale is a lot smaller, but the
advantage we have is that we are
able to develop small deposits that
the majors can’t get involved in or
can’t justify getting involved in. our
market capitalization of aUs$30
million fits in well with this type of
mining because the all-up capital
cost to get our first project area up
and running was aUs$4.5 million,
well within reach of a aUs$30 million market cap, whereas we don’t
want to be in the position where our
market cap is aUs$30 million and
looking for aUs$100 million, the
more conventional mineral sands
type of capital expenditure. We
believe we are uniquely positioned.
We are the only ones in australia
deliberately exploiting these coastal strand lines. We think the zircon
market is going to stay strong while
the China market is strong. We
think we are well positioned for the
growth and the demand for zircon,
and we also think we are positioned
well for the future with the rest of our
portfolio of tenements.
WSL: is the company making
any additional efforts to get this
mes-sage out there loud and
clear?

from explorer to producer is a major milestone, and that was always
our aim. This year, we have been
able to get all of our environmental
approvals, including those from the
state and federal government. We
lodged those documents for the Environmental Impact Statement last
year, and we got approvals in September 2005. We were able to get
quickly into production after that.

That is a real milestone. Getting up
to full production is another milestone, and I believe we are poised
to let the rest of the world know
that we can go and explore these
areas, that we can get into production, and that we can make money.
We are ready to start promoting
the company. Until we hit a few of
those milestones, I don’t believe that
it meant much to the rest of the mar-

maL: We have hit a couple of
our critical milestones this year.
going
SUMMARY: Matilda Minerals (ASX: MAL) is an emerging producer of zircon and rutile mineral sands. The
company’s lead project (on an island off the northern Australia coast) is extraordinarily high-grade: 4.5% heavy
mineral, of which 46% is zircon and 38% rutile. A new processing plant is in place and annual output of about
36,000 tons of concentrate is projected through 2010. Product is being transported by sea to China. Total project
cost was AUS$4.5 million. At least one more site should be in play by 2008. Multiple additional prospects exist
on the islands as well as on the mainland; given the extent of the onshore deposits, management believes that any
of them could become a “genuine company maker.”
www.matildaminerals.com
Phone: +61-089-481-1444

ketplace, but now we can say that
having brought one of these areas
into production, we are confident of
getting another one into production
within the next two years.
WSL: In closing, why
should
inves-tors
consider
Matilda
Minerals
as
a
long-term
investment opportunity?
MAL: The real strength in our
company is one, its capability,
which has been well demonstrated.
Number two is the
range of projects
we have coming
up. We believe
the Tiwi Islands
still has great potential. We have
barely explored
most of the prospects we have on these islands.
We have in excess of 350 kilometers of coastline to explore, and we
have explored 50 kilometers of it.
We are confident of being able to
add to our reserves on the Tiwi Islands. We have another project in
Northern Queensland, which has
350 kilometers of coastline on the
Cape York Peninsula, and that indicates different physical characteristics than the Tiwi Islands, where we
are looking at strand lines of three
to four kilometers long. In Northern
Queensland, we are looking at 30
to 40 kilometers long. They are quite
a number of multiples larger as an
exploration target. If we can get
one of those up and running, that
will be a genuine company maker.
We also have another 400 kilometers of coastline in western Australia
that we are slowly getting access to.
All of our prospects are on aboriginal land. Getting access to the land
is difficult; however, the template
we have used in the Tiwi Islands is
giving us access to these areas, and
in many cases we are the first to explore in these areas. At the moment,
nobody else is competing with us
on that ground; it is all available to
us, and we have nearly ten years’
exploration work ahead of us, of
which I have no doubt we can add
resources and production to our
current production capability.
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Established gold producer
looks to triple output by 2008
St. Barbara is an Australian gold producer, founded in 1969 and presently
based in Perth, Western Australia. The company is a founding member of the
Australian Gold Council.

St. Barbara is already
Australia’s second-largest gold producer and
its output may triple in
the next 18 months.
Managing Director and
CEO Eduard Eshuys tells
us how he’s turned the
company around and
what he’s got planned
for its future.

WSL: Bring us up to speed on the company’s assets and operations.
sBm: st. Barbara is australia’s second largest domestic gold producer, producing 165,000 ounces a year.
We have one operation in west australia (southern Cross) and development at gwalia Deeps, which is in
leonora, north of Kalgoorlie, australia’s largest gold mining center.
WSL: expand on some of the main plays, and describe where you are in terms of production levels and
reserves.
sBm: our production levels will build up over the next two years, but by mid-2008, we expect to be producing 450,000 ounces a year. our resource base is 8 million ounces. our current reserves are 1.2 million
ounces, but we expect to dramatically increase those over the next six to 12 months. the reason i say that is
because we are in the process of completing our feasibility study on the gwalia Deeps at leonora, and we
expect to be able to make a formal announcement of that, after the Board’s meeting in early February 2007.
the other important part of the assets st. Barbara holds are the southern Cross and the leonora areas which
have produced in the past; in conjunction with current resources, a mineral inventory of between 11 and 12
million ounces. By world scale, they are very significant gold-producing areas. What we have also found
is that most exploration in the past has been ineffective; only 30% of the large areas we hold have been
effectively explored. so we are not only producing, but we also have significant long-term potential to make
further discoveries and add to our inventory and production profile.
WSL: Will the company look to M&a activities as a catalyst toward this continued growth?
sBm: yes, it will. our objective by 2010 is to be a 1-million ounce per annum producer and to have a
reserve base of 10 million ounces. in other words, to establish a company that not only has a high level
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of production, but a long life. to
be able to do that, we will need
to be successful in exploring land
elsewhere, but also to make acquisition. We have a team dedicated to that task. there are a
number of opportunities in australia which may meet our criteria
of long-life, low cost, high-margin
mines.

“St. Barbara has the cash to develop the assets we have and
conduct exploration. We are spending AUS$20 million per
annum on exploration, a very substantial amount by any measure, which in terms of dollars, puts us in the top 5 Australian
explorers category.”

WSL: What is unique about st.
Barbara limited that defines and
differentiates this company?

which in terms of dollars, puts us
in the top 5 australian explorers
category.

sBm: two things -- one is the production potential going forward,
and the other is the exploration
potential we have within our land
as well as australia’s prospectivity. st. Barbara has the cash to
develop the assets we have and
conduct exploration. We are
spending aUs$20 million per annum on exploration, a very substantial amount by any measure,

WSL: tell us about the present
Board and management team.
sBm: the Board is very experienced, both from an operational
viewpoint and a corporate viewpoint. i have been involved in
the mining business for nearly
40 years, both at an operational
and corporate level. our Chairman has 40 years’ experience

and previously worked with
Western Mining prior to its takeover by BhP. Doug Bailey, one
of our directors, was the CFo
of Woodside Petroleum, a large
australian oil and gas producer.
and fourth is hank tuten, an investment banker who represents
our largest shareholder. We will
soon be appointing a Director
who is a Mining engineer and
Metallurgist with 35 years’ experience in the business; this person
will be the “check” on the technical issues confronting the Board.
For our management team, we
have recruited high-level people
at both the exploration and operational levels. our CFo came
to us from telstra and prior to that
worked with Newmont and Newcrest. our new Coo, who starts
in two months, is a Mining engineer with 20 years’ experience
and is also from Newmont.

time, there was a legacy associated with its previous performance
and previous management. the
other aspect is that we acquired
the sons of gwalia gold assets
from the administrator of that
company because it ran into difficulty with its hedge Book on the
gold. over the last two years,
we’ve had to demonstrate that we
have the ability to pull together
a senior management team and
redevelop the assets that people
thought might have been tired
and caused some of the previous
company’s issues. We are starting to very clearly demonstrate
that the assets we have are of
very high quality and have the
potential to be additive.

WSL: Does the investment
com-munity
understand
this
company and the direction it’s
going in?

sBm: st. Barbara’s objective is to
establish itself as a long-life, lowcost, high-margin mining operation. the two assets we have at
this point in time, southern Cross
and gwalia, have the ability to
do that in their own right. in terms
of exploration, that’s what we are
looking for; in terms of M&a activity, that’s also the driving criteria as to whether or not we would
make an acquisition. that is, the
acquisition has to have or be a
long life low-cost mine or the potential to do so as a consequence
of future successful exploration
and development. We have a
strong Board, a strong management team is being put together,
and we have aUs$60 million in
cash to support our exploration
and development activities.

sBm: the investors are starting
to understand what we are all
about. investors have had two issues. one, st. Barbara was not
in good shape when we were
appointed by the shareholders
two-and-a-half years ago; at that
SUMMARY: St. Barbara (ASX: SBM) is Australia’s second-largest gold producer. The company currently mines
165,000 ounces a year and expects to triple that output in the next 18 months. Feasibility work on a project
near Kalgoorlie will likely lead to a mining decision soon; the region has been a prolific producer in the past
and management characterizes historical exploration as “ineffective.” Resource base is 8 million ounces and reserve is in the 1.2 million-ounce range. About AUS$20 million a year is currently budgeted for exploration and
the company has AUS$60 million in cash to support development or long-term M&A opportunities. A relatively
new executive team has demonstrated its ability to turn a previously ailing operation around.
www.stbarbara.com.au
Phone: +61-3-8660-1900

in
closing,
why
WSL:
should investors consider st.
Barbara limited as a long-term
investment opportunity?
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Picking the best metal projects
in a long-neglected region
The principal activity of EMED Mining is to explore for and develop natural resources
with a focus on copper and gold.

EMED Mining is
cherry-picking the
best projects and
operating environments from Central
Europe to the Near
East. Managing
Director Harry Anagnostaras-Adams tells
us how his company
has become a big
fish in several small
ponds.

WSL: Begin with a progress report and update on the slovakia play.
emeD: eMeD has 100% of a project in slovakia where we went there at the beginning of 2005. We applied for and were granted a large license area, coinciding with an area which yielded most of the silver
for the renaissance areas in europe. in other words, very high levels of historical production. We had more
modern ideas in mind. the team has gone from desktop research through field reconnaissance all the way
to drilling. We’ve made a significant discovery over the last few months. in october 2006, we reported our
first drilling; in the past two weeks, we have discovered from scratch some follow-up drill holes, confirming
a large system with over 200 meters of continuous mineralization from the surface, and it’s still going.
WSL: tell us about the recent spin-off and the listing of Kefi Minerals, and what this means for the company
going forward.
emeD: eMeD focuses on two things; one is technical excellence and the other is discovery, using our Cyprus-based team’s exploration and development skills. one of the hallmarks of how we’ve established our
presence in this part of the world is that we have focused on countries where we could be a big fish in a little
pond, get a strong position, and be an important player in both the industry and the country. We are number one or number two in Cyprus, where we have an advanced project looking to develop the copper development. in slovakia where we’ve made a significant gold discovery, we are number one or number two.
in georgia where we own the largest mineral license in the country, and we have some gold deposits we
have established, we are number one in gold exploration. the reason we formed Kefi is because the most
advanced country in this emerging region from the minerals point of view is turkey. it’s already on the radar
screen of global mining houses; there are 20 companies presently active in turkey, including a handful of
mining majors from around the world. Because we couldn’t start as a big fish in a little pond but as a little fish
in a big pond, we formed Kefi, our special service company, with a team based in turkey. it’s establishing a
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“We have
focused on
countries where
we could be
a big fish in a
little pond, get a
strong position,
and be an
important player
in both the
industry and the
country. We are
number one or
number two in
Cyprus, where
we have an
advanced
project."
largely-turkish management team
and will develop into a company
that will be customized for turkey,
with a turkish board and turkish
shareholders involved. We are
focused on both geopolitical and
technical excellence. With that in
mind, Kefi is being structured for
turkey.
WSL: expand on the company’s
project and property portfolio.
emeD: We are a new company
proceeding rapidly. We only incorporated the company two (2)
years ago; since then, we’ve established subsidiaries in ten (10)
countries. We’ve established coal
projects, with work advancing, in
Cyprus, slovakia, and georgia.
We have a number one or two
position in the industry in those
three countries. We’ve established
ourselves with solid teams and run

from the board in all three. We’ve
incorporated and floated on
AIM, a specialist company from
Turkey. In Cyprus, we are further
advanced than elsewhere as we
are in the feasibility study stage of
a copper mine and a zinc mine;
we are looking at starting development 18 months from now. The
feasibility study has been completed, with the results scheduled
to be reported within the next few
weeks. We are looking to produce copper, zinc, and gold from
Cyprus in two (2) years’ time. The
most exciting thing we’ve achieved
is a discovery made in Slovakia of
a large gold system, not yet well
defined because it only has a
few drill holes; with every one of
them being well-mineralized with
gold from the surface all the way
through the entire length of the
drill hole. The deepest one went
250 meters, and it was still going
and getting stronger. We clearly
have something large going on.
We are happy that we went into
Georgia despite most people being anxious about the play. Since
we’ve been there, we’ve attained
the position of leadership with
the largest mineral license in the

country, just extended until 2018.
georgia has been rated the most
improved country in the world for
doing business; right now, according to the World Bank, it’s the safest place to do business, followed
by italy and spain. We have a
strong team as well as 2.4 million
ounces of gold in resource classification for the russian system. We
are setting about converting that
to a western system. geopolitically, we believe we got that right.
For a company that incorporated
only two (2) years ago, we feel
we’ve done an excellent job.
WSL:
tell us about the
infra-structure as well as the
political climate within these
regions as it relates to resource
development, production, and so
on.
emeD: the first thing i would say
from the minerals industry’s point
of view is that in this region, it is
really on its knees. the reason for
that is that most of this area is the
former soviet Union. once the
soviet Union collapsed, the industry collapsed; it wasn’t efficiently
or properly run. Moreover, there
were real disasters and mistakes

made in individual locations scattered through the region from an
environmental point of view. As
an industry, it has left behind a
legacy needing to be redressed
and corrected by modern mining
companies. EMED positions itself
as part of the modern bankout.
Under our previous Australian
company, we’ve won the National Environmental Award, and
we’ve run Green Party conferences for the environmental clean-up
of mining. We see that the poor
history of mining in this region is
an opportunity for us to lead discovery and development and to
lead the introduction of modern,
clean, responsible practices. In
terms of the infrastructure, what
you have is a wide-ranging set of
circumstances. It’s by no means
a homogenous region. There
are more countries in this region
than any other landmass of that
size. What you’re talking about
is a patchwork quilt of different
circumstances in each country;
what we do is cherry-pick where
we will place our money and our
time based on being able to do
clean business, get clean title,
with wholehearted support, strong
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political leadership, and community support, and where the infrastructure is decent. in Cyprus,
the infrastructure is excellent. We
have an existing plant size provided to us by our 5% partner.
We don’t even have to establish
a new plant title or build a new
plant. in slovakia, the location
of our work is in a sitconducive
to mining; we’ll have to set about
demonstrating our credibility and
professionalism, doing it on the
permitting side in due course. in
georgia, the logistics are troublesome for us because of the mountainous terrain, but on the other
hand, the political willingness to
reform and rebuild that country is
the strongest i have ever seen. i
am confident the government will
bend over backwards to do whatever is reasonable to encourage
development.
WSL: tell us about the present
Board and management team.
emeD: this team was formed out
of the australian mining industry.
i was Deputy Chair of the australian gold Council and built a mining company. the other directors
have many years’ mining experience - gordon toll, our Chairman, was a senior executive of
rio and Deputy Chair of ivanhoe
for a decade; ronnie Beevor,
another director, was Managing
Director of rothschild investment
Bankers; and andres Panayiotou,
the geologist on the Board, was
head of the geological survey

“There are more countries in this region than any other landmass of that size. What you’re talking about is a patchwork
quilt of different circumstances in each country; what we do is
cherry-pick where we will place our money and our time.”
in Cyprus and is now Chairman
of a large Cyprian industrial conglomerate, heading a bank, a
cement company, and a brewery.
We have a strong and seasoned
Board, of which I am the only executive. The management team
comprises a mixture of big-time
exploration and development
people from Australia, combined
with local seasoned operators, or
highly-qualified people who put
their heart and soul into developing the region. Because we’ve
based the whole leadership team
in Cyprus and the other countries
mentioned, we’ve attracted a lot
of dedicated, experienced people on both the political and administrative side who also know
the local geology, and we now
have a team of 50 individuals
spread among these three countries that we are operating in at
EMED; we also have a strong
team in Turkey. The reason for
that - they recognize their commitment to the company. We don’t
fly in and out from Toronto or anywhere else - we all live, breathe,
and work here, and we’ve moved
our families here to get about
building a mining company. Our

SUMMARY: EMED Mining (LSE: EMED) is commercializing the mineral
wealth of the region stretching from Central Europe to the Near East.
Strategy is to become one of the biggest players in each country in which
the company operates; in Turkey, where this has proved difficult, the company has spun out its assets to better leverage its position there. Most advanced projects are in Cyprus, where plant is in place and copper, zinc
and gold production could begin by early 2009. Early drilling on a Slovakia property has demonstrated potentially substantial gold mineralization. Georgian opportunities represent 2.4 million ounces of gold under
Soviet-era classification. Locally-based management has a clean environmental record and notes that the region has been profoundly neglected.
www.emed-resources.com

Phone: +357-2244-2705

years wiser than we were when
we started eMeD. secondly, turkey is the most advanced country
in respect to the mining industry
in the region, so things usually
get done quicker there than anywhere else. i believe we will have
a mining company starting to
produce cash flow at eMeD; we’ll
have our 39%-owned Kefi following right behind us.
message is that we’re building a
mining company exploring for
something that no worker wants
to do. We’re building a leading
mining company in the region.
in turkey, we’re setting a better
example; it’s exactly the same
model but one that’s customized
for turkey. shortly, there will be
three (3) people joining the company at the Board and management level in turkey. a number of
developments will occur quickly.
We only listed the company a
few months ago.
WSL: Where do you see
these companies within the next
two (2) to three (3) years?
emeD: eMeD will hope to get
more mines; we’re dedicated to
achieving that. We have one candidate in Cyprus, and one in slovakia; we’ll go beyond what we
already have. turkey will be two
or three years behind what we’ll
have achieved in eMeD. eMeD
will already be well into development if not into production; turkey will be running behind, but it
will move quickly; i’d be surprised
if Kefi didn’t move even quicker
at the rate we’ve managed to
achieve at eMeD; the reason i say
that is simply that because we’ve
recently started Kefi; we are two

WSL: in closing, why should
investors consider eMeD Mining
and Kefi Minerals as long-term
investment opportunities?
emeD: First, watch people’s
actions rather than listen to
the words; if you observe this
company’s actions, you’ll notice
a company that has done some
simple things most people don’t
do. From day one, we’ve told our
shareholders that we’re building
a mining company; we’ve demonstrated we’re doing that by starting a feasibility study on a third
project in Cyprus which looks like
it’ll go ahead, and we’ve laid out
to our shareholders what we’re
planning to do. second, we’ve
discovered a large gold deposit
in slovakia. the demonstration
of our actions display that we
started the company small but focused, and we’re doing what we
said. We said we’d be in at least
three locations to diversify our
risk, and we’ve done that. We
are presently in three locations
plus Kefi in turkey. We said we’d
be molding the company as truly
local, and we shifted our people
and build a leadership team with
locals. We have the company
valued. eMeD did its seed raising
at 5p, and it’s now trading at 11
or 12p. We do what we say.
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Ecuadorean copper projects point
to vast untapped potential
The mission of Ascendant Copper is to be a profitable natural resource company, benefiting
all stakeholders including shareholders, community residents and the Republic of Ecuador.

Ascendant Copper is
one of the world’s
top five copper
companies in terms
of undeveloped ore in
the ground. President,
CEO, and Director
Gary Davis tells us
about his projects and
the as-yet-untapped
mineral wealth of
unexplored Ecuador.

WSL: give us a progress report and update on the Chaucha copper play.
aCX: We are doing some interesting things in terms of copper in ecuador, where we are presently focusing our
energies. one of the projects we have is the Chaucha copper project, well-known for many years, discovered
initially by the Belgians 15 or 20 years ago, but has never received the attention we are giving it. We know
there is a copper/moly porphyry with 200 million tons of materials rating above 0.5% copper and 0.13% moly.
We have recently signed an agreement with a major Chilean copper company, antofagasta Minerals, to assist
us in the development of the Chaucha property. they can earn up to 60% in the project venture of UsD$40
million worth.
WSL: expand on this play and also tell us about the balance of the company’s project and property
portfolio.
aCX: We have two properties, the Junin project as well as Chaucha, both 100% owned by the company.
the Junin project is very large and is a copper/moly porphyry. there are studies about Chaucha and Junin by
independent third-party engineering firms based on the data we have. the Junin project contains recognized
resource, but contains 19 billion pounds of copper and a better part of a billion pounds of molybdenum. the
Chaucha project has as much potential. ecuador is an untapped and unexplored area that has the same potential as its northern neighbor Colombia and southern neighbor Peru. Chile as well has the same type of geologic
composition. We have a third property called telimbela, a copper porphyry deposit located in the central part
of the country. it is more of a grassroots project, but there are four drill holes on it that show great potential,
some of those are copper grades up to 0.5% copper.
WSL: educate us in terms of the infrastructure as well as the political climate in terms of resources,
develop-ment, production, and so on.
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ACX: All of these properties are
located on the western flank of
the Andes. That gives us a significant advantage in transportation
because that is where the majority of the infrastructure (roads and
power) is. We do not have to haul
up and over the Andes at all for
any of these. In terms of copper
porphyry, we will be developing a
copper concentrate that will need
to be moved to export. The way
we anticipate that getting done on
any of the properties we are looking at is by pipeline, and being on
the western flank of the Andes we
have gravity, we are much closer
to export ports, and we do not anticipate that transportation of copper corn or even moly corn can be
a problem. That’s good news for
all of the projects. In terms of the
political situation in Ecuador, that
country is an up-and-comer. It has
had its problems in the past. As
recently as the mid-90s, all of the
mineral concessions were under
military auspices. There was no
mining law, and there was rampant
inflation. Starting in 2000, they developed a mining law which was
comparable to any country in the
world. They developed a Ministry
of Energy and Mines, which put all
of the concessions and mining activities under that ministry, and they
went from a currency called the sucre to the U.S. dollar. They are U.S.
dollar-denominated, which also
solved some very major problems
in being with international countries, and that is that you don’t have
the same problems with currency

“The Chaucha copper project, discovered initially by the Belgians
15 or 20 years ago, [has] never received the attention we are giving it. We know there is a copper/moly porphyry with 200 million
tons of materials rating above 0.5% copper and 0.13% moly.”

convergence since it is U.s. dollar.
ecuador is a democratic country;
they hold presidential elections every four years. it is a country in the
midst of change, and since i have
been with the company, we have
been through three Presidents. that
causes problems for the mining industry, because we have ministers
changing every one (1) or two (2)
years. We need to continue educating the politicians, the bureaucrats, and the people about mining
because of their lack of knowledge
in this area.
WSL: tell us about the
present Board and management
team.
aCX: We have a strong,
active Board of Directors. We
have on

SUMMARY: Ascendant Copper (TSX: ACX) is currently focused on
Ecuador. Lead project was historically assessed as containing at least
200 million tons of copper/molybdenum resource in grades above
0.5% copper and 0.13% molybdenum. The company has brought a
major Chilean copper miner onboard to co-develop the deposit. A second project represents 19 billion pounds of copper and nearly 1 billion
pounds of molybdenum, while a third has high-grade potential. All assets are on the Pacific side of the Andes, which should make transport
of concentrate easier. Management notes that the company is one of
the world’s five biggest owners of copper in the ground. Ecuadorean
mining climate has vastly improved and given the dollar standard, no
currency issues are expected.
www.ascendantcopper.com Phone: 303-824-0271

our Board of Directors three highprofile mining professionals including myself. our Board also includes
those who ran major companies.
For example, our audit Committee
Chairman was the Chief Financial
officer of United Nuclear, which
takes a very hands-on approach.
i talk to the Board of Directors at
least once every two weeks, and
i talk to the Chairman every two
or three days. With respect to the
company’s management, i have
been in natural resources over 35
years. We have an excellent team
in ecuador with a lot of mining
experience. We are poised to develop into a significant explorationlike mining company.
WSL: Does the investment
commu-nity
understand
this
company and the direction it’s
going in?
aCX: the quick answer to that is
no. We are a new company, having gone public just one year
ago. We have been under the
radar screen. investors looking
at the copper assets or pounds
of cop-per in the ground will find
us to be an exciting play. Up until
now, we have simply not done a
good job of getting the word out.
With the right amount of public
relations, we believe we can get
the word to the people that there
is a new,

exciting copper play they should
be looking at.
WSL:
in
closing,
why
should
inves-tors
consider
ascendant Copper as a long-term
investment oppor-tunity?
aCX: there are several reasons - one, we are among the top five
companies. When you look at undeveloped resource in the ground,
especially copper, we are one of
the top five in the world. again, we
have not made a big splash in the
market scene at this point in time.
i believe that this company, if you
look at all the economic parameters, you would find it undervalued. We have a strong property
portfolio. We recently signed an
agreement with rio tinto, a major mining company which most
people have heard of, and it required their exploration database
in ecuador. they are our partner.
We have a five-year exclusive on
this database in working with rio
tinto, another interesting development for us. We are moving
forward quickly with exploration,
with good partners in place, and
we are looking at expanding outside of ecuador as well, but at
this point in time we are among
the leaders in holding copper assets especially for the juniors.
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Near-term gold production
strategy approaches critical mass
Carlisle Goldfields is a junior mining exploration and development company engaged in the acquisition, exploration and development of mineral resource properties in Canada. Activities are currently focused in the Lynn Lake Greenstone Belt
of Northern Manitoba, Canada.

Carlisle Goldfields
(TSX: CGJ) is advancing
quickly toward producing gold after just two
years of existence.
President, CEO, and
Director Stephen Mlot
tells us how his company could be extracting
value from the ground
of Manitoba as early as
2008.

WSL: tell us about Carlisle’s assets and operations.
CgJ: Carlisle goldfields is a company we initially put together in March 2005, with the idea of seeking goodquality gold assets, interesting projects that have resources or resource potential that could be moved forward
with a view to bringing these production. towards the end of 2005, we came across the package of land available from glencairn gold Corporation, a Canadian company active in Central america. their Canadian gold
assets were on the shelf. they were not doing anything with them and not interested in doing anything with them
at that time. We entered into an agreement with them in December 2005, finalized the agreement in February
2006, and began the work of financing the company and moving things forward. the package consisted of three
gold properties - one in ontario, a large land position in province of Manitoba, and another property across
British Columbia. our ontario property is small, and is 8 kilometers northeast of the town of Kirkland lake, in the
heart of gold country in Canada. it is an excellent address for gold and gold properties. Much of the area was
explored in the 40s, 50s, and 60s. there is lots of gold, somewhat undefined, but a property worth working on.
then there is the property in British Columbia, the North Central DC, north of stewart, up in the historic mining
camp, where the world-class eskay Creek Mine continues to operate 35 kilometers north of there. large exploration programs are going on by others in the immediate area, so there is lots of action and lots of interest. there
is historic development on the property with the amount of 48,000 ounces of gold in historic resource. the key
assets in the pack were the Manitoba project, the lynn lake greenstone Belt, a classic location for gold deposits
in northern Canada, and a large land position which includes five (5) former producing sites, three (3) open pit
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mines, and two (2) underground
mines. With historic production
of almost half a million ounces of
gold and one and a half million
ounces of silver, there is resource
potential in a number of areas. the
immediate focus is on the Maclellan Mine, historically in production in the 1980’s and was closed
down due to the gold price and
an uneconomic operating condition; they have a historic resource
over one million tonnes, about
200,000 ounces of gold is hidden
in the ground. that is our main focus right now - to reestablish that
resource, firm it up, and grow it.
the initial target is a resource containing 500,000 ounces, which
we feel is easily achievable within
the next six months, and then look
at the potential feasibility and underground exploration later on this
year. those are the key projects
we are working on at present.

There is an airport that used to
service 737s at the time the former
Nickel mines were operating in
the historic mining area. Mining
has gone on for 60 or 70 years,
so people are accustomed to mining in that scenario. The government, however, views this as a
mining area, a town that has accommodated up to 3,500 people;
it’s fully-serviced, with municipal
water, sewage, electric power,

duction.
WSL: in terms of equipment and
field personnel, are there any
par-ticular shortages in the area?
CgJ: in terms of field personnel,
this is one of the struggles the industry faces right now; however,
we have been fortunate and will
be able to access experienced
field personnel. We continue to

WSL:
talking
about
the
lynn lake play here, tell us
where you are in terms of
sampling, studies, drilling, and
so on.
CgJ: When we acquired the
prop-erty, we acquired a mass
historic database in an area that
has been explored over the last
50 years. We acquired a huge
volume of paper documents. We
spent a lot of time consolidating
that
and
in
sifting
this
information. We now have a
good digital database on the
drilling
and
the
historic
sampling around the mine itself,
and we are starting to integrate
information
from
other
locations. We’ve commenced
drill-ing on that in January and
are presently on the fifth drill
hole. i am anticipating assay
reports shortly, but, visually, the
drilling is confirm-ing the rock
and mineral types we anticipate
in the correct location. We’re
getting confirmation of the
historic work, which is our
primary objective right now.
WSL: tell us about the level of
in-frastructure in the region.
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“With historic
production of
almost half a
million ounces
of gold and one
and a half million
ounces of silver,
there is resource
potential in a
number of areas.
The immediate
focus is on the
MacLellan Mine,
historically in
production in the
1980s.”
whether other parts of the land
package are made available.
i’d like to think that if you want
to understand what is going on
with these other land packages,
we will be selective about what
we choose to retain and what we
joint venture. again, i don’t anticipate any joint ventures or other arrangements this year.

and so on. The mine is accessible
by road and is only five (5) miles
away from the town. There is a
power line goes out to the mine
site. There are buildings on the
mine site we are working in right
now. Underground mine workings
are all in place, headframe and
hoist. The mine access facilities
are there as well as all mine ventilation facilities. The advantage of
operating around the former site is
the fact that things you need to put
there are already there. This could
give us a leg up on getting to pro-

look for experienced people. We
have not been hampered in our
present operations by the lack of
personnel or equipment.

WSL: What is it about
Carlisle that differentiates the
company? What makes you
unique within the sector?

WSL: Will the company look
to enter into any joint ventures
or partnerships in order to
develop the play?

CgJ: Carlisle’s focused on advanced projects which are looking
forward to production. as we are
a mining company, we want to be
operating mines. i’m not interested
in merely rolling properties over
and trying to increase value that
way. We believe value is generated by taking the mineralization
out of the ground and turning this

CgJ: there is always a potential;
however, over the next year, we
are not looking to enter into any
such arrangements. it depends on
what our focus becomes and then
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into a cash flow company - that is
where we are headed. that is how
we screen projects. We think there
is a chance to go to production
and bring it out quickly.
WSL: tell us about the
company’s executive team.
CgJ: i am a mining engineer by
training and have been doing
this for 32 years. i started out as
a young engineer with big mining companies but moved on to
smaller mining companies and got
involved in a lot of the mine construction and mine development,
taking projects from exploration
through to production. Basically,
my background is in building
mines and getting them running. i
have been involved with the public
side of mining companies for over
ten (10) years. i was President of
another company; it is pretty much
at the stage that this company is at
in terms of historic resource, historic mining and operations. We executed a big exploration program
to find a new resource on that thing
and got the thing moving forward.
that property is now being produced by somebody else. the company chose to do a joint venture
with someone else to bring it into
production. that is when i decided
to move on to something else so
that i could be involved in another
production story. John steele, our
Vice President of exploration, has
35 years’ experience in worldwide
exploration all across Canada,
North and south america, as well
as in asia. the main ability he
brings us is his ability to take huge
historic databases, assemble them,
fit the pieces together, and identify
the next series of targets out there.

“We are looking for something [that] can be moved forward
to pre-feasibility – feasibility quickly, ideally before the end of
2007, which would help us achieve production in 2008. We
are looking for an initial production rate in the range of 35,000
to 40,000 ounces per year.”
Brad Bowman is our Manager of
exploration operations. his organizational ability is considerable. i
have worked with him for over 15
years, and he looks after the dayto-day “getting things done” aspects of the business - getting drills
and people moved and delivering
the underground program. he also
brings in his over 17 years’ experience in environmental permitting
and government relations. he has
17 years’ government experience
and 15 years in private practice.
We have the ability to advance
these projects through permitting
stages, do environmental impact
statements, or do whatever else
is required that would bring us
up from operation through to production. on the other side, there
is harvey McKenzie, our Chief
Financial officer. harvey is a Ca
by training with 35 years’ accounting and auditing experience, good
with the books, and he is very hard
on following the rules and ensuring
everything is done and reported
correctly. We have a team that
covers a number of areas and
works very well together.
WSL: What is your vision
for Carlisle over the next two to
three years?
CgJ: our vision centers around the

Lynn Lake Properties and achieving
production. We believe that because of the advanced nature of
the MacLellan Mine property, we
will have a solid resource on this
property before the end of the year.
We are looking for something in
the range of 500,000 ounces and
that can be moved forward to prefeasibility – feasibility quickly, ideally before the end of 2007, which
would help us achieve production
in 2008. We are looking for an
initial production rate in the range
of 35,000 to 40,000 ounces per
year. We should be able to grow
from that as we expand the property and develop other properties
in the immediate Lynn Lake area.
Once that property is in production, we then start to look for where
the next project is, is it presently
within the company, or is it something we should go out to acquire?
We are acquisitive by nature, looking for something we can take over
from somebody else that doesn’t
have the operating experience
or management to take things for
production, and to look for those
projects where we can enter into
arrangements with other people
to take other properties to production. Also, we are looking to grow
the company to 100,000 ounces a
year plus production over the next
three (3) to five (5) years.

WSL:
Why
does
Carlisle
repre-sent a good long-term play
in the sector?
CgJ: Carlisle is a relatively new
company – it only came into the
public marketplace within the last
week. it is a story that hasn’t got
out there well enough yet, and i
don’t think the full understanding
of what we are and where we are
going is appreciated by the price
in the market today to get the story out there. We believe there is
good immediate growth potential
as the story gets told and people
start to understand what the company is, what it’s about, what the
assets are, and where we are going. We have an ongoing drilling program, with good results
expected to come out of that.
We believe we can fuel some of
this ongoing growth. the story is
advancing quickly. the resource,
the difference between an exploration company and a resource
company, a company holding
an actual resource defined in the
ground is a bi-fold multiple – then
it is going on to production where
you get another bi-fold multiple.
We think there is very short-term
growth as we get the story told,
but there should be good longterm growth as we build the resource and go on to production.

SUMMARY: Carlisle Goldfields (TSX: CGJ) is advancing multiple gold projects throughout Canada. Core assets are in Manitoba’s Lynn Lake greenstone belt, where the company’s land position encompasses five historic mines with aggregate past production of 500,000 ounces. Initial focus is
to reestablish and extend a known resource to around 500,000 ounces in the next six months. Production could start by 2008. Local infrastructure
and labor resources are substantial. Additional opportunities are in the gold districts of Ontario and British Columbia. Further acquisitions of latestage projects are a strong possibility. The company has been in existence for about two years and recently went public. Goal is to be mining at
least 100,000 ounces per year by 2010-12.
www.carlislegold.com

Phone: 416-368-0028
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Legendary gold mine offers
dozens of high-grade prospects
Emgold Mining Corporation is a Vancouver-based exploration and mining company focused on the re-development of the Idaho-Maryland Gold Mine located
in Grass Valley, California and the exploration and development of several earlystage prospects in British Columbia. Emgold is working to become a gold producer, focusing its efforts primarily on the Idaho-Maryland Property.

WSL: Bring us up to speed on the company’s projects and property portfolio.
emR: We have three different sets of projects; our crown jewel is the development of the idaho-Maryland mine in
grass Valley, California, one of the best high-grade gold exploration targets in the world and a tremendous leverage on the price of gold. historically, it was the second-largest underground gold mine in California and produced
2.6 million ounces, grading approximately ½ oz. per ton. it operated from 1851 until 1956, and when it shut
down, it wasn’t for a lack of gold; it was the fact that the price of gold was quite low. however, the mine owners
had 55 production targets identified at that time. the idaho-Maryland Mine is a unique, very high-grade deposit
and contains the third largest high-grade ore shoot in the world. it produced 1 million ounces from 1 million tons
just in one small area in the mine, and the cut off grade at that time was 0.5 ounce per ton. We’ve been able to
take over 11 tons of historical information in the form of maps, assays, all those kinds of things, and put it into a
very sophisticated computer model. From that, we’ve identified over 200 resource blocks for further exploration,
with each one open in two or three different directions. on top of that, we have another 26 exploration targets,
which means we could potentially be looking at 1 million to 2 million ounces in each of those. We really believe
that this is one of the best high-grade gold exploration targets in the world. We are currently in the permitting
stage. We should be receiving the permit within 10 to 12 months, which will allow us to de-water the mine and put
it back into production as a 2,400 ton-per-day operation. We have three other properties in British Columbia -- the
rozan property is a gold prospect, and we are planning on doing a drill program this summer; we have the Jazz
and stewart properties, two properties that have gold and molybdenum and we are planning on doing a drill
program on those properties this summer as well. our third major project is the golden Bear Ceramics Company.
We have the worldwide rights to the Ceramext technology that allows us to take a wide range of waste materials
and produce very high-quality ceramic building materials. We got into this business venture primarily because of
the idaho-Maryland mine. this technology will allow us to take all of the development rock and tailings and make
very high-quality ceramic tile which is a 100% green product and sell it at a significant profit. Using this tech-

Emgold Mining is
redeveloping one
the great high-grade
gold properties in
California and the
world; even today,
there’s no lack of
ore. President, CEO,
and Director William
J. Witte tells us how
he plans to turn his
company into the
lowest-cost producer
anywhere.
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nology in waste re-cycling systems
gives us the potential to be the lowest-cost gold producer anywhere
in the world. We are looking
forward, once we get our permit
for the idaho-Maryland project,
to conducting exploration, doing
some initial mining through toll milling in Nevada, and then building
our own facilities in grass Valley,
and moving the project forward as
a major gold producer.
WSL: Will the company look
to
strategic
alliances,
partnerships, or joint ventures?
emR: We are looking at a few different opportunities but don’t have
anything in the works at present.
however, we have a few majors
looking over our shoulder; i believe that once we have our permit
in hand, we are going to see a
considerable amount of interest in
the company. We are also currently separating golden Bear Ceramics from emgold, which will allow
us to provide pure plays for investors. it’s important to note that the
idaho-Maryland mine will still be
able to use the ceramics process in
its operations.
WSL: tell us about the
present Board and management
team.

“When it shut down, it wasn’t for a lack of gold; it was the fact
that the price of gold was quite low. However, the mine owners
had 55 production targets identified at that time. The IdahoMaryland Mine is a unique, very high-grade deposit.”
ground, background in mining
and production, as well as several
accountants that have been very
involved with national committees
on corporate governance. as far
as management is concerned, our
senior people have anywhere from
20 to 40 years of experience, most
with at least two technical degrees,
if not more. We have a staff of mining engineers, as well as numerous
geologists. We also have an incredible group of people working
on the Ceramext technology, everything from manufacturing engineers, electrical, mechanical, heat
transfer engineers, and ceramics
engineers. our people are one of
the greatest teams that i’ve had the
privilege of working with.
WSL: Does the
investment commu-nity fully
understand this company and
the direction it’s going in?
emR: No, i don’t think he investment community understands what
we are doing or the value that could
be created. the one piece of misinformation i’ve continually heard is
that “you can’t get a mining permit
in California”; nothing could be
further from the truth. California is
a significant mining state and very
mining-friendly. since 1960, there
have been 40 gold mining operations that have applied for conditional mine use permits; each one
of them has received their permit in

anywhere from 14 to 24 months.
Many people believe that California has a much smaller mining industry than Nevada; the reality is
that California does 8.5 to 9 times
the amount of mining that Nevada
does, according to the information
we have from the U.s. government. California is a very miningfriendly state with a well defined
permitting process; that process
has been in place since the 1960s
and the early 1970s. No matter
where you go in the world, they
all have the same type of permitting process we have in California.
California is a great place to be
-- we have all of the infrastructure. grass Valley is a wonderful
place to work, a neat little town of
13,000 people. it was developed
specifically to support the mines in
the mid-1800s. the population is
steeped in mining. they are promining and want this project to
go ahead. the city of grass Valley did an independent telephone
survey, looking at the municipal issues; they also asked people if the
idaho-Maryland project should
be allowed to go into production
if it met all environmental requirements. 72% of the respondents
said, ‘yes, we want the mine,’ 12%
said, ‘they didn’t,’ and the rest of
them either didn’t know or didn’t
have an opinion.

additional efforts to get the message out there?
emR: yes, we are doing a few
things. We have been talking to
a lot different analysts and investors. our story has been well received by sophisticated investors,
specifically in europe and in the
U.s. 55% of our shareholders
are institutions, hedge funds, and
high net worth individuals. We’ve
found that dealing with a lot of the
investment community on a oneon-one basis has worked out very
nicely for us. We recently closed
a CDN$4.6 million financing and
are going to be spending more
time in the investment community
getting our word out.
WSL: in closing, why should
in-vestors
consider
emgold
Mining
as
a
long-term
investment oppor-tunity?
emR: We believe the idaho-Maryland mine is one of the best highgrade gold exploration targets
in the world, and it will provide
excellent leverage to the price of
gold for investors; it’s a very good
long-term investment opportunity.
We believe this mine could be one
of the lowest-cost producers in the
world, and we are looking forward to putting it into production
and becoming a major gold producer based in North america.

emR: We have a very good
Board
of
Directors.
our
Board has been involved in
finance and commodity trading.
our Chairman headed up a
series of trading posi-tions all
over the world, including one in
the commodity trading area at
Barclays Bank. he is currently
involved with a few junior
WSL: is the company making
mining companies, either as a
Director or as a Chair. We also
any
have on the Board individuals
with
legal back- Emgold Mining (TSX-V: EMR) is redeveloping one of the largest underground gold mines in California history. The company’s Idaho-MarySUMMARY:
land mine was shut down in 1956 after producing 2.6 million ounces of gold; at that time, grade was still 0.5 ounce per ton. After reviewing extensive
records, management believes that each of the dozens of exploration targets on the site could yield another 1 million ounces or more. Permits should be
in hand by late 2007; contrary to popular opinion, California does still award mining permits. A subsidiary also has exclusive rights to a technology that
recycles mining waste into ceramic tile, which can then be sold at a profit. Additional gold opportunities in British Columbia add upside.
www.emgold.com

Phone: 604-687-4622
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Canadian steel maker prepares
for a construction boom ahead
Empire Industries Ltd. is one of Western Canada’s fastest growing steel fabrication and construction service providers. Empire’s wholly owned subsidiary, Empire Iron Works Ltd., was founded in 1958 and is in the business of structural
steel design, fabrication and installation.

Empire Industries
is acquiring rival
structural steel companies to expand its
capacity in Western
Canada. Chairman
of the Board and
CEO Guy Nelson
tells us how he’s
preparing for a $150
billion commercial
construction boom
ahead.

WSL: Begin with the recent george third & son acquisition, and tell us what this means for empire go-ing
forward.
eiL: george third & son is a Vancouver-based company that competes in Western Canada. they’ve been
in the business for 96 years and it’s a third generation company. the acquisition of george third is very
strategic for empire. it has significantly strengthened our geographic presence in the British Columbia
market which is a market that has been growing very significantly and it is expected to continue to grow
over the next decade. We needed to increase our capacity in that marketplace to participate more fully
in the upturn we see happening over the next decade. secondly, the management team of Brett and
rob third has, as part of the structure of the acquisition, had taken a significant equity stake in empire
itself, swapping some of their equity ownership in george third into empire. they own about 11.5% of
empire. that’s a significant statement for us because that’s the way we plan to continue to acquire other
companies in our industry and in the fabrication and construction and maintenance markets in western
Canada. it’s through equity participation by the principals running the business. so it is those two main
things; the management and the market presence they have in the very strong and exciting market of
British Columbia.
WSL: Bring us up to speed on the company’s services and operations.
eiL: Currently, empire competes in two operating segments -- one is steel fabrication, focused predominantly on the industrial, Commercial, and institutional sector (iCi). We don’t participate in the residential
sector. the iCi sector is where we focus our fabrication services and we have four plants in western
Canada involved in this segment. the second operating segment is construction services; this encompass-
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es both the installation and construction of the structural steel
we fabricate. it also includes
the provision of multi-trade, industrial construction services in
western Canada through a division based out of Manitoba. We
look to broaden our participation within this operating segment as well.
WSL: tell us about the key
driv-ers in place here; what
major trends
are
affecting
these busi-nesses, and how is
empire is fa-vorably positioned?
eiL: i recently made a key decision to take empire public. its’
principal subsidiary is empire
iron Works and they’ve been
in business for almost 50 years
as a private company operating in western Canada. What i
see over the next decade is a
boom as it relates to business
capital expenditures in western Canada. there is an estimated UsD$100 billion being
spent on construction projects
in alberta, largely targeted towards oil sands development.
there’s an estimated additional
UsD$50 billion of construction
projects in the British Columbia
marketplace. that’s more of a
cross-section of industrial, such
as commodity-based mining
projects, as well as institutional
construction spending, such as
the capital spending required
for the 2010 winter olympics.
there is also significant infrastructure development and commercial development. it is the
combination of the UsD$50 billion in British Columbia and the
UsD$100 billion in alberta and
that part of these expenditures

“Empire competes in two operating segments — one is steel
fabrication, focused predominantly on the industrial, commercial and institutional sector (we don’t participate in the
residential sector) and the second operating segment is construction services.”
relating to our business that is
our driver. it will play very well
into our organic growth over the
next number of years because
we are well positioned in western Canada being tied as the
second largest fabricator in that
marketplace.
WSL: tell us about the Board
and management team.
eiL: the officers of the company
are experienced players, led by
myself. i have extensive M&a
experience in growing through
acquisition and organic growth
in my past business career, both
at empire as well as prior public companies that i have been
on the board of. My operating
team that runs the business dayto-day is at the top of the industry and leaders in the industry
with operating expertise in steel
fabrication and construction.
the combination of their operating skills and my ability to add
accretive shareholder value for
selective acquisitions is really
quite strong.
WSL: Does the
investment commu-nity fully
understand this company and
the direction it’s going in?
eiL: No; it is still early days. We

only went public this past summer and have been busy focusing on closing the acquisition
of george third & son, which
happened on august 31; therefore, we have not been actively
in the marketplace communicating what it is that we are and
where we are going. But over
the coming months, there will
be an increasing amount of time
i will be spending doing that,
because it’s an important part
of our business. as a small cap
company, we are currently more
focused on building the scale
of our operations than we have
been to get a strong retail and
institutional following. We look
to change that over the next few
years.
WSL: Where do you see
empire in the next two to three
years -what is your short-term
vision for the company?
eiL: the short-term vision would
be to, first of all, continue to
integrate the george third acquisition with our operations.
We have targeted a fair bit of
synergy between our two companies. We have both been
head-to-head competitors for
the last number of years in western Canada, particularly in Brit-

ish Columbia. We are in the
process of identifying what it
is George Third does that leads
the industry, and what it is Empire Iron Works does that leads
the industry, and raising the bar
from an operating point of view
to the highest level possible.
There will be some changes
operationally to increase our
capacity in the industry so we
will be leading the way in how
we provide the fabrication and
construction services we currently do. We are already underway in that regard. In the
near-term, we will continue to
target other acquisitions that fit
with our strategy and there will
start to be a change in the operating mix of our revenues and
earnings over the next six to 18
months because of acquisitions.
We will be looking to purchase
similar companies, in line with
the George Third acquisition.
Within the near-term, Empire
will become a much larger
company with a much stronger
presence in western Canada
which is the growth market we
are targeting. We will be looking to continue to attract the
best operating people to our
team to make sure we can make
good on the volume of work we
undertake for our clients.

SUMMARY: Empire Industries (TSX-V: EIL) is one of the leading structural steel and construction companies in Western Canada. Business focus incorporates fabrication as well as installation and other construction services. The company recently acquired a British Columbia competitor to expand its presence there. Further M&A in the steel and allied industries is forecast. Core markets are industrial, commercial and institutional construction; the company
does not participate in the residential segment. Management foresees a boom in industrial construction in Alberta (led by oil sands development) as well
as more diversified growth in British Columbia related to the 2010 Olympics and other projects. Goal is to grow in order to capitalize on these opportunities while making operational improvements.
www.empireindustriesltd.com
Phone: 416-366-7977
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Finding solid silver grades in
the legendary Sierra Madre
Golden Goliath Resources Ltd. is a Canadian mineral exploration company
based in Vancouver, British Columbia. The Company’s focus is on its 100%owned Uruachic project in the Sierra Madre Occidental mountains in Western
Chihuahua State, Mexico.
WSL: give us a progress report and
update on the las Bolas play.
gng: las Bolas is one of the projects in our
Uruachic camp, located in the sierra Madre
mountains of northwestern Mexico. last spring,
we did a reverse circulation drill program, and
we had some encouraging results on the western edge of the property, which is down by
the old el Manto mine, with 93 grams of silver
over 1.3 meters, 65 grams, and 0.5 grams of
gold over 3 meters, and 597 grams of silver
over 3 meters. these are significant because
they are topographically the lowest holes anywhere on the property. the mineralization encountered is sulfite
mineralization. last fall, we waited for a big diamond drill to follow up those results; during that time, we were
doing underground rehabilitation on some of the many underground tunnels. Just before Christmas, we broke into
a new zone 55 meters below the surface, and we found large irregular workings we had never accessed before.
they contained lots of both high-grade silver sulfite mineralization and gold mineralization. We had chip samples
that ran, for instance, 2.2 meters of 0.35 grams of gold, but with 1,245 grams of silver or about 36 ounces, and
others in the 1,000 to 2,000 grams of silver range and gold up to 4.95 grams of gold and 393 grams of silver
over 1.2 meters. in total, there were 183 meters of chip sampling, the weighted average for which was 422 grams
of silver or 12.2 ounces of silver per ton and 0.23 grams of gold per ton. those numbers are significant because
we haven’t seen sulfite mineralization in place in any of the workings before. also, the location of this underground
working is close to the old arbolito shaft where in the dump above the shaft we have found sulfite samples we
have been searching for the source of for sometime. the sulfite samples in the arbolito dump run up to 71,000
grams of silver per ton, or 2,000 ounces of silver per ton. We had one drill hole that we tried to find the source
of back in 2004; that hole got stuck, but when the assays came back, it came back with 154 grams of silver and
3.2 grams of gold over 12 meters. We believe these things are all related because the drill hole, the shaft, and the
new underground workings are all in close proximity. this is an exciting development. We have done an iP survey
over it and extending down towards el Manto; we have very good results. We should be receiving survey results
shortly. We have a big diamond drill lined up that is supposed to be coming in at the end of this month, and we
hope to drill through that sulfite zone and do great things for the company.
WSL: expand on the balance of the company’s project and property portfolio.
gng: our main focus is the Uruachic camp. this is a 25-by-15 kilometer area in the middle of the sierra Madre
trend, which since the time of the Conquistadores has produced 40 million ounces of gold and up to 2 billion ounces of silver. all or most of the projects you hear about from Mexico are in a very straight line, running down the crest
of the sierras, and we’re in the middle of that trend. We are related to a big caldera feature. our claims, covering
8,000 hectares or 20,000 acres, cover all of the old mines in that district. there are 100 old silver and gold mines
dating back to 1736, when the town was founded by spaniards searching for gold and silver. it is not a property,
but a camp, and there are five (5) or six (6) main project areas within. each one of those would be a standalone
property for a company. apart from the Uruachic camp, we have a lead/zinc/silver target in the central part
of Chihuahua. it’s a carbonate-hosted replacement deposit target similar to the Naica and santa eulalia mines,

Golden Goliath
Resources is reporting
exciting developments
(and encouraging
silver grades) in
Mexico’s famous
Sierra Madre range.
J. Paul Sorbara, the
company’s president,
tells us why the
majors are watching
his historic camp.
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which are famous lead/zinc/silver
producers in Chihuahua. We also
have another silver property we
picked up a year ago, and we are
looking to auction it out. right now,
we have a couple of companies
talking to us about that.
WSL:
tell
us
about
the
infrastruc-ture in place as it
relates to re-source exploration,
development, and so on.

“We have a mining camp, something a big mining company
would normally have. All the major mining companies in the
world have come down to see what we’re doing; they’re watching us, and they’re interested in seeing our progress and see if
we make a discovery.”
others in the industry?

gng: infrastructure is good on
all of the properties we have. in
the Uruachic camp, you can drive
a car to the town of Uruachic, five
(5) hours from the city of Chihuahua. you’re on paved highway to
within 50 kilometers of the town
and a good gravel road leading
into the town. the town is in the
center of that 25-by-15 kilometer area. to access the small hill
roads and drill roads in that area,
you’re better off with a pickup
truck, which is what we use. the
infrastructure is good; there is
electricity and water; there are
several thousand people in the
little town, all of whom are looking for a job; they are very promining and pro-development. We
are highly regarded in the town.
We have been there a long time,
and the people know us and trust
us. our other targets are also accessible by road, you can drive
right up to them.
WSL: What is so unique about
golden goliath that defines and
differentiates this company from

gng: in Mexico, most of the junior mining companies in our category have one or two projects
or properties, whereas we have
a mining camp, something a big
mining company would normally
have. all the major mining companies in the world have come
down to see what we’re doing;
they’re watching us, and they’re
interested in seeing our progress
and see if we make a discovery.
at the moment, we do not have a
resource calculation. We’ve been
doing lots of geophysics and geochemistry, and over the last several years, we have been getting
into drilling. We are doing this
five, six, or seven times over on
the different areas of the Uruachic
camp. it is a big project, a project
normally for a bigger company;
we are a small company with a
tiger by the tail.
WSL: tell us about the present
Board and management team.
gng: We have a great man-

SUMMARY: Golden Goliath Resources (TSX-V: GNG) is concentrating
its exploration efforts on a historic mining camp in Mexico’s legendary
Sierra Madre mountains. Previous drilling revealed significant silver and
gold mineralization; more recent sampling under old workings nearby
indicated an entire new sulfide zone bearing an average grade of 422
grams of silver and 0.23 grams of gold per ton. Land portfolio covers
20,000 acres and roughly 100 historical mines. Management believes
the 100%-owned property contains five to six project zones. Infrastructure and road access are good. Roughly CDN$1.25 million in cash
will support further drilling, including a fresh program starting soon to
further outline the sulfide zone. The company also has additional silver
and mixed-metal projects elsewhere in Mexico.
www.goldengoliath.com
Phone: 604-682-2950

agement team. I am a geologist
and obtained my Masters degree
from the University of Toronto
from 1979. I’ve been working
in the industry since then. Richard Hughes is on our Board; he
is one of Canada’s most famous
mine finders. He was involved
in the Hemlo discoveries in Ontario and was President of the
two companies back then; they
both went from CDN$0.25 per
share to CDN$90 per share. He
is very well-known and well-followed. We also have representation on our Board of Directors
from Agnico-Eagle Gold Mines
in Toronto, a shareholder of our
company; Mr. Marc Legault, their
Vice President of Project Development, is on our Board and is
helping us with this exploration.
He is also running his own project
for Agnico just to the north of us,
called Pinos Altos. We also have
Dr. Andrew MacGregor Robertson, one of the founding partners
of the SRK firm. He left that to
start Robertson Geoconsultants.
He is the Chairman of InfoMine,
a Web-based information site
for mining companies, and he
is involved with Gemcom. He is
very well-known and is on a different continent every time I talk
to him. We have Stephen Pearce,
our Chief Financial Officer. Stephen has both a law degree and
an economics degree. He has
worked with many junior mining
companies. There is also another
geologist in Mexico, Daniel Nofrieta, who has 25 years of experience in the Sierra Madre area,
as well as two other businessmen
on the Board to round out its business aspects.

WSL: Does the investment
com-munity
understand
this
company and the direction it’s
going in?
gng: some of our shareholders understand the company,
but most do not. a lot of them
don’t re-alize what we have in
the way of our projects and the
management team, and i would
like to get that information out to
more potential investors.
WSL: in closing, why should
in-vestors
consider
golden
goliath resources as a longterm invest-ment opportunity?
gng: they should consider
golden goliath as a long-term
investment opportunity because
our project has a lot of strength.
With our main project (Uruachic)
alone, even without the other
proj-ects, we’re dealing with a
situation where we’re not asking,
“is there any gold and silver
there?” We are asking how
much gold and silver is still
there, because they’ve mined
gold
and
silver
out
of
Uruachic for many years. it could
be broken up into pieces or
taken out
by
a
larger
company. We have a strong
management team. We have
CDN$1.25 million cash in the
bank at the moment, and we’re
about to start a drill pro-gram.
the people that know the
business and know our project,
they know we have a very good
chance of coming up with
finding a new mine. the
Directors believe that there is
more than one new mine to be
found in the Uruachic camp. that
will take time and drill-ing, but in
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Near-term copper production
could put explorer on the map
International PBX is a Canadian junior mining and exploration company focused on
acquisition and development of copper, gold and molybdenum properties in Chile.

International PBX
Ventures expects to get
its lead copper project
into a potentially
“huge” cash flow
situation in about
12 months. President
and CEO Gary Medford
tells us about both his
company’s near- and
long-term prospects.

WSL: give us a progress report and update on the tabaco Copper play.
pBX: this is an oxide copper property, the sort of Chilean property you get in production very quickly if
you have reasonable resources and reserves developed. We started drilling on this early in the year, completed our drilling, and submitted the work we did to an independent consulting engineering company.
they recently came out with an indicated resource of 1.827 million tons at a grade of almost 0.6 percent
copper as oxide and 1.742 million tons of sulfide copper at a grade of 0.7 percent; the total contained
copper resources based on those tonnages is 50.6 million pounds of copper in the indicated category,
and then there is the inferred category, which has another 23.7 million pounds of copper.
WSL: expand on this play as well as the balance of the company’s project and property portfolio.
pBX: this is the property we thought we could put in production when copper was Us$0.70 a pound,
which was copper’s price when we first picked it up. With the oxide resource we estimated at that time
(three or four years ago) that we could produce copper including all the capital costs, for Us$0.45 to
Us$0.50 cents a pound. Now with copper at over Us$3 a pound, there is a good margin for making
some money. We’re pushing this property into production as fast as we can. First, the feasibility study
has to be done -- right now, we’re arranging that with a group of engineers in Chile who are familiar with
these types of deposits. they will be giving us a preliminary report on what we’d expect to be required
in the way of capital and so on to get it going. generally speaking, a plant to handle this size of deposit
would cost no more than Us$10 million. if it turns out after our feasibility study that we have more than
50 million pounds of copper at Us$3 a pound, that amount will turn out to be an asset of Us$150 million.
there should be plenty of room to make a good profit once our feasibility study is finished.
WSL: educate us in terms of the infrastructure in place within this region.
pBX: this is a region in Chile that has a lot of mining going on as well as a good supply of min-
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ing materials and more than
adequate personnel. the main
highway, from this property, is
only six miles downhill, once we
get the road in place. it’s mostly
in place right now. the access
then to the mining town known
as Vallenar is another 20 miles
or so down the paved highway;
at that point, we have supplies
of all the things we need to keep
the mining operation going. We
have a good supply of personnel familiar with mining in a little town nearby called alto del
Carmen. With our ample supply
of personnel and infrastructure
material in Chile, we are confident we could get these deposits
producing within a year or so.

“We hope if all goes well as planned to have Tabaco in
production. This should have a huge cash flow (at current
copper prices) and a very long life as we go ahead. In addition, the Copaquire Property is copper at one end, and
molybdenum at the other end.”
good the government treats you
with respect to getting things in
production once you find something and so on, and Chile is
right up there at number one.
it’s a great place to work, and
a great place to get a mine in
production.

WSL: tell us about the
political climate within this
region as it relates to resource
development, production, and so
on.

WSL: Will the company look
to strategic alliances, partnership, or joint ventures moving
forward?

pBX: Chile is by far way ahead
of any other south american
country as far as stability and
friendliness to mining. it is primarily a mining country, and the
area north of santiago (the capital) is mainly a desert area with
very sparse coverage by towns,
people, and so on. so you’re not
really in a position where you’re
up against environmental issues that might concern people
nearby. it’s a good type of situation for us. the government is
very friendly. it’s always rated
as either number one or two on a
worldwide basis by the Fra-ser
institute in Vancouver, which
rates all mining jurisdictions of
the world every year. this year, it
was number one again. they
rate the cost of exploration, how

pBX: that’s quite possible. We
have groups in Chile that will put
a mine of this size in production
on a turnkey basis for us, if we
put up the capital. We also have
situations whereby they will put
up part of the capital themselves
for a portion of the deposit.
there are different ways to go,
and we’re looking at several different avenues.
WSL: What is unique about
international PBX Ventures that
defines and differentiates this
company?
pBX: this is a company that
offers a potential cash flow situation in a very short period of
time from this particular deposit.
it is also a company that has a

lot of upside with respect to its
other projects. We are presently
drilling on one project in northern Chile, which is next door to
some of the largest copper moly
mines in the world. It’s on a major structure that concentrates
these mines — the nearest one
is Collahuasi. It’s called Copaquire, and it’s on our website,
“http://www.internationalpbx.
com.” This particular property
we’re drilling on is a moly play,
where we hope to come up with
a substantial tonnage of moly in
the 0.05 to 0.08 range: 0.08
would be in the high percentile
of moly deposits, whereas 0.05
would be more normal. We’re
potentially looking at a fairly
large tonnage. Overall, we’re
hoping that after the end of this
program, we will have at least
150 million well-defined tonnes,
possibly as much as 300 million tonnes. It will be a fairly
substantial asset if that turns out
to be the case. We just recently
finished drilling on the same
property, a leachable copper
situation, at the other end of the
property. This particular area is
on a tabletop mountain. Instead
of having a pit, you’d be drawing down things off the mountaintop, where we just com-

pleted 5,000 meters of drilling.
that’s 15,000 feet of drilling
recently completed, and right
now our geologist is working on
putting together an inferred resource on that property, which
we believe might be substantial.
i don’t have the actual numbers
yet, but we’ll be putting those
out on a news release fairly
soon. that would probably be
another leachable copper situation, which could turn out to
be an extremely valuable asset
as well and also could be put
in production by ourselves quite
easily. Potentially, we might
have another producer in the
works, but it is very early stage
at this time.
WSL: tell us about this present
Board and management team.
pBX: Up until now, we were
merely an exploration company. We recently added len De
Melt, who has been associated
with six mine startups and has a
lot of expertise in getting mines
going. he is our Chairman, and
he will be spearheading the
organization of the engineers,
working with the engineering
companies to get anything we
have ready to potentially mine

SUMMARY: International PBX Ventures (TSX-V: PBX) is developing various metals projects in Chile. The company recently concluded that its lead
copper project represents a resource of about 50.6 million pounds of copper (indicated) plus another 23.7 million pounds inferred. When the
project was purchased, production costs were estimated as being in the US$0.45 to US$0.50 range per pound; now that copper is over US$3,
management is eager to start mining as quickly as possible. Next stage is feasibility study and production could start within the year. The region is
mining-friendly and highway access is good. A second property (currently being drilled) offers both leachable copper and relatively high-tonnage
molybdenum opportunities. The company also owns “potentially huge” gold projects.
www.internationalpbx.com

Phone: 604-681-7748
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into production, and also looking after arranging the feasibility studies that need to be done
as well as all the mining aspects
of the company. We may be
adding a couple of more directors, who are former major company employees and managers
that have experience in the type
of deposits we’re trying to develop. We’ll probably be adding
people to the Board in the near
future.
WSL: Does the investment
com-munity
understand
this
company and the direction it’s
going in?
pBX: it is difficult for junior companies that are in the base metals
area to get the story across, because most investors in this area
tend
to concentrate
understand
gold,on gold and
but not copper they don’t realize
how much money
can be made from
something
like,
for example, the
deposit.
Tabaco
A small deposit,
easy to put in production, and very
profitable. If you
look at the value of
copper just based on our 50.6
million pounds, you’re looking at
an asset of more than USD$150
million in the ground, and the
engineers say the capital cost
would be no more than USD$10
million, probably less than that.
The cost of production is probably USD$0.30 to USD$0.40 a
pound. You’re looking at a potentially-substantial profit, and a
deposit that you’d want to mine
out over a period of four years.
At the Tabaco project in particular, that is not the end of it.
We’ve just drilled enough to define the 50.6 million pounds, but
there’s a lot of potential at depth
to get even more, and there’s a
lot of area on the property to expand the oxide resource. Once
you get going, once you get
your cash flow going, you drill

ahead, keep adding to your resource or reserve, and you keep
the operation going. there are
similar operations in Chile that
have started with more or less
what we have, and after ten or
twelve years are still producing
and making a lot of money.
WSL:
in
closing,
why
should
investors
consider
international PBX Ventures as a
long-term
in-vestment
opportunity?
pBX: Within a year or a little
more than that, we hope if all
goes well as planned to have
tabaco in production. this
should have a huge cash flow

(at current copper prices) and a
very long life as we go ahead. In
addition, the Copaquire Property is copper at one end, and molybdenum at the other end, two
potentially very large deposits,
the kind of situation that PBX can
get in production, maybe in partnership with another group. The
timeline for getting anything going there might be in the two to
three-year year range. We also

have a number of gold properties
we own 100% outright and have
not even drilled yet, but on which
we have done extensive surface
work. One is called Tierra de
Oro and the other is Sierra Pintada. These are potentially huge
gold systems right at surface.
You can see the gold in certain
areas. You can pan it or dry pan
it out of the ground. There’s quite
a bit there. There’s a lot of work
to be done in the way of drilling. We hope to get on
to these gold properties
in the next few months.
The reason we have concentrated on our copper
and base metal projects

is we have options to purchase
these. The cost is only USD$2
million for each property, so
it’s two very good deals we’ve
made. Nevertheless, we have
to make sure we advance our
knowledge of these properties to
justify making the payments. Our
gold properties are all staked by
us, 100%-owned by us, and we
can keep them by paying the
government taxes which are not
that high. That’s the next step. On

Tierra de Oro, probably the next
drill program after Copaquire,
we hope we can get a small resource of gold, maybe several
hundred thousand ounces to
start with, and get a small gold
operation going as well as our
Tabaco operation. We potentially could have a lot of cash flow
in the next three or four years
that will make us into a midtier producer at some point.
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Once-dormant copper center
is again a “beehive of activity”
Katanga Mining Limited is poised to become a significant player in the global
copper mining industry through its rehabilitation of a long life, high-grade mine
complex at Kolwezi in the Democratic Republic of Congo.

Katanga Mining
(TSX: KAT) has started
renovating a historically massive copper
camp ahead of a
planned 2007 production start. President,
CEO, and Director
Arthur H. Ditto tells us
the project combines
modest costs with
WSL: give us a progress report and update on the Kamoto project.
world-class reserves.
Kat: there have been dramatic changes for both Katanga and the Kamoto rehabilitation project. Katanga has
now completed its corporate financing program; we’ve raised CDN$267.5 million to support this project. the
joint venture took possession of the Kamoto site on June 27, 2006; since that time, we’ve increased both the expatriate and local staff in order to meet the project needs. We now have 1,700 employees at the site. Most of the
contracts that relate to the refurbishment of the mines and plants have been awarded. all the major procurement
elements in support of Phase i completion have also been issued, with materials now arriving at the site. the site
is a beehive of activity to refurbish the concentrator and the hydrometallurgical works where we produce refined
copper. our expectation is to have the program advance to the point that, by year-end, we will be starting to
ship first production of refined metals.
WSL: expand on this project and give us a feel for where you are in terms of development, reserves,
expecta-tions in terms of production levels, and so on.
Kat: the program we’re talking about is a four-phase program which will ultimately see the site produce
150,000 metric tons of refined copper a year with associated cobalt, which would vary, but normally be in the
vicinity of 5,000 metric tons per year. the undertaking is characterized by large reserves and resources that at
this point are in excess of 160 million tons of ore, averaging 3.5% copper and close to 4/10 of 1% cobalt. the
ability to expand these reserves and resources is excellent in all respects. the mining program will involve a
large underground operation (the Kamoto mine) and associated open pit mining from related and allied deposits.
Phase one of the four-phase program is presently underway, and as previously mentioned, we expect to start
producing metal by the end of this year. each of the remaining three phases will take 12 months. it is a seamless
transition from one phase to the next; by the end of 2010, we expect to be at our intended design capacity.
WSL: educate us in terms of the infrastructure as well as the political climate within this region as it relates
to resource development, production, and so on.
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Kat: the Katanga region of the
DrC has a long history as an industrial mining center; for nearly
40 years it was a major copper
producing area and one of the
world’s largest cobalt-producing
areas. at that point, the infrastructure, in terms of power generation
and distribution, road transport,
rail transport, and air services was
well-developed and adequate
enough to meet the needs of the
region. the industrial output of
the region in copper was close
to 0.5 million tons of copper per
year, more than a 100,000 tons
of zinc per year, and 25,000 tons
of cobalt per year. that infrastructure is still there, but it is in a sad
state of repair, like most of the mining enterprises. this is because
of under-investment and neglect
during the past 30 years. one of
the challenges we face as industrial operators will be to see these
facilities being refurbished. the
World Bank has been stepping up
and providing early funding to rebuild roads and provide other services in the area. there is private
sector capital going into power
generation and distribution, and
we expect the same thing to start
happening with rail transport. it’s
going to be very important for us
to meet our goals to see these support capabilities come along as
we expand our business.
WSL: What is so unique about
Katanga that defines and differentiates this company from others in
the industry?

“The site is a beehive of activity to refurbish the concentrator
and the hydrometallurgical works where we produce refined
copper. Our expectation is to have the program advance to
the point that, by year-end, we will be starting to ship.”
KAT: I am unaware of any startup enterprise in the base metal
mining sector that has come into
the marketplace with such large,
high-grade reserves and large installed capacity. In another way,
what that means is that we can
create the size of output that I have
referred to with modest capital,
compared to a greenfield undertaking. The program I highlighted
will take CDN$427 million to accomplish. If you looked at the cost
of a greenfield program, it would
be in excess of CDN$1 billion. So,
in other words, we can compress
the time it’s going to take to complete all this and we can achieve
this level of production for far less
than if it was a greenfield project.
So, that makes Katanga a stand
out, that the amount of capital or
the capital burden for each ton of
copper and cobalt produced is
very modest by world standards.
If you look at the grade of these
deposits, the production grade of
the ore going into the mills and
the plants, it’s extremely high by
world standards, and as a result this operation will be one of
the lowest cost producers in the
world.

SUMMARY: Katanga Mining (TSX: KAT) has assigned most of the contracts to refurbish a historically massive copper mining and processing
center in the Democratic Republic of Congo; work has begun. Goal is
to resume production of both copper and cobalt by year-end. Known
resource represents 160 million tons of ore at an average grade of
3.5% copper and 0.4% cobalt. Extension potential is high. At full capacity, annual copper production will peak in the 150,000-ton range.
While infrastructure is in “a sad state,” requiring CDN$427 million to
renovate, management estimates it would cost CDN$1 billion to build
a project of this scale from scratch. Given the resource’s high grade, the
company may well emerge as one of the world’s lowest-cost producers.
www.katangamining.com Phone: +44 (0)20 7440 5800

WSL: tell us about the
present Board and management
team.
Kat: We have eight (8)
directors on the Board; during
the past year, there have been
significant chang-es to the Board
and there will be more. the
highlight of all this is that half of
the eight Board members reside
in the DrC; that is important
because the Board will be
thinking in terms of what is in the
DrC’s best interests, as well as
what is in the best interests of
both the corpora-tion and its
other stakeholders. let’s not lose
sight of the fact that the DrC
and the people in that re-gion
are important stakeholders in this
undertaking. two of our Board
members are Congolese, and
they are attuned to the culture
and the overall direction the
government wants to go and
what society’s ex-pectations are.
this will be very im-portant in
guiding us forward. on the
management level, a number of
key people, led by rené
Nolevaux, our senior Vice
President, opera-tions, have a
great deal of back-ground in
the DrC. they either started
their careers there or have
longstanding experience. they
un-derstand the challenges of
doing business in that part of
the world and are also very
familiar with the cultural aspects
of the society there, and that’s
important.
our
largest
shareholder,
the
Forrest
group, has been operating in
that part of the world for more
than 80 years. they are very
aligned with that so-ciety and
have a lot of experience and
capabilities in transportation,
construction, mining and so

nity understand this company and
the direction it’s going in?
Kat: on a comparative basis, if
we look at our peers, we are underpriced by any measure. however, we’re a much newer story
in most respects; it appears to
me that the investment community
in North america and europe is
quickly starting to understand the
scope of what it is we are up to
and getting a better perspective
on Katanga’s future prospects. We
are seeing more liquidity come
into the daily trading. the price
trend has been very positive.
WSL: in closing, why should
in-vestors
consider
Katanga
Mining
as
a
long-term
investment oppor-tunity?
Kat: the operations that we are
investing in have a long history
of strong, solid performance. the
technical risk with respect to the
ability of the mines to produce
ores on the scale and quality we
are talking about is very low. the
plants we are investing our capital
into have a long history of successful performance well within the
parameters we are contemplating in the refurbishment. in that
context, the level of assurety here
compared to a greenfield project
or to many other circumstances
is high. the assurance of the outcome is high. also, the quality of
the ore and capital requirements
relative to the scale of production
gives us the unique prospect of
being one of the lowest-cost producers in the business. i believe
those are all attractive reasons
for being here, and this operation will be in business for a long
time; we have large reserves.
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Adding heavy oil to a solid
conventional production base
Penn West Energy Trust is the largest conventional oil and natural gas producing
income trust in North America. Penn West’s production averaged 129,915 BOE per
day as of December 31, 2006, of which just under half was natural gas.

WSL: Bring us up to speed
on the
company’s
assets
and opera-tions.

Penn West Energy
Trust is adding a potentially vast oil sands
play to its already
extensive portfolio of
conventional reserves.
President and CEO
William E. Andrew
tells us what’s ahead
for North America’s
top-producing energy
trust.

pwe: We are the largest conventional oil and gas energy
income trust in Canada. our
current production is 129,915
barrels of oil per day. We have
an extensive reserve base and
asset base, primarily in the western part of Canada. We have
been around as an energy trust
since mid-2005. Prior to that, our management team had the experience of building Penn West Petroleum limited
which was the seed company from December of 1992, and we built the company from production of 600 barrels
a day up to the current levels. We have a pretty good track record of building and management of a
company.
WSL: expand on some of the main players here, and give us a better feel for these production levels as well
as your reserve base.
pwe: in the company basically we are looking at a half a billion of barrels of oil, Boe, of reserves. the
main focus in the area can be divided into three groups. one would be the conventional oil business, which
is light oil, heavy oil and natural gas liquids. half of our current production is from that. in terms of reserves,
67% of our reserve base is associated with the conventional oil side of the business. two-thirds of our revenue
is coming from the oil side. the natural gas side again accounts for just under half of our production. at
present, it’s primarily focused in the northern part of alberta and British Columbia, although we have strong
production through central and southern alberta. the third part of our asset base is oil sands. our project is
in the Peace river area, it’s called seal. We are in the initial phase of exploration and development on that
property. We are producing about 3,600 barrels a day and plan to get up to between 6,000 and 8,000
barrels a day by year-end 2007. our near-term growth forecast for that particular play is to take it to 20,000
barrels per day within the next four years. We believe there is an extensive reserve base of somewhere
between 6.5 and 7 billion barrels of heavy oil resources in place.
WSL: Will the company look to M&a activities as a catalyst towards continued growth?
pwe: We have always done that. those who would have followed us, as we were an exploration and
production company, know that 50% of our growth in the past has been through acquisitions and taking
those acquisitions and optimizing them. We will continue to do that. We have done one large merger last
year, which we accom-plished just prior to our listing on the New york stock exchange – the merger with
Petrofund energy trust, and we have looked at the combined assets and have been doing significant
optimization on both of them. the merger and acquisition market is such that i believe there will be a lot of
opportunities in the foreseeable future on acquisi-tions and potential mergers. We intend to look at those, as
they are a very normal part of our business.
WSL: What is unique about Penn West energy trust that defines and differentiates this company?
pwe: Besides the conventional asset base that we have, we have high-quality assets we have put together
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To complement that, we have approximately 3.7 million net acres of
undeveloped land. We are diligently working that undeveloped land
ourselves, and we are very active
in providing land to other operators in the basin on what’s termed
“farm-out opportunities”. Those will
be opportunities where another
company would come in, put the
capital in, and we would receive a
revenue stream based on the percentage of the income coming from
that property. We feel that it is a
decent source of income in the foreseeable future, where we would be
looking at 5% of our income coming from that stream. Besides that,
we are very actively involved on
the light oil side. We are working
on enhanced recovery through tertiary recovery techniques such as
CO2 injection and hydrocarbon reinjection, which is a large base of
our light oil production and future
focus. The investor in Penn West is
not only purchasing in an income
trust so that they are provided with
some monthly income. Currently,
our distribution to our U.S. holders
is approximately USD$0.29 per

unit per month, so besides the distribution, the investor is acquiring
interest in a very large and viable
company that not only has good
focus at present and a very good
balance sheet, but also has the future upside with the oil sands and
enhanced recovery.
WSL:
tell
us
about
the
present Board and senior level
executive team.
pwe: i have been with the company for 15 years and have been President of the company since 1995
when we were an e&P company
and have been President and Ceo
since June 2005. David Middleton
is my Chief operating officer – he
has 25 years’ experience. he has
been at Penn West for seven years.
We have grown the management
team from Penn West, and on average, they have 20 years of experience in the business. John Brussa is
our Chairman of the Board – he is
well recognized in the Canadian
circle. he is an energy and tax
lawyer in Calgary. our independent Board members are a variety

of entrepreneurs and businessmen,
some of which are geologists – we
also have some finance people on
the board.
WSL: Does the investment
commu-nity
understand
this
company and the direction it’s
going in?
pwe: i have never been one
to watch stock prices too much,
be-cause i am a great believer
that the market will look after the
fortunes of the company as long
as you man-age the company.
Unless there is some terrible
message out there, i am not a
great watcher of the ticker.
however, it’s vital as we are now
listed on the New york stock
exchange that we continue to
get the message out to both
current and potential
U.s.
investors. i believe this story is
quite well understood in Canada
where we have had a much
longer track record both as an
e&P and as a trust. it’s just a
matter of getting in front of as
many unitholders as we can in
the U.s., both from a retail and
institutional point of view and
also to develop a presence with
Penn West began building a
the U.s. analyst com-

munity, and we are doing that.
WSL: in closing, why should
in-vestors consider Penn West
energy trust as a long-term
investment op-portunity?
pwe: i believe it is just the way
we have built the company. We
built it from the ground up. our
view has always been long-term.
our reputation in the business is
very good, and it hinges on our
abilities in financial management,
which has been good, our ability
to identify and develop assets, and
also our ability to manage the company through not only price spikes,
but price drops. if you have been
through the cycles of both high and
low, you have got some ability to
look at the cycles and look through
the cycles and continue to try and
manage the company as best you
can. you are buying a pretty seeded management team where we are
very much focused on the long-term
in the company. We are not easily
swayed by current events, and we
tend to look through those current
events and attempt to keep the company running for the long-term.

PEACE RIVER OIL SANDS PROJECT
The Peace River Oil Sands Project is located in North Central Alberta.
presence in this area in the spring of 2002 and currently has a land position of over 300,000 net acres
of undeveloped land. Penn West estimates its Peace River Oil Sands acreage to have discovered heavy
oil resources in place of 6.5 to 7.0 billion barrels.* We have been aggressively drilling since 2005 with
plans to drill 100 to 115 wells in 2007. Extensive stratigraphic work is also planned for 2007 to prove up
more of the reservoir and generate future drilling prospects. In the first quarter of 2007, initial production
rates on new wells have been encouraging and we have increased the capital budget to the area from
$100 MM to $175 MM. The current goal is to increase production to 20,000 bbl/d by 2011.
*This estimate is based upon approximately half of Penn West’s oil sands acreage.

PEMBINA CO² EOR PROJECT
The Pembina CO² Enhanced Oil Recovery Project is located approximately 125 kilometers southwest of Edmonton, Alberta. The Pembina Cardium’s
7.8 billion barrels of original-oil-in-place (OOIP) make it the largest conventional oil field in Canada. Penn West estimates potential net incremental discovered light oil resources in place from carbon dioxide flooding in the Pembina Cardium Pool to be between 150 and 400 million barrels. Penn West
has been operating a CO² pilot project at Pembina since the spring of 2005. To date, we have experienced excellent containment of CO², increased
pressure and sweep efficiency. A horizontal CO² pilot is planned for 2007 to increase per well production to accelerate the payout of a future commercial project’s capital costs. Penn West is currently exploring potential commercial arrangements with large CO² emitters near Edmonton.
SUMMARY: Penn West Energy Trust (NYSE: PWE) is North America’s largest conventional energy trust, with production of approximately 130,000 BOE
per day, roughly split between oil and gas. The company is also in the early stages of developing an oil sands project; current output represents only a
small part of overall revenue, but the property could be pumping 20,000 BOE a day by 2011. Conventional reserves are at about 483 million BOE and
the oil sands have the potential to deliver significant reserve additions. Other assets include 3.7 million net acres of undeveloped land. M&A opportunities are actively pursued. Monthly distribution is approximately USD$0.29 per unit. Management has built the company from the ground up.
www.pennwest.com

Phone: 1-888-770-2633
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Record day rates and an
increasingly global perspective
Rowan Companies, Inc. is a major provider of international and domestic contract drilling services. The Company also owns and operates a manufacturing
division that produces equipment for the drilling, mining, and timber industries.

Rowan Companies
continues to diversify
its global drilling operations against a backdrop
of record contract rates
and profits. Chairman,
President, and CEO
D.F. McNease tells
us how his company
is moving into place
to meet demand for
rigs around the world.
WSL: the company recently reported very strong third quarter operating results. Bring us up to speed on
the performance and some of the key drivers contributing to the results.
RDC: We presently have 21 offshore jack-up rigs. By the end of first quarter 2007, we will have 29 land rigs
operating. these assets produce about 70% of our gross revenue. We are achieving record high drilling day rates
and are very excited about today’s market. our manufacturing division continues to grow and has been producing
record earnings, with a 30% contribution to our total gross revenue. We expect to finish the year with earnings
around UsD$2.70 a share, another company record. in other words, we have executed the business plan we put
in place several years ago - to move a large number of our drilling rigs out of the gulf of Mexico and focus our
manufacturing division on external sales.
WSL: you mentioned the average offshore day rate, which was nearly UsD$147,000 during the third quarter
(a new record).
RDC: yes, we are a little over UsD$150,000 today.
WSL: the results were strong and could have been stronger. the company had a couple of gulf of Mexico
rigs in the shipyard during august.
RDC: right. Before we move rigs overseas, we have to take the rigs out of service temporarily to prepare them to
operate abroad, and then put them on a ship for transport overseas. those cargo ships are in high demand, so
sometimes we have additional downtime trying to hit a window of ship availability. often, our results are impacted
by rig downtime as we wait for the cargo ships to be available. We also had some downtime associated with
top-drive failures. all of that reduced our earnings by about UsD$0.14 for the third quarter. also affecting earnings
is that gaaP requires us to defer the revenue associated with towing rigs and recognize it over the life of the contract, rather than recognizing the transport rate at the time of mobilization of a rig. But once we get these vessels
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“The biggest problem we see for operators going forward is the
continued migration of premium jack-up rigs, such as 300-foot
cantilevered rigs. We believe that by the end of 2007, there will
be less than ten premium rigs in the Gulf of Mexico, down from
the 20 that are here now.”

lot of gas to go into storage. We
believe the demand for natural gas
in the U.s. and abroad is increasing daily; eventually, we are going
to have to drill additional wells.
WSL: so you believe there
needs to be some action on
both
the
regu-latory
and
government side?
RDC: the government needs
to open up more access. the
senate and house Bill that
passed Con-gress last week was
a first step. if you look at
federal properties in the U.s.,
over 80% of them are off limits to
drilling, and that has got to
change. We can’t continue to
rely on countries that don’t like us
to provide our energy. i believe
more access will be granted as
people see even higher prices for
heating oil, natural gas, and
gasoline.

in place, which should occur by the
end of first quarter, we will begin to
recognize those revenues.
WSL: is an increase in
demand for drilling equipment in
the gulf of Mexico expected
after the slight slowdown
during the hurricane
season?
it
was previously
announced that the Bob Keller
has been ex-tended. Do you see
operators look-ing for longer-term
contracts?
RDC: yes - in a recent press
re-lease, we said, “hey, guys, we
are back to where we were
before the hurricane season as
far as day rates go”. the Bob
Keller was on a one-year
contract, and the operator
extended it for another year.
the biggest problem we see for
operators going forward is the
continued migration of
premium jack-up rigs, such as
300-foot can-tilevered rigs. We
believe that by the end of 2007,
there will be less than ten
premium rigs in the gulf of
Mexico, down from the 20 that
are here now. these are the rigs
that are needed to drill the deeper
wells and get over the bigger

operators have to answer is, going
forward, what are they going to do
for equipment to drill these types of
wells?
WSL: rowan has a plan to diversify drilling operations away from
the spot market in the gulf to
more
longer-term
contracts
internation-ally. Bring us up-todate on where you expect most of
your 21 offshore rigs to be by first
quarter 2007.
RDC: By the end of the first quarter
of 2007, we will have eight jackups in the Middle east: six of them
working for saudi aramco and two
working for Maersk. the gorilla Vi
is in eastern Canada waiting on a
ship to be moved to the North sea,
giving us three rigs in the North
sea by the end of first quarter. the
gorilla iii will continue to operate
in trinidad. so, 12 of our rigs will
be working in foreign markets by
the end of the first quarter 2007.
WSL:
Do
you
still
see considerable potential for
the company in south and
Central america?
RDC: We do. any area that has an

lNg market is going to need premium drilling equipment. the gorilla iii is drilling deep wells for the
lNg market in trinidad, and we
believe there will be similar projects offshore Brazil. there are also
some opportunities in other places
in south america as the lNg market continues to grow.
WSL:
there
have
been
sentiments within the analyst
community that the oil services
area may slow down due to a
rise in natural gas inventories.
What is your outlook regarding
that?
RDC: if you look at the last
12 months in the U.s., you can
see that natural gas production
has not increased despite 1,200
rigs running. that tells you that a
lot of the type wells that are being
drilled are for smaller reservoirs.
one cold winter would “upset the
applecart” and prove that there is
not enough production to keep
up with U.s. demand. We were
lucky that we had a mild winter
last year after the hurricanes.
this year, we did not evacuate a
single rig for a hur-ricane in the
gulf, which allowed a

WSL: tell us more about
rowan’s manufacturing division
and what differentiates rowan
by having such an operation.
RDC: We are the only drilling
con-tractor
that
has
a
manufacturing business. in 1994,
we acquired le-tourneau, a
manufacturer of jack-up drilling
rigs,
mining
and
forestry
equipment. We wanted to be
the next generation jack-up
builder. so, after the acquisition,
we spent a lot of time and money
on engineering and development.
We since have built four super
gorillas and are now building
our fourth tarzan rig. We have
also started construction of a
newly-designed jack-up, which
we call the 240C. the 240C is
ca-pable of drilling beyond
30,000
feet
in
harsh
environments
such
as
the
southern sector of the North
sea.
our
ownership
of
letourneau has enabled us to
develop these new designs and
build these rigs. Deeper drilling
also requires higher torque
capabilities. to fill that need, we
have designed higher torque
top drives, which will be
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approaching UsD$700 million,
up from UsD$400 million just last
year. Demand for these innovative
drilling products is growing everyday. We only see the manufacturing business continuing to grow
over the next few years as demand
for deeper wells continues.
WSL: another strong point
rowan consistently has is the
level of ex-perience among your
operational staff, and the fact
you don’t lay them off during
slow times. Can you comment
on that for us?

“Companies
have to drill to
keep production
up in the Gulf.
Again, the Gulf
supplies over
25% of the
natural gas
consumed in the
U.S. We believe
the market will
continue to grow,
so we will be
happy to continue participating
with eight or
nine rigs.”

market where over 80 jack-ups are
currently working. We believe that
developing lNg basins in the area
will play a big role in fueling future
energy needs for the U.s. and europe. and many of these projects,
such as the Dolphin project in Qatar and new projects in the Uae,
will require premium equipment.
We believe the Middle east jack-up
count will go over 100 by the end
of 2007. as lNg becomes more
important to both europe and the
U.s., that number should increase
further, because there are huge gas
reserves and they need the premium equipment to produce it. in the
North sea and the rest of europe,
we think there will be more demand
for super premium rigs, including
our three super gorilla jack-ups.
We expect our first 240C jack-up,
scheduled for delivery in 2008, to
be contracted to work in the southern sector of the North sea. Natural gas demand is driving rowan’s
business right now. We are drilling
deeper wells in the gulf of Mexico,
which we believe has a big
future.

RDC: one issue drillers have had
during the ups and downs of this
business
is
availability
of
qualified personnel to operate
their rigs. We have been very
fortunate. We did not lay
anybody
off
during
the
downturn; we found things for
them to do, including upgrading
and maintaining our drilling
rigs. Consequently, we have a
very loyal workforce, particularly
at the top – rig superintendents
and tool pushers. these people
WSL: tell us about China’s
are key to our future, and it is
increas-ing demand.
really paying off for us now, as and we have proven that.
we have expand-ed our land rig
fleet from 17 rigs to 29. it has WSL: For 2007, what is RDC: We sell drilling products
created opportunities for the the outlook for the industry from in China. China is playing a big
younger guys in terms of your point of view? What role in supplying raw materials
promotions. on the offshore side, are the objectives you want to and fin-ished products to us. We
we
won
the
energyPoint achieve? also, comment on believe the Chinese economy will
such
as
saudi continue to grow. if you talk to
customer satisfaction survey for markets
which
the company any of the people running
this year. a lot of that has to do arabia
companies in Chi-na, they will tell
with the fact that our people recently re-en-tered.
you there is tremen-dous growth
and equipment are the best in
the industry. When energyPoint RDC: We believe that the happening with no signs of a
did their survey, we came in at Middle east will play a big role slowdown. that is driv-ing
number one, not only as a for both our manufacturing and demand for energy, as well as
drilling contractor, but as a drilling divi-sions. We have copper, steel and other raw
needed
for
service industry provider. this is opened up a parts and services materi-als
manufacturing. the same holds
very important to us, because we distribution center in a
SUMMARY: Rowan Companies (NYSE: RDC) continues to diversify its offshore drilling operations beyond
true for india. People
believe
that
people
and
the Gulf of Mexico. Revenue deferrals and downtime to move rigs to the Middle East and the North Sea have
equipment are essential to doing
already been built into recent (record) operating results. Contracting rates in the Gulf have returned to pre-Kaa good job,
trina record levels. Land fleet is also expanding dramatically. On the manufacturing side, backlog is up 75% at
around $700 million; construction now accounts for about 30% of all revenue. Management notes that natural
gas supply remains fragile, especially given increased global consumption (especially in China and India) and
geopolitical tensions. North Sea and other deep drilling zones are seen as growth areas for providers of technologically sophisticated equipment and services.
www.rowancompanies.com

Phone: 713-960-7575

ask what can disrupt your business
today. if the economies in China
and india stopped growing, that
would have an effect worldwide.
We see more demand for drilling
rigs, equipment, products, and raw
materials going forward.
WSL: in closing, tell us
why rowan represents a good
long-term invest-ment opportunity.
RDC: on the drilling side, rowan
will be a key player in natural gas
markets around the world. the global natural gas market is continuing
to grow. as an example, russia
told the europeans a few months
ago, “hey, don’t depend on us for
natural gas this winter, we have our
own problems with deliverability.”
We see more lNg projects around
the world being developed to supply the gas market for europe,
and we will have an opportunity
to participate in those projects
wherever they might be, because
we have the equipment to do so.
We believe that the gulf of Mexico
will still play a big role in supplying natural gas to the U.s. Full gas
storage has caused softening natural gas prices, but we think that is
a temporary condition. last year’s
hurricane season made many cautious about drilling in the gulf and
required lots of cleanup to regain
access to platforms. We also had
some leases change hands, which
take time to re-evaluate. We see
the gulf rebounding for premium
equipment. We believe this trend
will continue as companies have to
drill to keep production up in the
gulf. again, the gulf supplies over
25% of the natural gas consumed
in the U.s. We believe the market
will continue to grow, so we will
be happy to continue participating
with eight or nine rigs by the end of
2007. on the manufacturing side,
we have a lot of innovative products entering the market. i believe
our UsD$700 million backlog reinforces that. We believe that business
will continue to grow in the future.
this growth and opportunity means
that rowan should continue to be
a good long-term investment.
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Growth, a great client list and
high dividend visibility
Quintana Maritime Limited is a growing international provider of dry bulk marine
transportation services through the ownership and operation of dry bulk vessels.
Secure, reliable and high-quality commodity transportation forms the backbone of
Quintana Maritime’s customer-focused service offering.

Quintana Maritime
continues to deepen its
shipping relationships
to lock in long-term
revenue streams.
President, CEO, and
Director Stamatis
Molaris updates us
on the latest developments at his company.

WSL: tell us about the Bunge agreement and what this means for the company going forward.
QmaR: Bunge is one of the largest agricultural companies in the world. it’s listed on the New york stock
exchange. it’s a company which has a market cap of close to $10 billion, and in our industry, it’s considered
to be in the dry bulk market, one of the major charters in our business. almost one (1) year ago, our company
was fortunate enough to make an acquisition, the largest acquisition ever done in the dry bulk market, of $735
million worth of acquisition for 17 almost brand-new big Panamax dry bulkers, or what we call Kamsarmax.
the interesting feature of this particular acquisition is that all the ships came with a contract for four (4) years
through to December 2010 under the Bunge name. as a result, Bunge has become a significant client for us,
and we have become a significant supplier of shipping services for Bunge. Developing and enhancing relationships with major commodities users is a key part of our strategy. the significance for the company is huge
because we’ve been able to enhance our revenue visibility as well as our cash flow viability through those
long-term time charters. Most importantly, we have done it with very high-quality investment grade charter.
Both companies benefit from this relationship, and i believe that at the end of the day, our shareholders will
benefit as well.
WSL: Bring us up to speed on the company’s services and operations.
QmaR: the company was founded in early 2005; we started operating ships that april. We became public
in July 2005 – at that time, we had only eight (8) ships. Currently, the company has 25 ships in the water, and
we are expecting to take delivery of another four (4) over the next few months. We’ve been extremely busy in
expanding and building the company, and at the same time making money for our shareholders. the company
is currently considered one of the largest dry bulk players in the dry bulk market, and i believe we are the
largest dry bulk company within our peer group. since we’ve started operations, we’ve been able to not only
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M&a activities as a catalyst towards continued growth?

“All the ships
came with a
contract for four
years through to
December 2010
under the Bunge
name. As a
result, Bunge has
become a
significant client
for us, and we
have become a
significant
supplier of
shipping services
for Bunge.”

grow the company substantially,
but at the same time substantially
grow our dividends to our shareholders. i believe that given this
Bunge relationship and our stability of cash flow and earnings, we
see this company growing and
enhancing shareholder value in
the next few years to come. in other words, we are extremely busy
in both growing the company and
generating cash flow.
WSL: Will the company look to

QmaR: the company has been
extremely disciplined in growing
its fleet during periods with the asset prices, being on a downturn.
if you go back and see all our acquisitions since we have been in
the public market, you will see us
acquiring assets during periods
of market weakness. this is good
because then you enhance longterm shareholder value. today,
we are seeing very robust asset
prices. if i was to compare asset
prices between now and one (1)
year ago, i would say they have
almost doubled and in the current
environment, i believe it’s very difficult to engage in long-term accretive acquisitions. We’ve been
fortunate enough to have grown
the company from one (1) year
ago, and all this growth is going to become apparent in 2007,
so we can afford to sit tight and
not do anything if we think asset
prices they don’t create long-term
value for our shareholders.
WSL: tell us about the present
Board and management team.
QMAR: The company’s management has a huge amount of shipping experience. I myself have
been in the shipping business for
almost 15 years. I was the CFO
in another company, before I set
off and started over with this company, in the tanker industry. The
name of the company was Stelmar Tankers - Stelmar has been
associated with a huge amount
of value created for shareholders.
My background and track record
are there and can be checked
out. I have been complemented
by a team of people that worked
with me in my previous company,
as well as with people that have
also dry bulk experience such
as our Commercial and Operations Officer Nikos. These people
have a huge amount of shipping
experience. I also have an excellent Board, whose members
are very focused on increasing
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shareholder value; Board Members have a large stake in the
company. our Chairman of the
Board, Corbin robertson, Jr., is
one of the largest shareholders of
the company; he controls close to
9% of the company’s stock. First
reserve, one of the largest private equity funds based in Connecticut, is also represented in
our Board; they control almost 7%
of the company’s stock. last, but
not least, one of the largest coal
contractors in the world, aMCi’s
Ceo and Chairman, Mr. hans
Mende, also has a Board seat
and is one of the company’s major shareholders; he controls 4%
of the company’s stock. in other
words, we have both an excellent
management team and a Board
of Directors that are highly incentivized because they also have
to protect their own interests in
order to create long-term shareholder value. you can’t get any
better than that.
WSL: in closing, why should
in-vestors consider Quintana
Mari-time
as
a
long-term
investment opportunity?
QmaR: there are several reasons. First of all, Quintana Maritime limited is undervalued, especially if you compare it with its
peers. at the same time, we’re enjoying the largest revenue visibility and largest cash flow visibility.
We have completely locked in
94% of our capacity for the cur-

rent year and 65% of our capacity for 2008. All that translates to
$430 million worth of revenues.
This is a solid platform. Quintana
enjoys one of the highest-quality
customer profiles in the industry.
Almost 80% of our customers are
people we call majors in the dry
bulk market - BHP Billiton, Cargill,
Bunge; these are significant clients for the company. We have
a significant growth potential in
front of us because we’ve completed significant acquisitions
the year before when market asset prices were far below where
they are today, which should
enhance significant shareholder
value. Prices have appreciated
or doubled in terms of value in
the last few months. Significant
value has been locked within the
company; yet at the same time,
we’re growing the company.
We constantly pay a sustainable, growing dividend to our
shareholders. For 2007, we have
provided guidance for $0.96 per
share to our shareholders, and
we’re committed to this dividend
guidance. I believe the company
has significant revenue visibility
that can commit and execute to
this minimum dividend guidance
for 2007 and beyond. For me, all
of these are compelling reasons,
and on top of that, we have a
highly-motivated
management
team with a proven track record
and a highly-motivated Board
vested in this for the long-term
well-being of the shareholders.

SUMMARY: Quintana Maritime (NASDAQ: QMAR) is emerging
as one of the world’s fastest-growing dry bulk shipping companies.
Through a 2006 acquisition, the company inherited 17 long-term
charters to transport agricultural products for Bunge Ltd. Management is dedicated to pursuing similar deep relationships in order to
lock in future revenue streams with world-class commodities producers. About 94% of all 2007 capacity and 65% of 2008 capacity is
already contracted out, mostly to large global miners and agricultural
concerns. Fleet has expanded from 8 to 25 ships since mid-2005 IPO.
Additional M&A is seen as unlikely over the short term, given relatively robust valuations; strategy is to “sit tight” until opportunities materialize. The company is committed to sustainable dividend growth.
www.quintanamaritime.com

Phone: +30-210-8986840
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Pursuing a balanced portfolio
of E&P opportunities
Austral Pacific Energy Ltd. is a listed junior explorer engaged in oil and gas exploration and
production. Through its subsidiaries, this Canadian-incorporated New Zealand-based company
controls interests in more than 15 exploration and production permits in New Zealand and
Papua, New Guinea.

WSL: give us a progress report and update on the Cheal plays.
aen: the Cheal field is the first development that austral Pacific is bringing to market, so this is a very significant
development for us. suffice it to say that the development schedule is on track. We are anticipating first production through the new production facilities sometime late in the first quarter of 2007 and full production of up
to 1,900 barrels a day through those facilities towards the end of the second quarter. at the moment, the work
which is going on is the drilling of the development wells in the field and the ongoing design and fabrication of
facilities for the production facilities themselves. as far as development wells are concerned, we have started
drilling in the northern end of the field, previously untested. i am delighted to say that the first two wells that
we have drilled, the B1 and the B2 wells, from the Cheal B site, have both come in as producers, and they will
form part of the development. the rig is being moved to the B3 conductor for the drilling of the third well in the
northern part of the field, and there will be a fourth well to complete the development drilling in that area of the
field. Following the drilling of those four wells from the B site, the rig will move to the a site. it will drill two more
wells to complement the full production of nine wells. We expect these wells to be drilled over the course of the
next few months and the existing wells to be worked over. the well-site facilities are under fabrication, and pads
are currently being prepared, the foundation is being laid for storage tanks and other vessels, and so on. We
are happy with the progress being made. the cost and timeline are within budget. We are looking forward to
having our first field in commercial production in 2007.
WSL: expand on this play as well as the balance of the company’s project and property portfolio.
aen: Cheal represents one leg of the “stool” we are endeavoring to build at austral Pacific. the second leg of
the austral Pacific stool is the Company’s development options. We have four very interesting projects, which
we will be bringing forward after the Cheal development: two are in New Zealand and two are in Papua New
guinea. let me briefly discuss the two New Zealand options first. the first is Kahili. the Kahili field was brought
into production in November 2004. Not long thereafter the well watered out, possibly as a consequence of being located too close to the gas-water contact, or possibly as a consequence of condensate banking. however,
we believe there is significant potential updip of the existing well, and we intend drilling a well there in 2007 to

Austral Pacific Energy
has built a balanced
portfolio of near-term
production, development and long-term
exploration assets in
New Zealand and Papua
New Guinea. Outgoing
CEO Rick Webber takes
us on a tour of his more
interesting projects.
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test this updip potential, which we
believe could contain up to 140
meters of hydrocarbons. If that is
the case, connecting this well up
for production will be a de minimis exercise, as all the production
facilities are still in place that were
used for production from the Kahili1 well when it was drilled a couple
of years ago. The second of the
New Zealand projects, on the
table for sometime, is Cardiff. Cardiff is a deep, tight gas/condensate resource. The field potentially
contains several hundred BCF of resource in deep-tight Kapuni Sands
located onshore in Taranaki, New
Zealand. We intend to get a definitive test on the principal K3E reservoir sands in 2007. We have a rig
contracted to do that, and we are
currently in the process of laying
plans for the drilling and testing of
this well. In essence, the Cardiff-2
well, tested in 2005, has given ambiguous results and has proven to
be something of an enigma in that
while three sands were all tested,
none of them gave a particularly
definitive test. We believe the majority of the resource lies in the
deeper K3E sands, and we want
to get a definitive test on that next
year. In planning this well, we’ve
been taking account of simulation
studies we have been doing inhouse, the results of the 3D survey
which we ran over the field in the
middle of 2006, and fracture technology work which is being done
for us in Aberdeen, Scotland. We
are bringing these pieces of work
together to help us to get the best
test on this deep, tight gas/condensate field that we can. If successful,
we would be immediately moving
into production mode in the Cardiff
field. We already have a mining
permit there. Cardiff represents the

second of the four short to mediumterm options which we are looking
to bring forward. The other two
projects on the immediate horizon
lie in Papua, New Guinea. One
of these is the Stanley gas project,
which lies in Petroleum Retention
Lease 4, where we are looking
at the prospect of producing gas
for sale for power generation. The
power is going to be used to supply a large, nearby mining project.
This is a near-term project. We are
currently awaiting renewal of the
permit. Immediately following that,
we’ll be shooting some seismic
over the Stanley field to confirm
the size of the tank and then we’ll
consider doing some further testing on the existing Stanley-1 well to
confirm well productivity, reservoir
performance and fluid properties.
If those things are good, we will
then move directly into finalization
of commercial negotiations with
the gas buyer and look to bring the
project forward for first gas sometime late in 2008/early 2009. The
fourth option is the Douglas gas
discovery. People will remember
we made a significant discovery
at Douglas in April 2006. We
believe the Douglas prospect contains several hundred BCF of gas
resource, more over the broader
Douglas structure itself. We are
encouraged by what we see on
the seismic that we have shot over
the balance of the Douglas prospect and over a nearby prospect
called Puk Puk. At the moment, we
are looking at putting together a
detailed pre-feasibility study of the
options we might have for developing the Douglas gas field. There is
significant potential. We are about
to be awarded a license, PPL 261,
which lies to the north of the Douglas license, PPL 235. We believe

SUMMARY: Austral Pacific Energy Ltd. is a listed junior explorer engaged in oil and gas exploration and production. Through its subsidiaries, this Canadian-incorporated New Zealand-based company controls
interests in more than 15 exploration and production permits in New
Zealand and Papua, New Guinea.
www.austral-pacific.com

Phone: +64-4-495-0888

“We have started drilling in the northern end of the field, previously untested. I am delighted to say that the first
two wells that we have drilled, the B1
and the B2 wells, from the Cheal B site,
have both come in as producers, and
they will form part of the development."
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this has similar prospectivity to
that of the Douglas license. in essence, what we contemplate is a
gas-gathering system with Douglas
forming the hub, aggregating gas
from the other prospects within the
PPl 235 and PPl 261 licenses and
potentially from other gas we own
at elevala and Ketu in Prl 5. the
pre-feasibility study we are doing
will be completed by the end of
this year and is designed to identify what the opportunities might
be for developing the resource
and to rank them in terms of their
economic merit. Following that,
we will then begin a more vigorous marketing campaign of the
preferred project to host governments, banks, financiers, and other
potential partners in the first half of
2007. the Douglas gas project is
potentially world-scale, and we
are looking forward to it with a
great deal of enthusiasm.
WSL: What is so unique about
austral Pacific energy that defines
and differentiates this company?
aen: We are in the process of
building a “stool”. the first leg of
our stool is production, and we
are soon going to have significant
revenue coming in from Cheal.

The second leg is the options we
have in the development phase Kahili, Cardiff, Stanley, and Douglas. The third leg is the exploration
work we are doing, and we are
encouraged because we see a lot
of upside, particularly around the
Cheal area for future exploration
activity. The 3D seismic survey we
shot in the middle of 2006 is now
being scrutinized and interpreted
very closely. We are encouraged
by the upside and potential we see
around the Cheal permit, acreage
which we currently hold. The fourth
leg of the Austral stool is M&A
activity. During the course of the
year, we made two acquisitions:
we purchased some assets from
Tap Oil, and we recently acquired
all the shares of Arrowhead Energy
Limited. The four legs of the stool
are beginning to be put in place.
What we are trying to do is create
a company which will have a solid
base of revenue from Cheal with
some tangible short to mediumterm options for further development and significant upside for the
future through exploration. Taking
all these things together, we have
something quite unique. We’d like
to think that the new Board and
management team have begun to
come to grips with Company strat-

“What we are
trying to do is
create a company which will
have a solid
base of revenue
from Cheal with
some tangible
short to mediumterm options for
further development and significant upside for
the future through
exploration.”
egy and are beginning to give the
Company some clear direction.
We want to focus on shareholder
value and growth in shareholder
wealth and make our stock very
attractive to investors.
WSL: tell us about the present
Board and management team.
aen: late in 2005, the Board
came to the view that the Company wasn’t going in the direction
it wanted and made a number of
changes, at both the Board and
management levels. that’s when
i came on board. on our Board
we have some very experienced
people. our Chairman is David
Newman, who has over 30 years
in the oil industry with BP, principally in the downstream. We have
Peter hill, who has over 30 years
of upstream experience, mostly
with British Petroleum and harvest Natural resources, as well as
Doug ellenor with over 30 years
of experience in the upstream,

mostly with shell and with hocol.
in terms of their capabilities and
enthusiasm, we have a significant
amount of support for the activities
we have going forward.
wsR: Does the investment community understand this company
and the direction it’s going in?
aen: to be fair, the answer to
that is probably not. During the
course of 2006, we have been
endeavoring to put together a
strategy for the company going
forward, decide what it was we
have, what it was we needed, and
where we wanted to take all this.
the story has now become clear
to the Board, senior management, and the rest of the team as
to what it is we want to do and
how we want to take the Company forward. to the extent that it
has been communicated to the investment community, there is work
for us to do; specifically, we are
about to propose a series of road
shows to expose the Company, its
strategy and direction to the wider
investment community. that is on
our calendar for 2007.
WSL: in closing, why should investors consider austral Pacific
energy as a long-term investment
opportunity?
aen: austral represents an excellent opportunity to get in at the
ground floor of something with
the potential to be unique and
special. our stock price is sitting
around UsD$1.47 or UsD$1.48
per share. i believe that the price
does not represent the full value
of our Company by any means,
and we have considerable upside
through growth in exploration potential, particularly around Cheal,
and through our four projects -- Kahili, Cardiff, stanley, and Douglas;
in particular, Cardiff and Douglas
could provide a significant amount
of long-term value for this company
which will ultimately be reflected
in shareholder value. Now is an
excellent time for the people who
are interested to climb on board.
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Added onshore production is
the next phase in growth agenda
Contango is a Houston-based, independent oil and natural gas Company. The company explores and acquires oil and natural gas properties, primarily in the onshore
Gulf Coast and offshore Gulf of Mexico, and owns a 10% interest in an LNG (liquefied natural gas) receiving terminal planned to be built in Freeport, Texas.

Contango Oil & Gas
has a full plate of opportunities to pursue,
including enough drill
targets to stay busy
for years. Chairman,
President, and CEO
Kenneth R. Peak fills
us in on his 2007
development program
and longer-term
projects.

WSL: start off with Contango’s recently reported year-end financial results, and bring us up to date on their
assets and operations.
mCF: We reported our year-end financials last week. We are a June 30 fiscal company. that’s why we are
reporting our year-end at this point in time. in the press release, we focused on bringing everyone up to speed
on the amount of cash flow we had in 2005 and what we did with that money; we said we had a cash inflow
of UsD$50 million and an outflow of UsD$46 million. the bulk of the money was spent, UsD$25 million of
that UsD$45 million was spent in the offshore and another UsD$10 million was spent in the onshore; of the
UsD$10 million, the bulk of that was spent in the Fayetteville shale. We have been focused for the last year
on three major investments; our lNg plant at Freeport, texas, more than half complete -- we are a 10% owner
of that plant -- the other investors are Dow Chemical, Cheniere, and a private individual. We have two longterm contracts with ConocoPhillips at 1 billion cubic feet gas a day and Dow Chemical at 500 million cubic
feet a day. since 2005, we have been very focused on Fayetteville shale. We said in our press release that
we had 44,000 net mineral acres; of those net mineral acres to our group, Contango has a 70% working interest. We have 30,000 net mineral acres to Contango, and we are in 60 wells at this point in time. the bulk
of those are with a third-party operator, and 15 of them are with the alta group, where we are operating.
We have just this weekend started our fifth well so we now have two rigs running in the play, and within the
next two weeks we will be tracking our very first well. We are excited about that. i am looking forward to the
results. in the meantime, we continue to receive six to eight aFes unmarked from an independent third party
operator. We also have offshore wells where in 2005, we drilled two successful wells out of four, and we are
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“We have three very high-quality ideas. Two of them, the LNG
and the Fayetteville Shale, are on the low end of the risk spectrum, built-in anchors to the company’s value. One of them, the
Offshore Exploration Program, is extremely high risk, but also
high reward.”
currently drilling one of our major
exploration wells.
WSL: For fiscal year 2007, the
capital expenditure budget has
been set at UsD$58.3 million.
how will this amount be allocated
between onshore and offshore
activities?
mCF: We are allocating UsD
$13 million of that for offshore.
that leaves UsD$40 to $45
million for our onshore efforts,
which will be going to the
Fayetteville shale. We are going
to be drilling from six to eight
wells a month in the Fayette-ville
shale. We believe this will be a
huge resource play. southwest-ern
energy is the 900,000-pound
gorilla in the play with 900,000
net mineral acres. our acreage is
nearby, contiguous, and in many
cases surrounded by them. We
are in four counties; Van Buren,
Cleburne, Conway and Faulkner,
and we consider those four counties the heart of the play. We
will be spending money both on
integrated wells, where we are
integrated by the third party operator into their wells as well as
the wells with alta, which is the
operator for our group. the third
party company integrating us is
moving to 18 to 20 rigs by yearend. We anticipate we will be in

hundreds of wells as this play gets
developed over the next five to
seven years.
WSL: Will Contango be looking
to raise additional financing to
fund its offshore exploration and
Fayetteville shale development
programs?
mCF: We are calling for a capi-

tal budget of USD$58.3 million;
in my press release, I indicated
we have USD$10 million of
cash and another USD$10 million of unused debt capacity. Of
the USD$58.3 million — we’ve
already spent USD$8 million,
and that is why we are down
to USD$10 million in cash. We
are looking for USD$30 million,
which is USD$50 million minus

the UsD$20 million we have in
our pocket. We will be looking to
fund UsD$30 million over the remainder of this fiscal year. We are
kind of in a foot race in creating
value out there in order to create
a hydrocarbon borrowing base
or conventional bank debt of sufficient magnitude to fund most of, if
not all of, the UsD$30 Million. By
far, the cheapest source of capital
for Contango is traditional bank
debt, where you give the bank a
first mortgage on your proven production and they give you money
at, for example, liBor plus 2. We
think we are going to be able to
get a pretty good piece of that,
and perhaps all of our needs financed, but certainly a good
piece of that UsD$30 million. as
i look at our capital opportunities, our fallback decision would
be some kind of mezzanine debt,
and that’s typically a liBor plus
six coupon where the banks take
a second mortgage and do an
over-advance against your production, a fallback from that; certainly something we would look at
would be another property sale.
We have had a recent discovery,
grand isle 72, which we expect
to come on production by November. that is an alternative. Finally
and least desirable would be doing a series e Preferred stock issuance. We have done a series
a, B, C and D of preferred stock.
We would certainly look at that,
and then finally selling common
would be the least desirable of
all the alternatives, but we have
so many exciting opportunities in
front of us, we will go get the capital on the best available terms in
the marketplace.
WSL: regarding the investment

SUMMARY: Contango Oil & Gas (AMEX: MCF) is primarily active in and around the Gulf of Mexico. Onshore, the company remains focused on a
44,000-acre Fayetteville Shale project that has so far generated 60 wells; 2007 drill plans call for 6-8 new wells per month and additional development could stretch into 2013 and beyond. Offshore opportunities are higher risk, but exploration drilling success rate is 50%. The company also has
a 10% stake in an LNG terminal scheduled to open in 2008. Prospect generation is outsourced, as are operating interests and drilling activities. Total
payroll contains only six names. Debt is currently at $10 million and another $30 million is being amassed to cover anticipated 2007 capex needs.
www.contango.com

Phone: 713-960-1901
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in the lNg terminal in Freeport,
is the project proceeding on time
and on budget, and when is the
facility anticipated to start operating?
mCF: it is on time and on budget, that is the good news. it is an
UsD$800 million project, and we
are well past the halfway point.
We are looking for a first quarter 2008 start-up, which three to
four years ago when we were
starting this seemed like infinity.
But in september 2006, we are
less in a year-and-a-half away,
but things have been going very
well. We have been very fortunate that we avoided the hurricane season on the texas coast
so far, which has allowed us to
get a lot of very important things
done on the project. Next year,
we will be in much better shape
in terms of hurricanes. the plant
is being built to withstand 200
miles-per-hour winds. the managers of the project raised UsD$383
million in December 2005 on a
non-recourse basis. Contango’s
net investment in the project is
UsD$3 million, and i don’t think
we will have to put any more equity into the project. We are also
having discussions about expanding the plant, which will happen,
hopefully between 2009 and
2011. We’re very excited about
that, about Fayetteville, and the
offshore of gulf of Mexico is by
far the riskiest thing we do, but
it also has the ability to succeed
and have a major impact on the
company’s value creation.

“That leaves
USD$40 to $45
million for our
onshore efforts,
which will be
going to the Fayetteville Shale. We
are going to be
drilling from six
to eight wells a
month in the
Fayetteville Shale.
We believe this
will be a huge
resource play.”

WSL: Will the company look
to enter into additional alliances
or joint ventures in the future?
mCF: i am very happy with what
we have, and we have a full
plate. We have the ball exactly
where we want it; it is just a matter of execution, but you can tell
from the capital that we spent
both last year and this year that
we are not idea-constrained but
rather capital-constrained. i don’t
see us wanting to begin anything
else. We have got so many opportunities right in front of us. our
challenge is to execute on what
we’ve got.
WSL:
Do
investors
fully
appreci-ate the potential of the
company, given the current level
of interest?

WSL: in terms of any limiting
factors here, does the company
have sufficient physical infrastructure and skilled field personnel in
place?
mCF: We only have six employees. Myself, a controller, a treasurer, an accountant, my secretary, and then on the offshore
side, we have a president of Contango operators, the company
where we operate, at one point
this summer, we were operating

the general contractor. We have
one individual with over 30 years’
experience in the industry managing our offshore efforts. We
could get bigger, but i don’t see
any need to have more than six
people. it’s not that we are working 24 hours a day or that we are
some kind of super humans, it’s
that we have outsourced everything. the alta management is
managing our Fayetteville shale,
the Freeport management is managing the construction of our
lNg plant, we have outsourced
our prospect generation to two
partially-owned subsidiaries, republic exploration and Contango
offshore exploration, and we’ve
outsourced the drilling of the wells
to aDti. it’s more just managing
our managers, which comes
down to be what our job is.

three wells offshore in the Gulf of
Mexico, three wildcat exploration
wells in the offshore Gulf of Mexico with just one person. The way
we do that and the only way you
could do it with just one person is
that we do turnkey with ATDI, a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Global Marine/Santa Fe, and they are

mCF: We are not well-followed
—99.99% of the investing public doesn’t know or care about
Contango. i go around speaking at the iPaa seminars, most
recently at the enercom seminar
at Denver. there are a number of
very sophisticated institutions that
know about us. i have a piece of
paper here with fewer than 20
names on it that own 70% of our
stock. We have a very loyal and

knowledgeable group of sophisticated shareholders, and i am very
happy with our shareholders. the
kind of shareholder i have been
trying to encourage to invest in
the company is someone with a
three to five-year time horizon.
Fayetteville shale will certainly
be that. lNg has certainly been
that and will continue to be that.
it is a 35 to 50-year annuity once
we complete it with expansion opportunity, and the offshore. some
of the wells and ideas we are
working on are ideas formed two
and three years ago. the quarterto-quarter focus and year-to-year
focus are not my prime horizons,
and i am the largest shareholder
in the company. i am trying to
create value on a sustained basis,
and it’s not something that happens quarter-to-quarter or year-toyear. it’s long-term brick-by-brick
value creation.
WSL: in conclusion, give us a
few of the key reasons why
Contango represents a good
long-term in-vestment plan.
mCF: We have three very highquality ideas. two of them, the lNg
and the Fayetteville shale, are on
the low end of the risk spectrum,
built-in anchors to the company’s
value. one of them, the offshore
exploration Program, is extremely
high risk, but also high reward.
We have been in business seven
years. We’ve raised UsD$30 million capital, we have UsD$10
million of debt, and we created a
company with UsD$200 million
market cap, so there has been serious value creation. We’ve had significant profits over that time frame,
even when natural gas prices were
low. We have the same number of
shares outstanding today as we
had five years ago. there are very
few companies that could say that
in our business. My focus has not
been on getting big but on being
profitable and creating value. We
have a management team and
a Board that own well over 20%
of the company and is focused
on creating value per share.
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Poised to capture cost advantages
as solar markets mature
GiraSolar is a Dutch holding company with a focus on world markets for solar
energy. Various affiliated entities are active in the fields of solar energy product
development, production and application.
WSL: how large is the overall market that
you are targeting? also, please elaborate on
its po-tential growth.
gRsR: the solar market is quickly developing
into a multi-billion dollar industry. the potential for growth is still enormous as the application of solar power in solar parks, on homes,
in streetlights and communication is only just
being discovered by the larger public. the industry is also just getting started, meaning
that with economies of scale and technological development, there is still plenty of room
for cost reduction along the production chain.
this will ultimately result in cost reductions at
end-user level, again stimulating application.
WSL: tell us a little about your product offerings, including its applications and market potential.
gRsR: girasolar as a group is active in what it considers the most important part of the value chain, i.e., silicon, cells, modules, and solar systems. silicon and silicon product supply to solar companies has been a strategic issue for over two years. in this segment, the group achieved quite a bit through procuring significant quantities, guaranteeing the flow of product. Besides activities in the field of procurement, girasolar developed a
new technology for making silicon, which could cut the cost price of silicon in half. the patent request was filed
recently. When put into production, this technology will prove its worth whether silicon is short (then the price
won’t matter so much, but the availability does) or whether the price is low (then it will be an even cheaper
source of silicon). silicon is, therefore, expected to play a more important role in our company’s future.Cell
availability is crucial to module production. the group has been able to maintain a reasonably good supply of
cells throughout the silicon supply crisis. Cells are both a component for our own brand of modules as well as
an important product in our sales. We do not produce solar cells ourselves, but cooperate with strategic partners in asia and europe for our cell supply. solar modules have always been the core business of the group.
the group carries its own brand of girasolar modules as well as third-party products. to keep both in our
assortment makes us more flexible in reacting to market changes, and above all, it allows us to satisfy customer
demands over the past years. recent market changes will likely shift the company’s attention away from mainly
solar modules, but it will remain the backbone of the company. solar energy systems, whether applied on individual homes or in projects, are becoming more important to the company. it is a strategic choice to become
more involved in project development and be closer to the customer ultimately using the company’s products.
WSL: give us an example of an existing customer and their value proposition in choosing girasolar.
gRsR: We mainly focus on B2B supply. in spain, we work with, for instance, Pevafersa s.a., a private
company, and supply cells as well as solar modules, other components, and engineering as required. this
company is one of our larger customers in spain. Basically, our relations are based on a girasolar subsidiary being able to provide the product and/or service that is required with a good quality/price equivalent.
in the solar value chain up to the solar cell level, we are mainly dealing with top 5 companies in germany,
spain, taiwan, and China, like Nanjing PV-tech (Ceeg), isofoton, Delsolar (Delta energy), ersol, yingli, etc.

GiraSolar (OTC: GRSR)
managed to double
its revenue during an
extraordinarily difficult year for the solar
industry. CEO Wieland
Koornstra tells us
how he’s shielding his
company from future
silicon shortages.
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wsR: What is unique about
girasolar that gives it competitive advantages within the market
space?
gRsR: our unique selling proposition is mainly customer-oriented
and a cooperative approach we
take in solving their problems,
which we are good at due to
decades of accumulated experience in solar, flexibility, and a
very well-developed network.
We are definitely not selling on
price, though that logically also
comes into the equation. We
aim at long-term and personal
relationships based on integrity,
mutual trust, and added value.
WSL: tell us about strategic
part-nerships or alliances and
the un-derlying strategy behind
them.
gRsR: We do not mention
many of our strategic partners,
some-times at their request,
because we don’t believe our
competitors need to know this
information. it concerns mainly
top five compa-nies in their field
of activity. these relationships
have been built to cover those
parts of the value chain we do
not want to be ac-tive in, and,
often, our partners are much
better at it than we can ever be.
these relationships help us
cover the missing links and
vice-versa. sometimes, it’s better to cooperate than compete.
that way, we can profit from
economies of scale without having to carry the entire burden
of the infrastructure and focus
on those parts we are good at.

GRSR: The company’s core business is solar modules. These ultimately need end users that have
these modules applied, whether
grid-tied or off-grid, whether in a
home or in a solar plant. In the
past decade, we have seen a
very strong growth in the demand
for solar modules in Asia and the
northern European Union. Recently, we have also seen many
southern countries and U.S. states
as well as China taking decisive
steps to stimulate the application
of solar power. Governments
worldwide are realizing the need
to change and diversify the energy
economy. That is a major step forward for the solar industry, which
is quickly becoming a mature industry, capitalizing on economies
of scale previously unthinkable.
A downside, however, is that this
caused a severe shortage of silicon during the past three years.
This shortage in turn caused a
spike in silicon prices to an unusually-high level, increasing the
price of solar modules and wiping
out all achieved cost reductions
of the past decade. In turn, this
now inhibits growth of the solar
market, which will also be felt by
the silicon manufacturers. However, with more silicon production
capacity and new technologies
to produce silicon coming online
in 2007 and onward, while demand for solar modules at current
price levels is slowing, we expect
a rapid decline in silicon prices.
This will immediately impact the
cost of solar modules, since the
extremely-high silicon prices are
the single and only cause of the
price increase, inhibiting market
growth. With silicon prices coming down to a more sensible level
and module prices following, ex-

isting and new markets will get
a strong growth impulse. this
time, there will be enough silicon
around to maintain the downtrend
in solar module costs to clients,
again stimulating the application of solar modules. all in all,
we expect very strong growth in
solar over the next two decades.
WSL: how can girasolar can
capitalize on these trends?
gRsR: First of all, the ever-growing demand for cheaper silicon
should put our silicon production
technology and silicon produced
in high demand. i expect silicon
to be one of the major supports of
the group’s revenue within three to
five years. secondly, the growing
solar market as a whole will allow
us to expand faster into module
production. lastly, we expect to
capitalize on our accumulated
engineering knowledge by more
actively participating in project
development and project coownership. girasolar inc. only
turned solar in February of this
year, and the operational entities
in the field are a maximum of three
years old. therefore, we have our
aims set at strong revenue growth
and strengthening our strategic
position rather than increasing
margins in case the latter bites the
first. i believe this is the case with
most solar companies.
WSL: We have been operating
in a very difficult economy. What
are some of the positive
highlights we can extract from
your recent quarter?
gRsR: the difficult economic circumstances have apparently not
applied to the solar industry. on

WSL: What are some of the
ma-jor trends you see affecting
your
core business?
SUMMARY:
Based in the Netherlands, GiraSolar (OTC: GRSR) produces various components of solar energy sys-

tems from the raw silicon to finished solar module assemblies. The company has patented a process for making silicon
at half the normal cost, protecting both margins and supply from shortages. Solar modules and other products are sold
through an extensive network of B2B partners, while the company is increasingly working with customers to engineer
larger solar systems. Revenue is on track to double in 2006. Management expects a bright future ahead for solar in
the long term; closer to the present, a "rapid" decline in silicon prices is forecast, which could in turn depress module
prices and stimulate market demand. Global expansion is planned.
www.girasolar.com	Phone: +31 570 613 329

“GiraSolar is not
an insignificant
player and has
a few very good
things going. Its
vision and ambitions have been
translated into a
strong strategy
that yielded good
results in a very
difficult period
for solar companies while the
operational environment is now
improving.”
the contrary, during recent economic difficulties, solar has been
booming. Take Germany (solar
country number 1), for example.
Jobs have been lost everywhere
over the past five or six years, but
in Germany alone some 35,000
direct new jobs were created in
the solar industry, and renewables
as a whole created over 150,000
previously non-existent jobs in
Germany. The same is happening
in Belgium, Spain, and Italy since
they implemented a feed-in tariff
for solar power. It’s not a question
of whether to improve economic
circumstances, which reflect in
our business. In all subsequent
past quarters, we exceeded our
revenue goals by far, but this is
due to many factors, not only
the improved economy. Further,
despite its very good team with
decades of experience, GiraSolar is a young entity experiencing
rapid growth. The last fiscal year
gives hardly any guidance for
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“Look at what has been achieved by GiraSolar in what was one of the most difficult
periods for long-established solar companies in terms of both the operational and political climates, and then imagine what this agile and innovative company can do.”
this year. in the same way that last
year hardly gives any guidance
for this year, comparing quarters
hardly makes sense. also, some
transactions, which are completed
over two or more quarters, may
significantly influence quarterly
results. Without any doubt, the
positive global economic developments have stimulated growth
in the solar market. one could
say that with the increased revenue growth in the past quarter,
confidence has grown as well.

pected, which may even
influence
the
last quarter.
h o w e v e r,
since
our
next
10Q
is due, i cannot elaborate on
the past quarter too
much. as for a projection for the entire year,
however, this statement, combined
with the 10Q should give a good
indication of where we hope to
end the fourth quarter. We alWSL: in light of these points, doready know we will end the year
you believe that the synergies inwith a 100% increase in revenue.
economic and solar market development will continue throughout WSL: What are the key
goals and strategies you are
the remainder of the year?
focused on to ensure future
and improved longgRsR: the positive economic success
developments worldwide are en- term shareholder value?
couraging. if nothing disastrous
happens, i believe we have left the gRsR: since girasolar is young,
worst behind us, and the only way our asset base is not strong, and
for the economy to go is up. this we depend on our strategic partwill help us stimulate the solar mar- ners for several issues. these partket, too, as a growing economy nerships are largely reciprocal,
consumes more energy. Conven- thus not of a risk factor; however,
tional energy prices are already we want to build up our asset
rising, whether oil-based or other- base. to this extent, we are in
wise. Just take a look at what is the process of developing majorhappening in the european Union ity-owned production facilities in
with electricity prices, which are the U.s.a, but we are also worklinked to natural gas prices; these ing on joint ventures elsewhere,
in turn are linked to oil prices. this i.e., in China. Project development
alone makes alternative energy and co-ownership also requires a
sources cheaper year by year. bit of forward integration, which
add to that the amounts of money we are working on. Furthermore,
available to investors and consum- we will enter into more long-term
ers in a thriving economy, and the agreements now that we believe
impact on solar will be significant. the silicon crisis is nearing its end.
how
would
you
WSL: What is your outlook for theWSL:
remainder of the fiscal year?
categorize the next two to
three years for girasolar?
gRsR: some of the exceptional
growth until now has been due gRsR: Knowing the history helps
to faster order execution than ex- judge the present and plan for the

future. The first two
years of the
operational
entities in
the field,
before
the
merger
with
incorpogirasolar
rated, have proven the
company had a valid reason for
being in the market. today, girasolar is not an insignificant player
and has a few very good things
going. its vision and ambitions
have been translated into a strong
strategy that yielded good results
in a very difficult period for solar
companies, while the operational
environment is now improving
day-to-day. solar is a generallyaccepted product to end customers, renewable energies is on
every government’s agenda, and
support for solar is getting stronger worldwide. But it’s important
for the company to consolidate on
its position, while keeping up or
even exceeding market growth.
over the first two years, the fundamentals were laid down, the
third year was a strong build-up
period, and the next two to three
years will be the period which we
build up. the expansion of our infrastructure and revenue growth
are keys to our further success.
WSL:
are
there
any
misnomers and misconceptions
that investors have about the
company at pres-ent?
also,
does the investment community
fully understand the company’s
story?
gRsR: as a public solar company, girasolar has only been trading on the stock market since the
end of February, and only
recently

became fully-reporting. Because
of being so new to the investment
public, there are definitely misconceptions. this is partly our own doing; for instance, from an ir point
of view, we have been slack compared to other companies. this
has sometimes been or even now
is perceived as a company not
being successful. however, we
believe that the first thing to do
is sound business and therewith
lead the company to growth and
profit, automatically increasing
shareholder value. No news is
good news, therefore, as it means
nothing exceptional happened,
and business continues as usual.
But we also learned and will make
amends. having the first difficult
six months behind us in which we
adjusted to being public, we will
improve our ir, hopefully avoiding further misunderstandings.
WSL: What is the best reason
you would give to a potential investor about getting involved as
a long-term investment opportunity?

gRsR: this company is run by
people with many decades of experience in the solar industry and
solar business, aided by bright
minds from other sectors; it has
good revenue and nly a limited
number of shares outstanding as
shown in the 10-Qs. Just look at
what has been achieved by girasolar in what was one of the most
difficult periods for long-established solar companies in terms
of both the operational and political climates, and then…imagine
what this agile and innovative
company can do when circumstances improve. that is actually what we do and act upon why shouldn’t investors?
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Enough cash to start going
after bigger petroleum targets
Index is a gas-based oil and gas exploration and production company, with activities in Kansas, Texas, Mississippi, Alabama and Louisiana. It has offices in Houston,
Texas and Bath, England. Index is focused on efficiently building a broad portfolio of
producing properties with what it believes to be significant upside potential and intends to grow its existing asset base and revenues through further investment in the U.S.
WSL: Update our audience on the company’s various assets
and operations and where index is today versus this time last
year.

Index Oil & Gas is
taking its exploration
activities to the next
level by buying into
bigger and higherleverage prospects.
Daniel L. Murphy, the
company’s chairman,
tells us what’s in his
project pipeline.

iXog: We are a U.s.-focused oil and gas exploration and production company. We are predominately in exploration at this
phase of our development. We are located in texas,
louisiana, alabama, Mississippi and Kansas. a year ago, we
had one inter-est in the Kansas location; since that time, we have
had significant growth. We have had two funding rounds.
entered
into and
ten additional
projects.
We’ve
gone through
another
company
listed on the
NasDaQ
over-the-Counter
phase from a year ago, and we merged withWe’ve
an
extremely
fast
growth
Bulletin Board.
WSL: let’s look at the company’s various plays here; give us an understanding for them in terms of
potential reserves, production and so on.
iXog: We have always been opportunity-rich and cash poor almost since our inception, although that picture
is changing now. the Kansas play is a very small interest, effectively what we could afford to use the company’s
capital to prove up our business model, and since that time we have had two additional cash injections [since the
interview iXog has raised an additional $3.8 million bringing the total raised in 2006 to around $16 million.] We
have been growing our portfolio, initially in phase ii in the same risk profile of opportunities, but we are taking on
more significant interest levels. in phase iii, we are going to shift the risk a bit, not significantly, but more into larger
opportunities with higher interest levels, so our growth will be accelerated in that fashion.
WSL: index recently announced the raising of a private placement of UsD$7 million. how will these funds
be applied within your operations?
iXog: that’s our phase iii funding [iXog has announced an additional raise of $3.8 million as announced on
october 10, 2006]. We have a few high upside opportunities that we are currently negotiating. in fact, we just
announced one we have finished negotiations on and are going to be drilling a well on shortly. these are multiple
well opportunities, and they are in the tens of BCF reserve target ranges. the risk goes up slightly, but the potential
gains are much more substantial.
WSL: the company just announced an agreement to participate in the New taiton project in south texas.
tell us some more about that.
iXog: We are excited about the New taiton project. it is a large gas target located in a proven basin. it sits in
between two gas fields and has a lot of upside. We are conservative with the way we risk things, but our partners
on that particular project have reported to their shareholders a substantially higher value than we have assessed it
at, but it’s still a very attractive project for us. our partners have reported it as possibly twice or three times as big
as our conservatively risked estimate. there is a lot of upside in this particular opportunity.
WSL: tell us about some of the partners and joint venture alliances you have put into operation.
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iXog: We see one of the key
features in our business model is to
establish good relationships and
partnerships with people -- one,
those that we trust; and two, that
trust us and that we can depend on,
because we are a non-operator. in
effect, we invest our shareholders’
money in oil and gas assets and
rely on other field of operators
to carry out the work programs.
Choosing our partner is very key
to our success, and the partners
we have been working with over
the last two to three years have not
disappointed us. they have been
extremely good in not only listening to what we have to say, but
also in implementing the programs
we agree to.
WSL: tell us about the
manage-ment team.
iXog: We are very excited about
John Williams joining us. he is a
very experienced explorationist
who came out of the Conoco Phillips organization and he is also excited about the company’s potential. We had a weeklong strategy
executive management meeting
last week, and his enthusiasm was
contagious. in addition to John, we
are also focusing on strengthening
our Board in the next year in anticipation of a possible move to a
senior market.
WSL: What do the next 12 to
18 months hold for index?
iXog: We have the tranche of
new money, and have a number
of projects that we are at different
stages of negotiation with, and this
is going to enable us to maintain
our accelerated growth rate. We
have no shortage of projects. We

are typically getting to evaluate six
a month, and of those we are interested in two to three. our pipeline
doesn’t show any signs of drying
up, and we will most likely be looking for additional capital sometime next year in order to keep the
growth going.

ments, if not this quarter, early next
quarter and on into the second
quarter of next year. it takes a
while to invest money wisely, and
we don’t want to rush it. the money
we currently have ready to go will
be committed by second quarter
next year.

WSL: For potential investors
look-ing for a play in this sector,
what should they understand
about in-dex that distinguishes
it from the other players?

WSL:
in
terms
of
the
perceptions
within
the
investment
community,
the
company has achieved a lot in
a short phase of time. Does the
broader
investment
community fully understand the
company
or appreciate its
potential?

iXog: the key issue about our
company is the management team.
along with the management team
and its experience is their network
of relationships in the business that
draw these opportunities to us,
and that’s important. in addition,
we are all like-minded in the way
we approach the business. We like
to slightly underestimate opportunities so that shareholders don’t get
disappointed. We’d rather see
them happy with upsides coming
in than with exaggerating things
and not having them come in to
the level we expect. We will be
conservative in what we tell our
shareholders, so they aren’t disappointed. in addition, the new equity we have and the support we are
getting from the shareholders suggests that we will be able to raise
money as and when we need it.
WSL: With the new financing in
place, can we expect to see some
additional M&a activity going
forward?
iXog: yes, we will be making
some announcements. We are negotiating a number of projects. if
those negotiations are successful,
we will be making some announce-

iXog: i don’t see how
they could, because our news
flow has been fairly limited.
We only put out articles when
ink is dry on agreements, and
when results are known. that’s
part of our policy on ir/Pr. We
have had some delays in getting
ink on paper, and it’s just part of
the business process we go
through. But in the next three to
six months, our news flow is
going to increase substantially,
because all these things are
coming
in
and
be-ing
implemented, and the results
will be known. the news will be
in the marketplace, and we will
com-municate it clearly and
simply to our investors.
WSL: in terms of raising the
com-pany’s
visibility,
is
it
management’s intention to list the
company or po-tentially list it on
one of the senior exchanges?

iXog: yes, it’s part of our
strategy. We expect to graduate
markets at a
time
that’s
appropriate. at this point in
time, it might be 18 months or
SUMMARY: Index Oil & Gas (OTCBB: IXOG) is focused on Gulf Coast onshore exploration as well as an advanced
two years down the road. it is
Kansas project. Although historically cash-poor, the company has raised $16 million in 2006 and is using the funds
all dependent on us delivering
to expand its operations, taking bigger positions in larger opportunities. Most recently, the company bought into the
suc-cess
and
the
market
New Taiton gas target in Texas, which offers “a lot” of upside even when assessed on a conservative basis. Managerecognizing
ment is evaluating about six projects a month and pipeline of opportunities “doesn’t show any signs of drying up.”
The potential of all assets is understated whenever possible in order to avoid shareholder disappointment. A move
from the bulletin boards by late 2008 is contemplated. www.indexoil.com Phone:713-683-0800
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“We all believe
in this company.
We are long-term
players in the
industry, and we
are all committed
to growing this
company into a
significant oil and
gas company.
Our network is
delivering highquality and significant new opportunities on a
continuous basis.”
it, so that we get the required (senior market) criteria in numbers of
shareholders and in share value in
order to graduate markets.
conclusion,
WSL:
in
summarize for us why index
represents a good long-term
investment play.
iXog: it all starts with the
team and its commitment; we all
believe in this company. We are
long-term players in the industry,
and we are all committed to
growing this com-pany into a
significant oil and gas company.
our network is deliver-ing highquality and significant new
opportunities on a continuous
basis. that’s going to be to
the shareholders’ benefit. We
have all been involved in large
companies; i have personally
been involved in a 500 million
barrel oilfield dis-covery and
development. index is really
exciting to us, because we
believe in its potential, and the
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Fast-growing energy engineering
firm goes on the M&A trail
Bateman Litwin N.V. is a global provider of innovative turnkey solutions for the
Oil and Gas, Power and Chemical industries. Bateman Litwin is recognized for
its uniquely-comprehensive offerings, covering a wide spectrum of services.
WSL: the company’s most recent financial report indicated huge
increases in revenues (up 133%), operating profit (up 216%), and
before-tax profit (up 253%). What do you attribute these gains to?
BnLn: Mostly to the fact that we are a fast-growing company, wellfitted in with our target market. We are operating via two divisions;
the energy division, focusing on the energy growing target market,
where we have cultural affinity (such as North africa, the Cis, and
Bateman Litwin is
the Middle east); and the advanced technologies division, focusing
one of the world’s
on the superiority of our technological solutions to the phosphate
fastest-growing
and
the solvent extraction application markets. We are currently
engineering and conrunning
25 lump sum turnkey contracts in 14 different countries.
struction companies
serving the energy
industry. Eyal Cohen, WSL: you have major sensors in some of the countries around the globe, correct? in which countries are
the company’s CFO, you most active?
tells us why its niche
strategy will continue BnLn: our energy division is operating mainly in the Cis (Kazakhstan, russia, Uzbekistan, and azerbaijan),
europe, North africa, and the Middle east. in regards with the advanced technologies division -- we are a global
to pay off.
player. our major operational offices are located in France, italy, Kazakhstan, israel, romania, and abu Dhabi.
in addition, we have a network of marketing, procurement, and logistics offices globally and currently have over
1,000 employees.
WSL: is this growth you are experiencing primarily organic or has it been one based on mergers and
acquisi-tions? also, what is your general plan for this area?
BnLn: our growth is a combination of organic factors and acquisitions. With regards to the energy division,
we are trying to increase our market share in our target markets. We are using the synergism between the two
divisions to leverage on the technology to execute ePC projects. as far as acquisitions are concerned, we are
looking for companies that will enable us to strengthen our position in our target markets, increase the capacity,
and provide complementary technologies.
WSL: What is your target market and which projects do you really look for?
BnLn: the projects we usually look for are mid-sized projects not exceeding UsD$500 million, where the competition is limited. i can give you a good example. if a certain engineering company is providing services and
is not able to provide full ePC services (lump sum turnkey contracts) due to its balance sheet and financial limitations, we can simply acquire that company and use our resources, both financially and managerially, to convert
that company to an active ePC player. this way, instead of having 200 engineers producing revenue of UsD$12
million per year, you can aspire to be above UsD$100 million of ePC contracts with those people and with the
additional support of knowledge we already possess.
WSL: What makes Bateman unique?
BnLn: our differentiating factors are a) the concept of business generation, being involved with the project at
its early stages -- helping the client to develop the project, and thus try and avoid tenders; b) we have in-house
high-efficiency low cost centers; c) we give a lot of attention to the issue of cultural affinity; d) we focus mainly
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“We can simply acquire that company and use our resources,
both financially and managerially, to convert that company to
an active EPC player. This way, instead of having 200 engineers
producing revenue of USD$12 million per year, you can aspire
to be above USD$100 million.”
on process oriented projects as we
have in-house about 300 process
engineers and pipeline designers;
e) we have in-house expertise in
environmental and power projects,
which enable us to be very competitive in our target markets; f) our
technologies division -- with our
own know-how and proprietary
technologies.
WSL: so in other words, working
in the smaller projects arena allows you to be more profitable
and more attractive to your
investors?
BnLn: yes. generally
, if you
compare us to larger players, you
will see that the average project is
much smaller, but the diversified
number of projects allows us to be
unique in providing those solutions. We usually do not find
many competitors on those
projects.
WSL: is the plan to stay in
that space or are you looking to
grow to compete with those
larger com-panies?

stay a niche player. also, with regards to the size of contracts, we
are targeting the ones in the range
from tens to four -- five hundred millions of Us Dollars. We don’t have
any intention in the near future to
complete with the bigger players
on billions of dollars’ projects.
WSL: so that’s one of the things
to be clarified for the investment
com-munity that separates you
from the big players.
BnLn: yes -- the other thing of
interest is our advanced technologies division, though small,
representing something like 10%
to 15% of our revenue, due to its
technology superiority, enjoy the
huge comparable market margins,
which were 21% on last year and
allowing us to get to a blue-chip
client globally. We serve most of
the minerals and metal sectors,
and we do supply solutions, which
are technology driven. When we
combine them with the ePC knowhow of the energy division, they
become lucrative projects.

BnLn: our defined strategy is to
SUMMARY: Bateman Litwin (AIM: BNLN) provides a full spectrum
of engineering, procurement and construction (EPC) services to the energy and chemical industries. The company is currently engaged in
25 projects in 14 countries. Target energy markets range from North
Africa through Europe, the CIS and the Middle East. Chemical activities
focus on phosphate production and solvent extraction, and are global
in scope. Strategy is to go after middle-market contracts (under $500
million) that global giants rarely compete to win; management does not
plan to abandon this niche approach. Growth has been unparalleled
in the industry and margins have been “very” high. Acquisitions are
actively pursued. Client relationships are highly consultative, bypassing
the formal tender process in favor of direct negotiation.
www.bateman-litwin.com Phone: +31-20-564-0491

WSL: is that the reason
investors
should
consider
Bateman litwin for a long-term
investment?
BnLn: yes -- that is one of
the reasons people should
consider us to be a long-term
player. We dem-onstrate we are
much faster grow-ing in terms
of percentage than any other
player in our market. We are
enjoying a preferred posi-tion in
our target markets, with a
unique
combination
of
technology that allows very high
margins. We have a highlyexperienced man-agement team
which will keep up the growth
momentum faster than other
players.
WSL: are there any specific individuals you would like to single
out?
BnLn: yes -- in particular
Max abitbol, our Chief Business
Devel-opment officer. Max is the
former aBB Ceo of europe,
africa, and the Middle east and
responsible for billions of dollars
of
turnover
and
19,000
employees. that means that the
capacity and the experi-ence of
the managers currently running
the
group
would
enable
management of increasinglybig-ger entities. that’s why we
believe we will be able to
integrate new acquisition we are
working on in the same manner
as the first two we have recently
conducted.
WSL:
are
there
any
misconcep-tions by investors you
would like to clear up?

and gas players; as such, we are
enjoying or dis-enjoying economies of scale, but this is not the
case. We are not competing with
the big fellows. We are different
in our marketing thinking, and in
the kind of the projects we approach. the way we behave is
putting us in a position where we
have limited competition in the
work we are conducting. if you
analyze the markets we are currently working in and the ones we
are working to develop, you’ll see
most of them are ones we do on
a negotiation basis rather than a
tender.
WSL: Does the current stock
price accurately reflect the company’s potential?
BnLn: i don’t believe so; i don’t
think the multi-players, which are
building up our share price reflect
the current position or the company’s future position as forecasts
have shown. in the past, we have
repeatedly shown we can beat
our forecast, so investors should
check out what we are doing
and review what we said and are
saying now to see if they should
change their attitude to a much
more positive one.
WSL: in summary, what final
rea-sons would you give for the
invest-ment community wanting
to own your stock?
BnLn: For one thing, the momentum that had brought us to
the stock exchange to start with.
We were cash positive at the beginning, but we wanted to grow
-- these reasons, which remain valid, are why we went into the stock
exchange. We are using the monetary resources we brought into
the company in order to expand
the basis of infrastructure that services are being rendered through.
We are also expanding by way
of acquiring companies, which
will add value to the group. We
believe that the targets that we
presented when we listed the company will be met or exceeded.
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Bringing the coal bed methane
boom to power-hungry China
Green Dragon Gas is an upstream gas production company exclusively focused on
developing environmental friendly Coal Bed Methane (CBM) in China. Green Dragon Gas is one of the pioneers in working with its stated owned partner China United
Coalbed Methane Co. Ltd. (CUCBM) towards commercializing significant CBM resources in China. Green Dragon Gas is one of the largest foreign partners of CUCBM.
WSL: green Dragon gas became the
larg-est Chinese company to be traded
on the london aiM exchange when it
successfully listed this past august.
Provide us with an overview of the
company’s various assets and operations.
Green Dragon Gas
aims to be a big player
in China’s emerging
coal bed methane
business. Chairman
and CEO Randeep S.
Grewal tells us about
his plans to drill
hundreds of shallow
wells every year for
the foreseeable future.

gDg: our assets are focused on a niche
component of the energy market, coal bed
methane. our entire operations are based in
China, more specifically and geographically,
in central China. We have five joint venture
contracts with the Chinese government through a special purpose entity called China United Coal Bed Methane
Corporation, 50%-owned by PetroChina and 50%-owned by the Chinese Coal Bureau. our asset is 1.7 million
acres, broken up into five distinct blocks, with a gas in place as confirmed and verified during the iPo process by
scott Pickford in europe to be 16.6 trillion cubic feet of gas. of the five blocks, three are in shanxi province, one
in Jiangxi province, and the fifth one in anhui.
WSL: in terms of the recent placements, you mentioned that 2007 promises to be a landmark year for coal
bed methane and its contribution to the Chinese energy sector. tell us about some of the developing trends
presenting an opportunity for green Dragon.
gDg: the timing has never been as good as it is at present for coal bed methane to become a significant commercial by viable gas provider within the energy component of China’s demand. essentially, many things have
come together in 2006 and pricing has fueled the focus on alternative energy and unconventional sources of gas.
additionally, the delay in lNg in providing gas supply to the western coast of China has also pushed a higher
attention to onshore resources. in China’s case, while being the third largest resource of coal bed methane in the
world, 50% of all gas in China is in its coal beds; hence, the increasing viable source for gas. the delay in lNg
and the pricing have been catalysts in fueling attention into coal bed methane; what we have seen is that while 10
to 20 wells of the CBM used to be drilled in prior years, literally hundreds are being drilled this year. i expect that
in 2007 and beyond, coal bed methane production, drilling, and development will be a cornerstone in significant
production coming on-line starting in 2008. green Dragon gas happens to be ideally poised to be in the forefront
of all of this development, as we are the largest foreign partner in China in coal bed methane development and
have been there since the beginning of the industry in 1998.
WSL: as you’ve mentioned, green Dragon has interest in five coal bed methane production-sharing
contracts in China covering 1.6 million acres. two of the projects are at a more advanced stage in terms of
CBM reserves than the other three projects. how many wells does the company expect to drill at each of
these sites by the end of 2007?
gDg: We just recently announced that we had signed contracts for drilling wells in every one of our blocks. By
the middle of october, we expect we’ll be drilling wells in each one of our blocks on a continual basis. We expect
this year to have pilots done on each block, so that going into 2007 we are running a continuous drilling pro-
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gram starting from second quarter
onwards. With the amount of acreage we have, the drilling program
should amount to hundreds of wells
on an annual basis, the precise nature of which we will announce in
the coming months.
WSL: in terms of partnerships,
the company
has
recently
signed an agreement
with
PetroChina
Plan-ning
&
engineering. tell us about the
importance of this agreement.
gDg: the importance of the
agreement with this specific
subsid-iary of PetroChina is that
this par-ticular organization has
the best experienced manpower
in place for developing facilities,
pipelines, gathering stations,
and so on in China; as we are
getting ready for a significant
development cycle in building
facilities, we wanted the best
organization in China to build
and design them for us. We
are glad to be able to come to
an agreement with PetroChina
to
develop
these
facilities
going forward. the first plan, an
overall development plan in
China, will be delivered to the
Beijing authori-ties by the end of
this year, which will form the
model of coal bed methane
facilities going forward. We are
excited to be the pioneer in terms
of developing the facility designs
going forward.

“The timing has never been as good as it is at present for coal
bed methane to become a significant commercial by viable
gas provider within the energy component of China’s demand.
Essentially, many things have come together in 2006 and pricing has fueled the focus.”
barrier to entry to other companies
planning to enter this sector?
gDg: since substantial amount of
focus has shifted to unconventional
gas, in this case coal bed methane, there are significant amount
of interests coming forward to
obtain blocks from CUCBM or
PetroChina or sinopec and other
coal mining companies; however,
the significant barrier to entry is
that a foreign party brings little in
terms of what is already available
in China - technology, skilled manpower, and the demand. When
it comes down to green Dragon
gas which has 1.6 million acres as
a consolidated acreage position, i
would envision to say that it is almost impossible to put together in
today’s market in China.
WSL: in terms of infrastructure,
does the company have a sufficient amount physically as well
as skilled field personnel in
place?
gDg: For the size of operations
we have in 2006, we’ve got the
right skilled manpower in place.
there is significant expertise on
the

WSL: in relation to some of
the other partnerships already
re-ferred to with China United
Coal Bed Methane Corporation,
does
this particular
agreement
SUMMARY:
Green Dragon
Gas (AIM: GDG) is the premier player
form
a
in China’s emerging coal bed methane industry. The company has

teamed up with Chinese quasi-governmental entities to develop an
estimated 16.6 Tcf of coal bed gas contained within a 1.7 millionacre territory. The acreage position would be “almost impossible” to
replicate. Management notes that coal bed methane is booming in
China as LNG has yet to emerge and roughly half of the nation’s gas
reserves are in the coal bed. Initial drilling is slated to become “continual” by mid-2007, opening up hundreds of wells a year. A partnership is in place to develop infrastructure. Executive team is based in
China; operational personnel are being trained in the United States.
www.greendragongas.com Phone: 011-852-2166-8686

ground in drilling the wells; in terms
of completing the wells, the type
of fracking technologies we need
are getting better, but it’s green
Dragon’s strategy going forward
to enhance the manpower extensively. We’ve been holding training sessions by bringing personnel
over to the U.s. and getting them
trained, through several organizations that specifically focus on that.
there is significant skill available
in China for drilling these shallow
wells, which is what we do in coal
bed methane.

WSL: What is the vision
for green Dragon gas over the
next two to three years?

WSL: tell us about the Board
and senior management team.

WSL:
in
conclusion,
summarize for us why green
Dragon gas represents a longterm investment plan.

gDg: our personnel at green
Dragon is one key component distinguishing us from everyone else.
We are all China-based; each of
us on both the Board and management team bring a unique expertise
to the table. our Board members,
(non-executive directors) are David
turnbull, steward John, and gong
Da Bing. We have one non-executive director based in hong Kong,
one in london, and one in Beijing, China, each from a different
background with different expertise; hence, a great brainstorming
group has been assembled. When
it comes to the management team,
each of our directors come from a
strong background of supporting
a growth company and skilled in
China to be on this team and has
contributed differently from their respective backgrounds; while none
of them have a coal bed methane
background specifically, they do
have background on growing a
company in China, which is needed as we start the growth cycle.

gDg: our vision is very simple
-- to bring on line significant commercial production of clean methane gas and provide it in Central
China to meet the massive demand that is there and envision to
grow exponentially in the years to
come. green Dragon gas’ ambition is to become a vertically-integrated gas supplier in Central
China.

gDg: green Dragon gas has 1.7
million acres onshore resources of
16 tcf or greater, consolidated
within provinces all geographically located in an area expected
to experience exponential growth
in terms of gas demand. Blocks
were strategically picked, not just
handed over to us. We selected
our blocks through extensive due
diligence. all of our management
is based in hong Kong, Nanchang, and Beijing. since we
have experienced management,
a large resource pool, and extensive backlog in hand, we do not
have to go out and do incremental
asset acquisitions, our growth is
organic. our simple process from
this point forward is drilling into
coal seams we have spent years
evaluating. the timing is in place
for us to capitalize on the demand
for gas, and we intend to be a
provider of significant volumes
of gas in the years to come.
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Testing a clean way to crack
6 billion tons of oil shale
Greenvale Mining N.L. has the second largest oil shale deposits in Australia.
During the fiscal year ended 30 June 2006 the company with its sister company
Esperance Minerals N.L. secured exclusive rights to Idaho National Laboratories
Emission Control using oil shale in Coal Fired Power Stations for Australia, New
Zealand, India and Japan. This is an environmental breakthrough. The new Solvent Technology to extract oil from oil shale was tested with excellent results.

Greenvale Mining
is commercializing
6 billion tons of oil
shale, representing
8.8 barrels of oil.
Longtime Executive
Chairman Leslie L.
White tells us about
new environmentally
friendly solutions on
the table.

WSL: Bring us up to speed on the company’s assets and operations.
gRV: i floated greenvale Mining in March 1970, and i have been its Chairman since. the company has
concentrated on oil shale and has three large oil shale deposits containing 6 billion plus tonnes of oil shale
in Northern Queensland jointly with our sister company esperance Minerals N.l. these deposits were
dormant for a long time because there was no environmentally-friendly reporting process available. there
were some retorting trials in australia which didn’t go well. there are now several environmentally-friendly
technologies - one of them is known as solvent technology, where we tested our Nagoorin and lowmead
oil shale samples. the advantage is that solvents can be re-used again, bringing down the cost of producing a barrel of oil to UsD$25 a barrel. We originally estimated that our reserves are 2.5 billion barrels of
oil in the shale with Fisher assays, but the solvent technology brings out almost 100% of the kerogen from
the oil shale. our estimated reserves are close to 8.8 billion barrels of oil. as we have over 6 billion tons
of oil shale, we can go on using the oil shale with the idaho technology for coal-fired power stations and
also the solvent technology to produce oil. We also have another technology, which we signed up with the
idaho National laboratory, a U.s. government outfit in conjunction with MoBoteC, Usa. they patented
a technology of mixing crushed oil shale into coal-fired power stations. the advantage is that oil shale not
only gives calorific value, but reduces the harmful emissions by up to 85%. We received that technology
license exclusively for australia, New Zealand, india, and Japan, and we are working with an australian
government agency to export it overseas. however, we have to do an environmental study before we can
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start mining. We are going to
include bulk sampling early next
year, in our program which will
prove up both technologies. the
interesting thing is that a barrel
of oil insitue is valued less than
0.5 cent on the market, which is
very undervalued, every greenvale share owns over 300 barrels of oil. in the long-term, oil
shale will come along as an oil
supply in the near future as several new technologies are coming on-line, and it will be a very
important part of oil production.
it’s well known now that the U.s.
government has put a lot of effort into seeing how to produce
oil out of the U.s. oil shales.
this 8.8 billion barrels of oil
would supply australia, plus we
could export oil overseas. in the
long-term, this is a very viable
proposition on both on emission
control and oil production as we
have 300 years’ reserves in our
mines. i believe the share market
will slowly realize the value behind greenvale Mining’s assets.
WSL: Will the company look
to strategic alliances, partnerships, or joint ventures moving
forward?

gRV: Not for the time being,
because we will have enough
money to do the first trial. i believe that the australian government will also give us some r&D
funds. to start emission control,
you really don’t need big money
because the mines are open-cuttable. to open cut and crush the
oil shale and deliver it to gladstone, which is a large port, 60
kilometers from our oil shale,
we could do it at UsD$14 or

UsD$15. that will be our cost,
and we estimate we could get
between UsD$35 and UsD$40
a ton for the crushed oil shale.
We could easily mine and crush
50 thousand tons a day.
WSL: in other words, you
are
comfortable
with
the
infrastruc-ture in place within this
region.
gRV: yes. We only will need
a “big brother” to produce oil
because we need the solvent
equipment, which would cost up
to UsD$100 million to produce
15,000 to 20,000 barrels a
day. But when we can prove that
it’s workable and doesn’t cost
more than UsD$25 a barrel of
oil, there will be no shortage of
partners.
WSL: tell us about the present
Board and management team.
gRV: i’m the executive Chairman and have been for 36 years.
our other Director, Mr. gabriel
lorentz, is a former lawyer, but
was an explorer for the last 30
years. he found Porgera in New
guinea, the world’s third-largest
gold mine, and he had to sell out
because he didn’t have enough
money to bring it on. elizabeth
stoliar is an accountant and our
Finance Director. i also have several geologists and advisors on
call.
WSL: is the company making
any efforts to get the message
out there loud and clear?
gRV: yes. We had a symposium in sydney; idaho National
laboratory and MoBoteC Usa

sent five people to explain their
technology. it was very well-received, and one of the largest
australian fund managers took
a 12.5% interest in greenvale
Mining and an 11.5% interest in
our sister company, esperence
Minerals. once we start bulk
sampling, the public will realize
what we have. We are going to
reinstate our aDrs with the Bank
of New york in the next three
weeks, which will facilitate for
U.s. interest to buy our shares
through aDrs at the Bank of
New york. they don’t have to
send back any paperwork to our
share registry, which is helpful.
WSL: Where do you see greenvale in two to three years?
gRV: We will pass the UsD$5
mark, because in 1983, greenvale traded at UsD$5 per share
even in the aDrs, because that
was the big oil crunch, and people realized we are sitting on oil
shale deposits. slowly, they realized it’s a workable item. People
will come back, and within three
years, we will be at UsD$5.
WSL: in
in-vestors
Min-ing
investment

“Greenvale will
prove that it will
produce oil, and
it will sell crushed
oil shale for
emission control.
South Korea,
where they are
building a new
power station, is
already expressing some interest;
they heard about
our oil shale control emissions."

closing, why should
consider greenvale
as
a
long-term
opportunity?

gRV: First of all, greenvale
Mining is undervalued. a barrel of oil insitue is valued at
less than 0.5 cent, which is not
realistic. greenvale will prove
that it will produce oil, and it
will sell crushed oil shale for
emission control. south Korea,
where they are building a new
power station, is already ex-

pressing some interest; they
heard about our oil shale control emissions, and they’re inquiring about it. Don’t overlook
that most of the oil reserves are
in unfriendly and questionable
hands, and ours is in a stable
and friendly country. There is a
big future in our shares, because
it’s grossly undervalued.

SUMMARY: Greenvale Mining (ASX: GRV) is pursuing new technologies to commercialize Australia’s second-biggest oil shale reserves. The company owns 6 billion tons of shale, representing 8.8 billion BOE, more than sufficient to satisfy Australia’s oil needs if processed efficiently. Although
environmental impact was previously an issue, new solvent-based extraction technologies have demonstrated their potential for cracking the shale
cleanly at under $25 per barrel. While equipment will be expensive, management expects “no shortage” of partners once the system is validated.
The company also has the exclusive right to a power plant emission control process using shale; the technology boosts energy output while reducing
coal-fired emissions by 85%. South Korean plant operators have expressed interest. ADR float is being revived.
www.adp.com.au

Phone: +61-2-9261-2288
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Substantial oil sands assets;
near-term production upside
Pan Orient is a Calgary, Alberta based oil and gas exploration and production company
with operations currently located in onshore Thailand and in western Canada.
WSL: give us a progress report and update on the sawn lake
Pan Orient Energy
plays.
has added substantial
long-term oil sands
assets to the near-term
poe: three or four days ago, we announced the results of two
cash flow provided by
horizontal wells that were testing the cold flow potential of the
emerging production
reservoir. Both wells, though encountering excellent reser-voir
in Thailand. CEO Jeff
characteristics, permeability, porosity, and oil saturation, weren’t
Chisholm updates
successful in getting commercial oil rates at the surface. We have
us on his company’s
since put into plan the andora acreage that is to the
balanced project
south, directly adjacent to the main sawn lake asset. We are about to go in with a two-vertical well
portfolio.
program this coming winter and will be focused on proving up the first thermal project.
WSL: expand on these plays as well as the balance of the company’s assets and interest portfolio.
poe: two months’ ago, we took control of a private company in alberta (andora energy). andora had
16 sections of 100%-owned oil sand leases directly contiguous and to the south of the 69.5 sections of
oil sand leases that Pan orient already had, but only had a
10% interest. We now have two-thirds of the stock of andora.
We have a D&M engineering report on their land at 30 million barrels of probable reserves, and another 70 million barrels on top of that -- the value on that has been estimated in
the range of 127 million gross to andora. that is a discount
of 10% before tax, and evaluated only four of the sixteen sections we have. to date, on the 69.5 sections to the north of
what was originally the andora 100% land, no reserve report
has been run on that acreage. that will be updated at yearend, and we expect those engineering numbers to increase on
a thermal project basis.
WSL: educate us in terms of the infrastructure in place within
these regions.
poe: on a rig below us, we have these shallow oil sand
leases down to 700 meters. Below that are conventional oil
and gas leases, currently held by husky. husky has been producing 700 barrels a day from the deeper slave Point formation conventional oil. in the area, there is an excellent road

“On the one hand, we
have heavy oil assets in
western Canada that we
picked up very cheaply.
They are a longer-term
focus. On the other side,
we have near-term cash
flow and reserves growth
in onshore Thailand, a
unique mix for junior oil
and gas companies.”
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network. they have facilities
for that production, they have
pipelines, and they have both
oil and gas to take it out. We
are going into an area that
has very well-developed infrastructure at this point in time,
relative to something like Black
rock when they first went to into
seal where there was nothing at
all, and they had to establish all
that infrastructure.

“In Thailand, we are going to be seeing some reserves growth from
the current drilling before we go into our 20-exploration well program that will start up in late 2006 or early 2007. We have the Sawn
Lake heavy oil asset in Alberta with close to 400 million barrels.”

poe: Within the sawn lake
area, there are currently three
or four companies involved.
two of them are private and
two are public. over the next
six months to a year, there are
likely to be consolidation opportunities in that area.

Board of Directors; individuals
whose past careers have included exceptional success both in
heavy oil and international exploration. of the five directors,
three are geoscientists, one an
engineer, and one is a financial-legal type. For a company
of our strategic growth, that is a
good mix. We have two people
that have been active on the
heavy oil side for a large part
of their careers, in addition to
doing international work. and
with the three explorationists,
their background is very strong
in both in oil and international
issues, with much success over
the last three to five years.

WSL: What is unique about
Pan orient energy that differentiates this company from others
in the industry?

WSL: Does the investment
com-munity
understand
this
company and the direction it’s
going in?

poe: What differentiates us
more than anything else is our
asset base. on the one hand,
we have heavy oil assets in
western Canada that we picked
up very cheaply. they are a
longer-term focus. on the other
side, we have near-term cash
flow and reserves growth in
onshore thailand, a unique mix
for junior oil and gas companies.

poe: We are currently trading in
the CDN$3.50 to CDN$3.60 at
share range. We have been as
high as CDN$4.75. our net
asset value after the andora
transaction based on proven
and probable reserves is in the
CDN$5.38 a share range. We
are currently trading at below
NaV. We have a very strong institutional shareholder base in
the range of 45% to 48% of our
stock that’s outstanding, management insiders, fully diluted
another 10% to 15% somewhere
in that range. We have gotten
a lot of attention and support

WSL: Will the company look
to strategic alliances, joint ventures, or farm-ins moving forward?

WSL: tell us about the present
Board and management team.
poe: We have an excellent

from the institutional side; once
we get some early results from
our testing program going on in
thailand, we should start to approach net asset value.
WSL:
in
closing,
why
should investors consider Pan
orient energy as a long-term
invest-ment opportunity?
poe: again, we are currently
trading below NaV, which
is unusual for a lot of oil and
gas companies. More importantly, we have a lot of nearterm production upside onshore
thailand and are going to be
testing six wells coming up. We
are going to be drilling a total
of eight or nine in the shortterm, of which five are already
down. We are anticipating production in the range of 100 barrels per day per well, which will
increase the production on that
block by several significant orders. there have been no new
wells drilled there for over twoand-a-half years. in addition, in
thailand, we are going to be
seeing some reserves growth
from the current drilling before
we go into our 20-exploration
well program that will start up
in late 2006 or early 2007. We
have the sawn lake heavy oil
asset in alberta with close to
400 million barrels original oil
in place. that has significant
longer-term value. they have

upside there by increased vertical well drilling this coming
winter based on 3D to increase
our reserve base. We also have
near-term production growth
and near-term reserves growth
in onshore Thailand, both of
which could be very significant
accretion to our share price.

SUMMARY: Pan Orient Energy
(TSX-V: POE) is testing a new series of oil wells in Thailand while
developing heavy oil assets in
Canada over the longer term.
In Thailand, the company has
drilled five wells to optimize production of a proven onshore field
and further define its reserves.
Additional exploration wells are
planned. Canadian oil sands
assets were “picked up very
cheaply” as part of a regional
consolidation and represent 16
sections in the Sawn Lake area.
Evaluation of four sections has
demonstrated reserve numbers
in the 127 million BOE range;
overall project could contain
400 million BOE. Infrastructure
in the area is characterized as
being relatively well developed,
with road and pipeline already
in place nearby.
www.panorient.ca
Phone: 403-294-1770 x225
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Gas trust delivers both high
payouts and long-term growth
Paramount Energy Trust (PET) is a natural gas focused Canadian energy royalty
trust which commenced operations in February 2003. PET was formed with the
vast majority of the shallow natural gas properties in northeast Alberta discovered
and developed by Paramount Resources Ltd.
WSL: Bring us up to speed on the company’s
assets and operations.

Paramount
Energy Trust is one
of Canada’s leading
royalty trusts and
the only one focused
exclusively on gas.
President and CEO
Susan L. Riddell
Rose tells us how her
business continues to
generate high payouts
on a sustainable basis.

pmt.un: Paramount energy trust is a royalty trust in
Canada with assets highly focused in Northeast alberta. We produce 100% natural gas. the areas we
operate in are in the northeast part of our province and
do extend into southern alberta and southeastern saskatchewan.
WSL: expand on some of the main plays, describ-ing
where you are in terms of production levels and
reserves.
pmt.un: today, we produce 160 million a day of
100% natural gas. We also have 20 million a day of
gas shut-in as a result of gas over bitumen regulatory
issues. We receive revenue for the producing gas as
well as partial revenue for the shut-in gas. our reserve
base would be, at last determination, or year-end, over
280 Bcf of natural gas reserves, and the gas is primarily
methane with very little processing required. We produce that primarily through our own operated facilities.
WSL: Does the company utilize or will it look to strategic alliances, joint ventures or farm-outs?
pmt.un: We attempt to own and operate most of our assets on our own, although we do have small partners
in a variety of places is generally a carry over from the original exploitation work on these assets. We were the
first royalty trust spun out of Paramount resources in 2003, and most of those assets that made up the trust at
our inception were actually discovered by Paramount resources in the ‘80s and early ‘90s and developed from
there. We do enter into a number of strategic relationships, where we have lands that don’t make our priority
list for capital for any given year, but might need capital to avoid expire of land. in small select areas, we would
have joint venture arrangements with other producing companies, and in fact we have entered into arrangements
where we have exchanged properties for shares in other small junior companies.
WSL: Will the trust look to increase its position or expand its holdings by way of additional acquisitions in
the near to mid-term?
pmt.un: yes. our business strategy is four-pronged. First and foremost, we are focused on maximizing the
cash flow from our existing assets. secondly, we are looking continually at optimizing our existing asset base by
reinvesting in those assets to the extent that we can, targeting to hold our base production flat. We also have an
active growth strategy, focused on accretive acquisitions. Combined with those three activities is the fourth prong
of our strategy, keeping a healthy balance sheet, so the trust can remain positioned to take advantage of opportunities as they arise through the price cycle. in terms of growing, we are very active. We have been active executors of our base asset optimization program with growing capital programs over the past few years but we are
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also continually looking for new
opportunities to grow through acquisitions. our base production is
maintained through reinvestment
in the existing assets so acquisitions are not a required part of our
production maintenance.
WSL: What is unique about
Para-mount energy trust that
defines and differentiates this
company?

our unit holders, targeting to pay
out 70% to 80% of our cash flow
and reinvest the other 20% to 30%
in maintaining production.
WSL: Does the investment
com-munity
understand
this
company and the direction it’s
going in?

pmt.un:
the
analyst
community has a good handle
on our story. We have ten
analysts that cover us in Canada
pmt.un: there are a number of
through our syndicate. they
things unique about us. First,
would be Blackmont Capital,
we are the only 100% natural
BMo Nesbitt Burns, CiBC
gas trust. We are focused in
World Markets, First energy,
northeast alberta and focused
gMP, Peters & Co., raymond
on similar play types and play
James, scotia Capital, sprott,
concepts in southern alberta
and tD Newcrest. in addition,
and southwest saskatchewan.
Dundee securities is initiating
the investment re-ward profile
coverage as well. there is good
and understanding of these play
coverage on the analyst side,
types is predictable. We are
and they have invested time in
chasing gas at shallow depth, so
understanding our story. the
generally low cost to drill wells
retail investment community has a
for these reservoirs, and they
harder time with our story for two
are high deliverability reservoirs.
reasons. one, we have the
that equates to a production
shortest reserve life index metric
addition cost metric well below
in the oil and gas trust sector
the average in the industry. We
and secondly, one of the highest
add produc-tion for about
payout ratios. at first glance, the
$18,000 per flow-ing gas Boe. i
perception would be that a short
believe the industry average is
reserve life index must point to
significantly higher than that; the
faster-than-average declines and
acquisition market would be
therefore more cash must be
dictating two to three times that
reinvested to hold produc-tion
metric right now. We also have a
flat. yet with our high payout
very
high
management
ratio,
that
seems
ownership -- 25% managementcounterintuitive. But the key for us
owned, so our decisions are
is, one, we have the ability to
directly
aligned
with
our
add production at very low
unitholders. there is no outside
costs relative to other trusts,
management contract for the
and secondly our base blow
trust. We have a sustainable
down scenario decline rate
business model at a high
before
is isreally
15Canato 20
payout
ratio.
We
look
to
put
the
SUMMARY: Paramount Energy Trust
(TSX: capital
PMT.UN)
one of
percent,
not
over
30
percent
as
cash
flow
that
we
generate
in
da’s leading royalty trusts and the only one entirely focused on gas.
might
be
implied
by
the
short
theProduction
hands of is 160 Mcf of gas per day;
an additional 20 Mcf per day
of capacity is shut in due to a new reserve
bitumen life
conservation policy, but
the company still derives some revenue from these wells. Reserves
are over 280 Bcf, primarily methane. While aggregate reserve life
is relatively short, targets are shallow and relatively cheap to bring
online. Because of this, the company’s historical practice of passing
70% to 80% of all cash flow back to investors is seen as sustainable. Current yield was around 14.5% at time of interview. High
management ownership aligns corporate interests with unitholders.
www.paramountenergy.com
Phone: 403-269-4400

“We produce
160 million a day
of 100% natural
gas. We also
have 20 million a
day of gas shut-in
as a result of gas
over bitumen regulatory issues. We
receive revenue
for the producing
gas as well as
partial revenue for
the shut-in gas.”

index. the proof of this formula
for these assets is in our results as
we have been able to hold our
production flat on a debt-adjusted
basis since our inception.
WSL: tell us about the present
Board and management team.
pmt.un: that’s been relatively
unchanged since our spin-out three
years ago. our executive Chairman, Clayton riddell, is also the
Chairman of Paramount resources
and trilogy. i am a member of our
Board. Karen genoway and Jack
Peltier joined our Board at inception with a significant amount of
‘royalty trust’ experience as they
had spent a long period of time
with enerplus in their formative
days; we are very appreciative of
the input they bring to our business
model, etc. We also have Don
Nelson, howie Ward and randy
Johnson as Board members; they
add additional balance on the
business, legal and financial sides.

it is a very well-rounded Board,
and we are excited to have the
help of all of them. on the management side, in addition to myself and Clay, gary Jackson is our
Vice President, land, legal & acquisitions; Kevin Marjoram is our
Vice President, engineering and
operations, and Cam sebastian
is our Vice President Finance and
CFo. they are all integral parts of
our past success and forward business strategy.
WSL: in closing, why should
in-vestors consider Paramount
ener-gy trust as a long-term
investment opportunity?
pmt.un: if you look at where
we are today, three things. We
are sitting as a trust with a very
sustainable distribution model,
but at the same time putting significant cash into the hands of our
unit holders. today, we are trading at a 14.5% yield at the current
market price of CDN$16.50 per
trust Unit, well above the sector
average yield. over time, that
yield should contract as investors
understand our model for sustainability. secondly, we are at the
low end of the gas price cycle on
a relative basis after the hurricane
activity this time last year, followed by a very warm winter. We
had demand come out of the market, and reduced usage related to
weather, and right now, we find
ourselves in a position where we
have a lot of natural gas in storage. that has pushed not only the
current day markets to lows that
we haven’t experienced for quite
some time, but also the forward
market is starting to see pressure
downwards. We believe there is
significant upside in the gas markets, and we are hoping that will
translate into opportunity for us
in the very short term. lastly, if
you look at our focused business
plan, our focused assets, and
our track record of executing our
plan, we have been able to generate very good returns for our
unitholders over the three years
we have been in existence.
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Vast land position is key to
near-term production plans
Pennine Petroleum Corp. is an Alberta-based oil and natural gas company focused on the exploration and development of petroleum and natural gas properties primarily in Western Canada.

Pennine Petroleum has
amassed a huge land
portfolio for a junior
exploration company.
President and CEO
Peter C. Brown fills us
in on his plans to create
significant production
over the next few
years.

WSL: tell us about the recent Venture exchange listing, and what it means for the company going forward.
pnn: Previously, we were a private company. We raised CDN$2 million to secure some large land-based
assets. going public, we needed excess capital because the programs and assets we have are very highimpact and capital-intensive, enabling us to develop our large asset base.
WSL: expand on the company’s assets and operations.
pnn: Domestically, we currently have over 35,000 acres in North america; internationally, we have ac-cess
to over 300,000 acres. Domestically, we have large plays on our acreage in southern alberta, close to a
field that’s produced 1 tcf of gas. We have an offsetting play that in the play alone will be one-tenth the size
of the field. internationally, we also have plays that could be in the region of 600 million barrels.
WSL: Will the company look to strategic alliances, joint ventures, or farm-in opportunities moving forward?
pnn: yes, we will. We don’t believe we can do this on our own. We’ve already entered into a farm-in with
apache Canada in our large play in southern alberta, and we are partnered with CgaM energy in both
tunisia and italy.
WSL: Will the company look to increase its position or expand its holdings by way of additional acquisi-
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“We currently
have over
35,000 acres in
North America;
internationally,
we have access
to over 300,000
acres.
Domestically, we
have large plays
on our acreage in
southern Alberta,
close to a field
that’s produced
1 Tcf of gas. We
have an offsetting
play.”

tions in the near-to-mid term?
pnn: With the way we see
the market going and the recent
government activity in the trust
industry, we think there will be
a lot of opportunities; we’ve already seen them. yes is the short
answer. if it makes sense and fits
our risk profile, we will then acquire more assets.
WSL: What is so unique about
Pennine Petroleum that defines
and differentiates this company?
pnn: We’re a junior company.
We’re a small-cap company, but
what separates us from our samesize competitors is that we have
a huge land base portfolio. We
don’t have “wildcat land”, but we
have land that is offsetting large
discoveries as well as bread and
butter plays. in other words, we
have a nice balance, all of which
is high-impact company-making.
Companies our size haven’t previously had access to those types of
projects. the reason we’ve been
able to do this is while we were
private, we went through an ac-

quisition mode of properties when
the prices were low, ready to go
public, which was always our initiative. We completed our final
acquisition in late 2005 and then
went through the public process.
WSL: tell us about the present
Board and management team.
pnn: all of our Board members
have at least 20 years’ experience in either oil and gas or related fields. they’ve worked with
companies such as apache and
Petro-Canada. We have access
to a lot of opportunities and excellent partnerships through our
Board. Calgary is a small town of
one (1) million people. it’s a wellconnected village which controls
the Canadian oil industry.
WSL: Does the investment
com-munity
understand
this
company and the direction it’s
going in?
pnn: the community team
within Calgary understands us
very well. they understand that
we’re not a company promoting
our assets based on the size of

SUMMARY: Pennine Petroleum (TSX-V: PNN) has amassed an acreage position of 35,000 acres of exploration properties in North America and 300,000 acres worldwide. Projects tend to offset major discoveries; for
example, the company’s Alberta plays provide exposure to a region that has produced 1 Tcf of gas. Management characterizes all assets as “high-impact” in potential. Apache Canada has farmed into the property,
while CYGAM is a partner in the Mediterranean basin. Strategy is to achieve critical mass domestically over
the next few years, then turning the spotlight overseas. Production target is to surpass 2,000 barrels per day
by early 2009.
www.penninecorp.com

Phone: 403-277-4421

our land, but on the value it’s going to produce in the short term,
as well as the fact that we’re
a cash-flow driven company.
Will that message get out to the
larger market? that’s one of our
challenges, and one we’d like
to do. We’re well-established,
but in order to grow to the size
we want to, we’ve got to get the
story out to a wider audience.
WSL:
Where do you see
Pen-nine Petroleum two to three
years from now?
pnn: Within two years, we believe we’ll be able to exploit our
international properties in order
to become more internationally-based. in order to do that,
you’re going to have a critical
mass domestically; our target is
between 2,000 and 3,000 barrels per day within 18 months to
two years.
WSL:
in
closing,
why
should
investors
consider
Pennine Petro-leum as a longterm investment opportunity?
pnn: Because we have land
that is not expiring and longlife opportunities in terms of
reserves. We’re going to grow
quickly. our short-term goal
is to grow to a certain size,
allowing us to grow significantly within the next three (3)
to five (5) years. We want to
become an intermediate company with a dramatic increase
in our international holdings.
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Mongolian miner’s lead project
embodies $6 billion in coal
Red Hill Energy Inc. is a junior resource company with an extensive portfolio of
uranium properties. Red Hill is also developing the 206.2 million ton Ulaan Ovoo
Coal Project in northern Mongolia and the Chandgana Tal Coal Project in Eastern
Mongolia, and has 14 uranium properties and several gold and copper exploration projects located throughout Mongolia.

Red Hill Energy is
developing significant
coal and uranium
resources in Mongolia.
Chairman and CEO
Arnold Armstrong tells
us about his extensive
projects and explains
why the exodus from
Mongolian miners has
been overdone.

WSL: Bring us up
to speed on your
recent drilling results
at the Ulaan ovoo
coal play.
RH: We had previously completed a
43-101 report and
are nearing completion on a commisscoping
sioned
study. We drilled 11
holes into the Ulaan
ovoo coal deposit,
thereby
increasing
overall tonnage to
206.2 million tons,
which is substantial.
the previous level
was 154 million tons. this is a major bituminous coal deposit with a BtU rating of between 9,600 and
13,000. it’s a significant deposit, to the north of Mongolia. it’s close to a russian railhead taking it across
to Vladivostok and into Japan and south Korea and to the central Mongolia railhead linking us to China;
alternatively, a power station could be completed, and the coal would power that station. it’s on a grid
system between China and russia, an exciting situation for us.
WSL: expand on this project, as well as the balance of the company’s asset and interest portfolio.
RH: red hill also has 11 uranium properties in Mongolia covering over 216,000 hectares, and we have a
joint venture with Mega Uranium ltd. (tsX Mga) whereby Mega can earn a 50% interest in our Uranium
properties, upon expenditure of UsD$1.5 million over a three-year period; it can increase its interest to
60% with additional expenditures of UsD$2 million; in other words, UsD$3.5 million to earn a 60% interest. our company is the operator, and the drilling program is in process, a million-dollar drilling program
on several of the 11 properties right now. it’s an interesting situation. in addition, we have another coal
deposit, Chandgana tal, which doesn’t have the same grade of coal as our Ulaan ovoo project but it is
desirable grade none the less and it appears to already have a significant tonnage and may wind up with
the same amount of tonnage as Ulaan ovoo. those are the areas we are presently focusing on. We have
additional properties in copper and gold, but our present concentration is on coal and uranium.
WSL: Describe the infrastructure as well as the political climate within those regions, particularly in rela-tion
to resource, development and production.
RH: there have been some growing pains within the government of Mongolia with respect to their interest
in non state-owned mineral deposits. they imposed an excess profit tax on copper and gold, but since our
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interest is in coal and uranium, it
doesn’t affect us at all. however,
they are negotiating in drawing
up a new mining law, and it appears to be favorable. We are
optimistic that everything will be
resolved in that country. as there
are only 2.8 million people in
Mongolia, and because there is
the gobi Desert and mountains,
there is also a good interplay
between the executives of the
mining companies and government officials. again, we are
confident that everything will
be resolved, even with respect
to the gold and copper side of
things.
WSL: What is unique about red
hill energy that defines and
differentiates this company from
others in the industry?
RH: our lead shareholders are
ourselves (the Directors) and
several mining investment funds.
our lead coal deposit is considered to be one of the finest anywhere with over 200 million tons
of quality coal. the thing about
this coal deposit that separates it
from so many others is that ours
is primarily contained in a single
seam averaging an incredible
59 meters in thickness. Normally you mine through multiple thin
veins of coal, which creates extraction problems and increased
production costs. ours is solid,
from the surface on down, with
no intervention of clay or other
deposits. it’s a very easy property domain with an anticipated
very low stripping ratio. We are
just completing a scoping study,
and we expect to have that completed within the next three to
four weeks. it will address all the
costs of mining, transportation,
delivery prices, and so on. after

that, we will follow on and complete our feasibility studies. We
are a year from a final decision
as to how we mine this property, how many tons per day, etc.
That will all be set out by Behre
Dolbear (USA), the company we
have retained; they are considered to be the best company
in the world from the point of
view of facilitating operations in
the coal industry. Also we have
been very selective with respect
to the acquisition of our uranium properties. We’ve done the

amount of his time in Mongolia.
We have eight geologists that
we work with, and we have
excellent consultants including
Behre Dolbear (Usa) of Denver,
Colorado. We believe we have
the expertise to bring our properties into production at a substantial profit, thus benefiting the
shareholders.
WSL:
Does
the
investment
commu-nity
fully
understand this company and
the direction it’s going in?

of our quality sells for $30 to
$45 a ton at the mine site.
206 million tons comes in at
between USD$6 Billion and
USD$9 Billion. If you take coal
in the ground at a value of only
USD$1.10, at the present time
it gives us a present break-up
value of USD$6.39 per share
-- very significant, especially
considering we currently trade
below $1 per share. This is all
subject to the completion of
both our scoping and feasibility
studies, but that alone is a huge

“This is a major bituminous coal deposit
with a BTU rating of between 9,600 and
13,000. It’s a significant deposit, to the
north of Mongolia. It’s close to a Russian
railhead taking it across to Vladivostok
and into Japan and South Korea.”
geophysical work and are now
into the drilling program. We
consider that we have some excellent properties. overall, we
anticipate great news coming
from red hill in the future.
WSL: tell us about the present
Board and management team.
RH: i have been in the business
for over 40 years, and i have
been in other mining companies
as well. We are very well known
and very well experienced in
corporate and property development. ranjeet sundher, our
company President and Managing Director, spends a great

RH: i don’t think that the investment community is as aware of
this company as it should be.
originally, it was known as Ugl
enterprises; not too long ago,
the name was changed to red
hill energy, inc. the red hill
name isn’t before the public yet.
there is a certain lack of communication we are trying to resolve and we will.
WSL:
in
closing,
why
should investors consider red
hill en-ergy as a long-term
investment opportunity?
RH: For this reason, take the
coal side of it. Bituminous coal

return for investors. The other
thing is when they imposed this
excess profit tax, every company
in Mongolia dropped down by
almost 50% of its previous stock
price. Those prices are increasing gradually. We went down
from $1.70 to about $0.65,
and our stock is presently trading at between CDN$0.75 and
CDN$1.00. It’s recovering, but
the political aspect is starting
to turn around. Now is an opportunity for investors to get in
at very low prices based upon
a political situation that is being resolved. There should be
a tremendous upside for investors to get in at this time.

SUMMARY: Redhill Energy (TSX-V: RH) is developing substantial coal and uranium assets in Mongolia. Scoping work has increased the size of the company’s
lead coal project to around 206.2 million tons of relatively high-quality bituminous coal. The deposit is near rail and unusual in being essentially a single thick
seam of coal, and thus should be easy to extract. Mining decision should come next year. A second coal project could contain comparable tonnage at somewhat lower grades. Uranium properties are being drilled in partnership with Mega Uranium. Goal and copper prospects also exist. Management expects
Mongolia’s recent cooling attitude toward mining interests to turn around in the foreseeable future and notes that only gold and copper miners were affected.
www.redhillenergy.com
Phone: 604-683-7361
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Reliable U.S. gas production
and solid prospects overseas
Truestar Petroleum Corporation is a natural resources company, whose primary
business is the exploration, development and production of oil and gas properties,
with its primary assets located in the United States and Guatemala.

TrueStar
Petroleum has
overcome recent
challenges and is
now in position to
grow. CEO Charles A.
Kohlhaas tells us how
he’s pursuing a
balance between
low-risk revenue and
high-leverage prospects.

WSL: Bring us up to speed on the company’s assets and operations.
aBu: the current assets are in guatemala and in the Barnett shale of texas. We have interests in 33
producing wells in the Barnett shale in the core area in Denton and tarrant counties. our development
program is reactivating after a brief lull. our current operations, revenues, and production are concentrated in the Barnett shale. We have an inventory of 40 to 45 additional wells equal to three years of
drilling at the pace we would like to set, and we have a Credit agreement with Macquarie Bank for $50
million to drill those locations and acquire more.
WSL: expand on some of the main plays, and give us a better feel for where the company is in terms of
drilling, development and reserves.
tpC: We participated in five wells in the Barnett shale earlier this year. that program involved three new
wells and two workovers of existing wells. Most of these assets were purchased by the company in the
summer of 2004 which gave us an early position in the Barnett shale Core area. We added some acreage late in 2005, and we are looking for more. all the company’s current revenues are from the Barnett
shale. it is a good reliable play which is why we can establish financing for it. it gives us solid revenues
and a base for our activities and our drilling for the next three years. according to outside engineering
reports as of 12/31/05 according to seC guidelines, we had 37 Bcf of proved reserves with a PV10 of
UsD$87 million for those reserves.
WSL: Will the company look to increase its position or expand its holdings by way of additional acquisitions in the near to mid-term?
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tpC: absolutely. the name of
the game in the Barnett shale or
any similar play is a large acreage position. that is really the
game anywhere and we do have
acquisitions in evaluation. We
are evaluating two large acreage positions, one in the Barnett
and one in another texas basin.
WSL: What is unique about truestar Petroleum that defines and
differentiates this company from
others in the industry?
tpC: the thing that differentiates
us from most companies our size
is that we not only have the Barnett shale assets, but we have
a high-leverage international
play in guatemala. We have
a 10% interest in a 554,000acre license area there with an
undeveloped discovery and two
identified exploration targets.
We also have an assignment
agreement to re-acquire the remaining 90% interest and are
working through the government
approval process. although on
a small scale, this gives us a
portfolio approach to growth
and risk management where we
balance the good solid reliable
low-risk Barnett shale assets we
can reliably develop in the U.s.
with the high-leverage prospects
available internationally.
WSL: tell us about the present
Board and management team.
tpC: at the current time, we
have to focus on the Board. Because of our current condition,
some members of the Board are
taking an active management

“It gives us solid revenues and a base for our activities and
our drilling for the next three years. According to outside engineering reports as of 12/31/05 according to SEC guidelines, we had 37 Bcf of proved reserves with a PV10 of
USD$87 million.”
position. We are actively looking for management personnel
and expect to bring some on
board in the near future. We just
moved our it network, our administration, and our accounting
from houston to Denver where
we outsourced the accounting
function. our accounting and
administration is operating routinely and efficiently now with
oversight by a financial executive we engaged 2 months ago
here in Denver. he started by
establishing systems and procedures for dealing with our credit
line in houston and that is now
administered here in Denver.
also, an engineer just joined us
in Denver who will work with
the financial supervisor to put
together our development plan.
as we develop our assets, we
are going to expand that management function and look for
additional qualified staff and
management.
WSL: Does the investment
com-munity fully understand this
com-pany and the direction it’s
going in?
tpC: obviously not, as is apparent from our low share price

and trading volumes. the company has been through a number of challenges and i think the
investment community perceives
it, based on past problems,
quite differently than the current
situation. the company was burdened by quite a bit of litigation
but a lot of that has been stayed,
discontinued, or settled and is
gone. it is becoming less and less
of a problem day by day. a lot
of the company’s past difficulties
have been cleaned up and put
behind us. We have surmounted
those challenges. that requires
a lot of behind-the-scenes work
which doesn’t attract a lot of
attention. the investment community is probably not aware
of what has been done over
the past several months and the
progress we have made to build
a solid base here. We need to
start making them, the investor
community, aware of it and the
potential of this company and
getting their attention in a positive way.
WSL: Where do you see truestar
Petroleum two to three years out?
tpC: We expect to have at least
two core projects in the U.s. as

SUMMARY: TrueStar Petroleum (TSX-V: TPC) has an interest in 33 producing gas wells in the Texas Barnett
Shale and a substantial exploration play in Guatemala. Barnett Shale acreage contains 37 Bcf of proven reserves and enough development targets (40 to 45) to keep drills turning for another three years. Guatemalan
project represents 10% stake in 554,000 acres, including an outright discovery and at least two additional
prospects. Management is working to increase the company’s interest in the project. Board has taken a more
direct operational role; various office functions have been outsourced to Denver. Historical litigation and other
obstacles have largely been resolved. Goal is to add to the project portfolio both in the U.S. and overseas.
www.truestar-petroleum.com		Phone: 604-669-6952

well as two or three core areas
overseas, giving us the high-rate
returns expected from international operations overlaid on a
solid domestic base of operations.
WSL: in closing, why should
in-vestors
consider
truestar
Petro-leum
as
a
long-term
investment opportunity?
tpC: Because we have been
through a rebuilding process,
much of which has been behindthe-scenes putting the backroom
in order. We are now in a position to grow. We have a good
solid, reliable asset in the U.s.
We have a solid line of credit
with a premiere international
financial institution to develop
those assets. they have an interest in helping us with our international expansion. We have one
initial play internationally with
which we are quite pleased. We
believe it has good upside potential for the company; it combines low-risk development of
a field already discovered with
identified exploration structures.
We have good long-term plays
and acquisition opportunities
both in the U.s. and overseas.
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Will a rising bullion price
lift gold shares with it?
Headquartered in London, HSBC is one of the largest banking and financial services organizations in the world. HSBC’s international network comprises over
9,500 offices in 76 countries and territories in Europe, the Asia-Pacific region,
the Americas, the Middle East and Africa.

VIEWPOINT
HSBC sees bullion prices
climbing another 10%
this year as the dollar
weakens, but senior
mining & metals analyst
Victor Flores, CFA warns
equity investors not to
expect the rising gold
tide to lift all stocks. He
tells us a few themes
he’s finding attractive.

WSL: the last couple of years have been an interesting time for the precious metals sector. What are your
views on the current commodity trends?
FLoRes: We are still fairly constructive on the outlook for gold; it’s primarily driven by our view at hsBC that the
dollar will continue to decline. some people may have noticed that the gold price has done reasonably well even
during a period where the dollar was advancing relative to the euro. there has been a fair amount of discussion
about the decoupling of gold from the dollar and about a new relationship or the re-establishment of an old relationship with oil and energy complex. i would offer the view that the relationship was somewhat transitory; that is
a good transfer mechanism to explain it and the key relationship remains flat between gold and the dollar.
WSL: if we have the dollar impact and global economies still at least growing at various rates, do you see
metals prices trending higher over time?
FLoRes: We are of the view that we’ll probably see base metal prices soften somewhat, because we think the
U.s. economy is going to slow next year, relative to this year. We also believe that a lot of what we see happening
in China is going to slow down a bit, because some of the policy initiatives being undertaken are going to start
coming through. in fact, we have already seen that copper imports into China have come off somewhat. our view
is that metals prices overall will soften somewhat, given the slowdown in economic activity, but that would be a
positive for gold; any slowing in the U.s. would mean that rates would start to come down, and we would start to
see the dollar lose ground against the euro.
WSL: in terms of the silver markets, do you have any specific observations?
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FLoRes: it’s similar to our view on gold; i don’t necessarily argue that the
silver market is driven by an inverse relationship with the dollar, but it is
symptomatic of any renewed interest in gold and silver as a speculative investment. in both gold and silver, we have seen the creation of exchangetraded funds be very successful, which has enabled pent-up demand from
both retail investors and institutions to make its way into the market; this
has, therefore, created an additional source of demand for both metals.
We are constructive on the two quasi-currency precious metals, less so on
the base metals, and in terms of the platinum group metals, we think they
are going to tend to soften somewhat, because the deficit will be smaller
or will be erased next year.
WSL: turning to the investment outlook for stocks, how would you
de-scribe your overall strategy in the metals area?
FLoRes: it’s slightly more circumspect. We are still fairly positive on the
metals; we believe gold prices will average $660 next year, relative to
$605 for 2006, which implies a 10% year-on-year increase in the metal,
and which is quite good. am i that excited about the outlook for the
stocks? Not necessarily -- for a few reasons. First of all, the gold price right
now is $630 on a spot basis. so, move on average to $660 even though
that implies it might be above that level at some point in time. it may not
necessarily be reflected in good share price performance. What we’ve
seen is that for the larger companies in my coverage universe, the market
has become disaffected, because there is a lack of production growth,
costs have been much higher than anticipated, and because the overall
returns have been lackluster. investors seem to be giving these stocks a
miss and have moved through to second and third-tier names. i believe the
outlook for the companies is more difficult than it is for the metal itself; it
has become more difficult to attract investors into these names. therefore,
i would describe my stance as being more neutral.
WSL: are there any particular niches or sub-sectors that still have your
attention either as earnings stories or acquisition stories? on that note,
we’ve had some significant acquisition activity in the metals area.
FLoRes: yes, we have; my sense is that it’s bound to continue. if we are
partially or totally correct in our view that the gold price will be higher

SUMMARY: Given the prospect of a weakening dollar ahead, HSBC
remains “fairly constructive” on bullion prices. Target is for an average
$660 an ounce in 2007, up 10% over 2006. Any decoupling of gold
from the dollar is seen as temporary. The creation of ETF vehicles will
likely fuel additional demand for both silver and gold. Base metals may
soften amid slowing growth in both China and the U.S., while the gap
between supply and demand in the platinum group is expected to narrow. Higher gold prices will not necessarily carry over into large-cap
producer stocks, but even though these stocks represent both value and
safety, investors have become infatuated with mid-tier names. If bullion
prices continue to climb, M&A will logically continue. New approaches
to traditional types of project are cited as an attractive theme; meanwhile, companies are ranging farther afield in search of prospects.
Although exploration budgets remain fairly conservative, the next few
years could prove “very exciting” now that the pump is primed and
drills are running.
www.hsbc.com
Phone: 212-525-3053

next year relative to this year, then
the consolidation we’ve seen will
continue, because some of the
work we’ve done indicates that the
level of M&a activity is related to
the directional move in gold prices.
it stands to reason that because
companies are much more willing
to buy other companies when they
think the price is going to go up,
because in addition to their view
about valuation, if the price goes
up subsequent to the acquisition,
they end up looking good. on the
flip side, if companies believe the
price is going to soften, they are
not going to buy other companies,
because they figure they might
as well wait and buy things more
cheaply. if we are right and directionally the move is up, then we’ll
continue to see M&a activity.
WSL: Back to an investment strategy — where would you be moving now or put on a list of the
kinds of companies you might be
looking at down the road?

“There has been
a fair amount of
discussion about
the decoupling
of gold from the
dollar and about
a new relationship or the
re-establishment
of an old
relationship with
oil and energy
complex.
I would offer the
view that the
relationship was
somewhat
transitory.”

FLoRes: overall, we find that at
this point in time, there is better
value in the larger companies, but
that has taken place to a certain
extent because these companies
have been left behind. even a
move in the gold price hasn’t been
an efficient catalyst to draw investors back in. We could see a situation
where some of the mid-tier companies, which right now have market attention, stumble for one reason or another, and investors once again yield
that they prefer the ‘safety and stability’ of the larger names. From a valuation point of view, the better values are in the large companies, names
like Barrick gold, gold Fields, anglogold ashanti, or even Newmont,
which have some difficult headwinds right now, but are much more attractive. there is a small group of mid-tier companies we rate overweight; the
reason for that is that they have been undiscovered by the market or have
had issues that prevent them from being fully re-rated, which i believe they
will at some point in time.
WSL: Do you think the main catalyst for that would be another move
up in the gold price?
FLoRes: a move up in the gold price can never hurt. in the case of a
company like randgold resources, which we rate overweight, and for
which we have raised money over the past 12 months, and is one of our
clients -- yes, the gold price moving up would help, but this is a company
where we think there will be resource and reserve growth, and where we
expect further production growth, which should drive the shares higher.
once the market recognizes that, we will see the stock perform relative to
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“One would expect that results would start to come out maybe next year or even the
year after. It takes a long time for the machine to get geared up in terms of exploration
and to start delivering results. So 2007 and 2008 could be very exciting.”

the peer group.
WSL: in terms of exploration activities, are there any new areas
globally that interest you and the
companies you are following that
might generate some excitement
next year?
FLoRes: it’s interesting. it’s a bit of the new
and a bit of the old. if you talk to a company like
Barrick about where they are interested in exploring, one of their top locations will be northern Nevada,
which one would say, ‘Well, that’s nothing new’, and at
the same time, they’ve managed to consolidate a very interesting
and large land package with the acquisition of Placer Dome, and
are giving it a fresh look and investing more resources. For them, this
would be an interesting part of the world. at the same time, once again
citing Barrick as an example, they’ve invested in highland gold, a U.K.based company with russian assets, and the view there is to explore for
and develop resources in that part of the world. that is very new. Nevada
is coming back, places like russia become interesting, and latin america
is continuing to be a stomping ground for the gold companies in their quest
for resources. you’ll also see them stepping out into places like Colombia,
which is not considered the flavor du jour with exploration management.
in africa, we are seeing ongoing exploration in Mali, ghana, and tanzania, which have become fairly commonplace over the past ten years. at
the same time, you see a few companies stepping out of the places like the
DrC, which is a more difficult environment. We are starting to see people
make some moves because they are seeking opportunities.
WSL: are you still seeing companies, given the sustained $600plus price, looking to do a little more exotic exploration, either because
they now have more money or new technologies?
FLoRes: i see that the larger companies have become more conservative
even as the price has risen, because they are trying to keep an eye on cost.
i believe they’ve learned from previous cycles that just because the price is
high, and management gives you a bigger exploration budget, that efforts
can be diluted very quickly. if you start to spread yourself too thin, one of
the mistakes many of the large companies made in the last cycle, where
gold prices were much lower than they are today, but exploration budgets
swelled, but a lot of that money wasn’t spent very effectively. it was spent
spanning up offices in all these various locations around the world and
then by the time they were getting ready to start identifying targets and
doing some drilling work, the cycle turned and suddenly they are closing
all these offices down. i think they’ve learned their lesson and have recognized that being more focused, having fewer offices around the world,

and spending more money on target generation and
drilling is a more effective way to go. They then lever the incremental exploration dollar by entering
into joint ventures or investing in juniors or so
on. They are essentially letting small companies
take the big risk.
WSL: When we started the big
upturn from $200 to $300 up to
$400 to $500, you had a lot of new
excitement coming in, but you are
kind
of thatis that
saying
momentum
not what’s in the market right
now.
FLoRes: in terms of the stocks?
wsR: No, in terms of marginal exploration.
FLoRes: i don’t mean to sound as if there is no excitement. there is a
fair amount of excitement, and companies know that in an environment of
$600 per ounce gold, if you find something, it’s easier to move it ahead
than if the price was $300 per ounce. Budgets have grown relative to
where they were a few years ago; that gets exploration management excited as well. all i am saying is that they’ve become more focused and
efficient in how they spend that money. at the same time, we’ve seen juniors, with no money for exploration four or five years ago, go through the
process of re-capitalizing their business. in fact, they are now getting to the
point where they can start to spend some of the money they’ve raised over
the past couple of years, because there’s been this big lag effect, where
first you had the commodity move, then companies raising money and
get themselves ready to explore but hadn’t done any exploration. you are
starting to see that money we raised maybe in the last year or even before
that finally making its way into the ground. one would expect that results
would start to come out maybe next year or even the year after. it takes a
long time for the machine to get geared up in terms of exploration and to
start delivering results. so 2007 and 2008 could be very exciting.
WSL: any wrap-up comments for investors looking at the market?
FLoRes: in terms of commodities, the outlook is fairly good. in terms of
stocks, one has to be more circumspect and more cautious. From a valuation
point of view, we like the larger names more. that would include names like
Barrick, where we are overweight with a $38 target; again, we have also
conducted non-investment banking services for the company; and gold
Fields, where we have a $26 target price and an overweight rating -- they
have paid us compensation for non-investment banking services; those are
two of the larger names i would recommend. in the smaller names, there is
randgold resources with a $30.75 target price and an overweight rating.
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Clean energy technologies
are ready for the big time
Jane Capital Partners LLC is a merchant and investment banking firm in
San Francisco, California. Jane leverages its relationships and experience to advise
on buyside M&A, strategic alliances and strategic financings for clients ranging from
growth stage to multi-national companies, and in select cases, Jane acts as a principal.

VIEWPOINT
The alternative energy
industry has achieved
critical mass, says Neal
M. Dikeman, partner at
investment bank Jane
Capital Partners.
As a result, he sees
“tremendous” amounts
of VC money pouring
into solar, wind and
other technologies,
but warns that as big
players move into the
sector, “a bit more
shakeout” is likely.
WSL: there has been quite a bit of news and a lot of topical discussion about cleantech and
alternative energy over the last year or two, with the rise in energy prices. given that we have oil prices that
are weak of late, but still staying over UsD$50 a barrel, how is that impacting the sectors that seem to have
the most going for them in 2007, and what might be a couple of the hottest topics in the news lately?
DiKeman: We have figured that for a while, if you look at almost every alternative energy sector out there, it’s
all government policy or subsidy-driven. the biggest thing in the last few years driving government policy has
been public opinion towards high energy prices. in long-term real dollar terms, energy prices are high, but not
outrageously so, but the perception has driven interest in effect to some critical mass that just wasn’t there in the
nineties, in sectors like ethanol, solar, and wind. late last year, texas surpassed California for the leadership in
wind megawatt total generation spinning for the first time ever, driven in part by a good business climate, partly
by economics and partly by policy. We’ve seen that, for the second and third year in a row, wind has been the
second largest capacity addition to generation behind natural gas. the oil prices, policy, and public opinion
have really driven critical mass in these sectors. solar is now up to a multi billion dollar industry. We’ve some
major heavy hitters like applied Materials having entered in the last year, and this is going to continue to drive
costs down and drive the market up. We are pretty excited about it; high energy prices are definitely the major
driver. the other big one probably is emissions in carbon and global warming, and between global warming
and energy prices policies, the dollars will continue to flow.
WSL: i think all those comments flow logically from headline news and politics. in terms of specific recent announcements, for example, in the solar area, what new or exciting thing is occurring now as opposed to ten
years from now?
DiKeman: there are a number of things. some of what you are seeing is simply critical mass being reached,
and just continual policy year after year after year. some of the big movers in solar itself in the last 12 or 24
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months include California having a UsD$3 billion solar
initiative, which didn’t substantially increase the amount
of dollars being spent on solar in the state, but it underpinned it for a decade. that long-term outlook was
what the industry was needing. the federal tax credit
for solar being increased from 10 to 30%, and then
through 2007 and then extended one more year up
to 2008 has driven a lot of economics into the sector.
and then one of the big things that happened was having a couple of large capital market deals, either iPos
or secondaries in companies like energy Conversion
Devices and evergreen solar coming out that had been
traditional laggards that managed to raise a substantial amount of capital and rapidly expand, suntech
Power out of China coming into the U.s. market, making a big splash on the New york stock exchange,
which helped fuel more interest in investment and the
technology at the same time you were seeing the market/industry drivers. in exciting news to us, we watched
companies like applied Materials move into the sector for the first time, and it feels like we are seeing a
changing of the guard as the solar industry grows up
and matures. the M&a activity began to start in 2006
with sunPower’s acquisition of Powerlight. We feel like
we are going to see even a bit more shakeout in the
industry over the next 12 to 18 months, as players that
are in and some of the new entrants, try and rationalize
their position and prepare for what will probably be
a much more competitive environment in the following
24 months.
WSL: With your position with strategic investors
and start-ups, are you seeing more money being
allocated to invest in those areas or more companies
coming to you in order to raise money?

“You are seeing
a tremendous
amount of
dollars flowing
from mainstream
VCs that are not
traditional energy
players. They are
trying to either
dip their toes in
the water or
have been doing
so for a few
years and are
now trying to get
involved in a
big way.”

DiKeman: absolutely. a couple of key points -- energy corporate venture is back. it was a very hot topic in the late ’90s driven by utility money
that was following enron and deregulation, and then died off; a lot of
the investors in the late ‘90s from the corporate side took heavy losses,
both out of deregulation slip-ups and dotcom crashes, and corporate
venture activity is now back up. i’ve had numerous companies in the
last three or four months come to us suggesting they are getting back
into investing, maybe not in as big a way, but are very actively looking
for technology and putting money to work. the capital market’s exit has
driven a lot of venture capital money into the sector. you are seeing a
tremendous amount of dollars flowing from mainstream VCs that are not
traditional energy players. they are trying to either dip their toes in the
water or have been doing so for a few years and are now trying to get
involved in a big way and are stealing away people, adding talent, and
dedicating funds.
WSL: you particularly mentioned applied Materials. What are they
spe-cifically doing in this sector?
DiKeman: early in 2006, applied Materials bought a company called
applied Film out of germany -- one of its divisions handled equipment for
solar cell production and manufacturing. they are going to be an equip-

ment provider to the sector. What excites me about
that is two things; number one, these guys are good
at what they do. you are seeing very large equipment
manufacturers getting into the game to try and drive
costs down on the production side. also, they are
pushing a technology called the tandem cell, which
is half crystal and half silicon; it’s not a high-efficiency
cell, but it is a cost-effective, stable, and cheap cell.
that will be a new product in the market, but the market hasn’t seen it yet. i believe they are going to make
some inroads in it, and they have claimed they want
to build something on the order of a UsD$500 million
division out of it. they are in it for the big time.
WSL: you were pretty optimistic about the recent activity in the wind area. are we seeing new
technology, more money, or better equipment?
DiKeman: it is a bit of all of the above. in the history
of the wind industry on the technology side, we really
haven’t seen a whole lot of fundamental changes in
technology over the last few years, but we have seen
steady incremental improvement, more efficient engines, bigger turbine blades, more power output from
the same plants that are designed, that are monitoring
controls, the whole works. every year, it gets a little
better. the plants you are putting in today are more
efficient and cheaper than they would have been five
or ten years ago. We are definitely seeing more new
entrants. it feels in some respects like the cover is off,
and the capital markets don’t view when technology
has been a really risky technology anymore. i believe
that’s opened up a lot of capital that probably would
have been sitting on the fence a few years back.

WSL: again, it seems like there are a variety
of large states that have funded and supported programs for more
wind sources?

SUMMARY: Government policy continues to drive the alternative energy industry, says Neal M. Dikeman, a partner at investment bank
Jane Capital Partners, and public perceptions of high fuel prices are
more actively driving government policy. Thanks to improved subsidies, critical mass is emerging in sectors like solar and wind power.
The entry of industrial giants like AMAT into the solar space in particular is seen driving costs down; “a little more shakeout” in that industry
is forecast over the next few years as competitive factors intensify.
Ethanol is characterized as a relatively expensive fuel to manufacture,
and so producers there may suffer from tight margins unless new processes are developed. In general, venture capital is pouring into the
alternative energy sector, with even generalist firms moving to make at
least small investments. Big oil is also spending plenty of money (albeit
a small portion of their overall R&D budgets) developing clean energy
technologies.
www.janecapital.com
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DiKeman: absolutely. it’s still a subsidized market.
We still have our production tax credits that help put
the economics over the top. But the other thing that’s
driven the interest is a push for green power marketing, which has been around for decades, but is almost
mainstream today. you have consumers very interested,
in part because there is a global warming push; very
interested in getting green power, and you have seen
both small and large utilities responding to that. When
you layer that on top of the state renewable Portfolio
standards, which are also in large part driven by emissions and global warming concerns, that has driven the
explosion.
WSL: in terms of new technologies, within the oil,
car-bon, and natural gas sector, with companies
are work-ing on that, where do we stand right now?
DiKeman: Very wide topic.
WSL: What are the most interesting things going on?

“That will be a
new product in
the market, but
the market hasn’t
seen it yet.
I believe they are
going to make
some inroads in
it, and they have
claimed they
want to build
something on
the order of a
USD$500 million
division out of it.
They are in it for
the big time.”

DiKeman: it is all high level at the moment. When
you look at the oil companies, keep in mind these
guys have more r&D, and they do more technology
development than just about everybody else in energy
put together, just the top couple of majors, and they
have massive budgets. they are either going to be the
big customer for technologies or the big developer of
technologies, or in a lot of cases the big investor in
technologies. British Petroleum recently announced a
UsD$500 million file conversion for research on their
open innovation model, where instead of doing all the
research in-house, they’ve spread it around in university
labs, attached very tightly to their own internal r&D
books. you’ve seen BP’s entire technology strategy driven by long-term
low carbon. it is definitely having an impact. in a lot of respects, i think the
industry is still struggling to, especially in the U.s., figure out what technology means, what technologies do we actually need for low carbon, what
exactly the regimes we are going to face, what rules are we going to be
under? there is still a bit more uncertainty than there are in some of the
other markets. in europe, that is less of a case. in europe and asia, the
decisions are basically being driven by what you get done under Kyoto,
because that is where the dollars are.
WSL: i think certainly the general consumers have seen all these
ads, and with the major oil companies having all these investments
and inter-ests in alternative energy, do you see them as major
developers?
DiKeman: to give you a statistic, i think it has changed. i don’t think
it is quite there anymore. about two years ago, i did a quick analysis,
and BP and shell both had higher market shares in wind and solar
than they did in world oil production. these guys are going to be
there and are spending big budgets.
WSL: you are saying they are already there?
DIKEMAN: They are already there. It is a tiny part of their budget. That

is because the market is a tiny part of their budget.
the whole solar industry, you know, not modules, but
everything installed is roughly the size of the annual
capital expenditures of one of the smaller majors. you
know they are watching, and they are very interested,
but they are not going to go dump money to the tune
of billions of dollars until there is a market to buy it. so
when consumers want it, they will be there. they are
not going to let energy go to somebody else.
WSL: talking about the oil companies, there is obviously a lot of talk about ethanol. What do you see
going on in ethanol now?

DiKeman: the big push in ethanol is primarily in
the U.s., because we are ones who have required to
switch from the MtBe to ethanols and oxygen. We
are the ones that put the renewable fuels standards in
place. the second big market has been Brazil. that
is a bit older than ours, with totally different technologies. their prime resource is sugarcane, while our resource is corn. the corn resource and corn ethanol is
a vast majority of our ethanol market today, with very
small amounts from other resources like sugar or cellulosic. the great thing about corn is that we have a
lot of it, and it’s a very fungible product. the process
to make ethanol from it is very well understood. the
downside of it is that it’s very energy intensive, it is not
a cheap way to make fuel, and you end up making
a fuel whose basic cost is two to three times the direct cost of gasoline, but it’s an excellent first stepping
stone for us. the capital markets responded really
well to the push for ethanol, and capacity expansions
have been going on at a torrid pace. My big fear
is that as soon as we hit the capacity requirements,
these ethanol plants are going to have economics that look more like a
refinery, and they are going to see margins squeezed and prices fall.
i am not sure how healthy that market will be long-term, and you have
seen some of the stock prices in ethanol take a bit of a retreat as they
came out. the holy grail for ethanol remains cellulosic, having some
sort of a process that will allow you take low grade, non-food quality
biomass from wood clippings to grass clippings to wood chips to rice
hulls or switchgrass and turn them into a low-cost fuel but that’s even
farther away on the economics timeframe than the corn coin, though, to
be fair, there are a lot of companies with great promise.
WSL: are there any other niches in the clean tech area worth highlighting right now?

DiKeman: the one we follow the most, and it’s a little bit self-serving, but i will mention it anyway, is superconductors. We helped
found a business in high-temperature superconductor technology
called Zenergy several years ago and floated it on the aiM stock
exchange in london earlier this year. We are developing what they
call fault current limiter, or a surge protector for a grid designed to
protect against the blackouts we have been having for the last several years. on a personal note, that’s what we are most excited about,
but there aren’t a whole lot of superconductor firms out there.
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Independent power grid offers
almost unmatched stability
ITC Holdings Corp. (ITC) is the holdings company that wholly owns International Transmission Company (International Transmission), the first independently
owned and operated electricity transmission company in the United States.

VIEWPOINT
ITC Holdings owns the
first independent U.S.
power grid and, as such,
has one of the simplest
and most stable businesses in the world. CEO
Joseph L. Welch tells us
how he’s building for
the future.

WSL: itC holdings was nominated late last year as a finalist
in the Platts global energy awards for the second year in a
row. Describe this event and the criteria used to select the
company.
itC: First of all, we are proud that we even got selected and of
course, to make it into the finals is much more exciting. We are
also disappointed that we didn’t win, but the fact of the matter is
that we are a new company, and people are really trying hard
to understand where we fit in the utility landscape. so, the fact
that we were picked in that utility category as a utility that has
achieved some really good things which was the criteria which
separates you from everyone else. We are very proud that we
got into the finalist group with what you would call really veteran
companies that have been there for hundreds of years.
WSL: give a more detailed overview of the company’s operations and infrastructure.
itC: Basically, we are a simple company. We own the electric transmission grid in southeastern Michigan. so, we
are a pure wires company. We are just truly an infrastructure company. We own everything from 120kV and up.
For those not familiar with the electric transmission business, we are the stuff up there on the big steel towers and
poles that they see down in the landscape as they are driving out in the country.
WSL: What are some of the developing trends in the sector that present an opportunity for the company?
itC: there are several and they are significant. First, as was highlighted with the blackout a couple of years
ago, the U.s. has an infrastructure, especially transmission infrastructure, that has been stressed to its maximum
potential. so much so that Congress has held hearings on how we can encourage investment in transmission
infrastructure. second, a secondary driver but a large driver is the fact that there has been the continual evolution
since the mid-‘90s to create a wholesale competitive marketplace, and that driver has resulted in a huge number
of transactions taking place for that marketplace that were not taking place just a few short years ago. it is similar
to the highway business with the decision to have these just-in-time inventories suppliers supplying someone in the
automotive sector, and all of a sudden there is a lot more traffic on the road than you were used to in the past.
therefore, that has placed a lot of opportunity for us to invest in the transmission infrastructure to not only upgrade
it to meet what was once there plus to meet the demand of this new marketplace.
WSL: During 2005, itC holdings completed the first year of a five-to-seven year capital investment plan in
this infrastructure. how do you expect this investment to benefit the company and shareholders going
forward?
itC: First, i want to say that this investment is going to benefit the customers of southeast Michigan, and we
are already seeing those benefits through improved reliability and the reduction of what we call congestion
on the system, meaning that lower cost transactions get to our customers. From the shareholder perspective,
of course, we are earning a very good roe (return on equity) for our investments, and we have forecasted
out that over that next five to seven years, we are going to be able to invest about $1 billion in the
transmission systems to bring it up to what we would call state-of-the-art for southeast Michigan. so, it is a
true opportunity that produces a win-win for customers and investors.
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“We are a pure
wires company.
We are just truly
an infrastructure
company. We
own everything
from 120kV and
up. For those not
familiar with the
electric transmission business, we
are the stuff up
there on the big
steel towers and
poles.”

WSL: in what way is the company
unique in this sector?
itC: to my knowledge we are
the only true electric transmission
company that is listed on the New
york stock exchange or any other
exchange. itC was formed about
three years ago and we have
brought the company from embryonic stage, if you will, to the fact that
we got listed in July. and while we
are viewed as an electric utility, our
investment proposition is truly different than other electric utilities in that
we don’t have variations with our
earnings potential just because of
sales volume. We have a formulary
rate that adjusts for weather aberrations, if you will, and as a result of
that, we are really unique.

WSL: Just on that last point
you mentioned regarding the
weather, it
is
a
concern
perhaps to some investors that
the
annual
revenues
of the
company
could be affected.
Could you explain the rate making mechanism that really overcomes this
problem?
itC: yes, we are on a formula tariff. let’s assume, for example, that 2005
was a very warm year and as a result of that our revenues were higher
than we had forecasted them to be. thus, in the following year, the excess
earnings, if you will, we feed back to the customers in the form of lower
rates. and when you go through the math and track this over a couple
of years’ cycle, you find out that our earnings potential almost equals
our return on our investments. so, we become a pure investment play on
infrastructure. and, with the way that the FerC, (Federal energy regulatory Commission) has allowed this tariff to go into place, it just neutralizes
other exogenous items, one of them being weather.
WSL: From an investment point of view, itC enjoys a business risk
rating of two from the s&P. What would this mean to investors?
itC: again, because we are truly neutralized to these exogenous factors,
and our earnings are very stable and very predictable, standard and
Poor’s has afforded us a business two risk rating. there are only a couple
of companies out there that have lower business risk ratings than we do.
and i really believe the only reason that we got a two was because when
we went in, we had only been in business for a couple of months, and
so they had no history on how we were going to perform, and if this
was really going to turn out as we said. so, we have, from an investor
standpoint, very stable, predictable earnings. and when you look at how
the formula tariff works, you can literally with just paper and pencil, not
even a calculator, pretty accurately forecast what our earnings are going
to be over time.
WSL: What can you tell us about the background and experience of the

senior management team?
itC: We have a pretty veteran senior management team in which i think
the average years of experience in the business are well in excess of 20
years per person. We have a good mix of people like myself who have
been in the business in excess of 30 years and people who have been
in the business for around 15 years. so, we have a senior management
team that has the veteran leadership with a lot of younger executives who
are coming into the ranks that will give long term stability to the leadership
of the company, and we really have a good mix across that management
team right now.
WSL: looking ahead now to the future, what are the company’s
strategic objectives over the next two to three years?
itC: Number one, and probably foremost on our list, is to achieve operational excellence, to become truly the best in class transmission operator
with anyone that we can benchmark ourselves against, and we are really
closing the gap on that right now. We feel that because we are a true
transmission play, we have to wind up with being one of the best in the
world, if not the best to prove that we can do it. secondly, we clearly
want to get the investment into southeastern Michigan. We want to drive
the reliability for our customers to the best we can make it and we want to
provide them with the kind of quality service that they deserve.
WSL: to conclude, could you summarize for potential investors some
of the key reasons why itC represents a good long-term investment?
itC: With the billion dollars that we forecast that we are going to be
investing in the system, our shareholders are going to see really good
growth throughout the next decade. We will have to stage these investments; we can’t do them all at once, and we will stage them in a very
programmatic way in order to have continued growth in earnings over
time. secondly, we pay a very competitive dividend. if you compare
our dividend to others, we are very competitive and the mandate from
the board of directors is to grow that dividend over time, and so we
are going to stay competitive over time. in addition, couple that with
our business risk rating of two, which says that we are very stable and
very predictable: you have a company that is predictable, that pays
you dividend, and that has truly good growth over time. i think when
you put that together in a simple package with a simple business proposition like ours; i think it is a tremendous investment opportunity.

SUMMARY: ITC Holdings (NYSE: ITC) is the owner of International
Transmission Co., the first independently operated U.S. power transmission concern. Formed three years ago, the company now counts the
Southeast Michigan electrical grid as its primary asset. Business model
is even more stable than those of other utilities due to the federal formula
tariff, which cancels out the impact of weather and other factors. As
such, the company is considered extraordinarily low-risk. Dividend is
“competitive” and should remain so. Management team is balanced
between longtime industry veterans and rising younger executives.
Near-term strategy involves investing $1 billion to upgrade the grid over
the next five to seven years, thus establishing a base for future growth.
www.itc-holdings.com
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Midway Gold Corporation, Alan Branham, President, CEO & Director

Developing some of Nevada’s
most significant gold prospects
Midway Gold Corporation is committed to creating strong shareholder value
through the discovery and development of quality precious metals resources.
WSL: Bring us up to speed on the company’s project and property portfolios.

VIEWPOINT

mDw: right now, we have three projects
in our portfolio. We have two advanced
stage gold discoveries in Nevada -- the
spring Valley project and the Midway
project -- we also have a small grassroots
project -- thunder Mountain.

Midway Gold has done
a lot of drilling and “hit
a lot of gold,” CEO Alan
Branham tells us.
A pending merger could
add another 500,000
ounces or more to the
company’s expanding
resource on the books.

WSL: expand on the main plays.
mDw: the most exciting thing we have
right now is our spring Valley project.
We have 200 drill holes into a brandnew discovery that has attracted a lot
of attention. We recently put out a press
release announcing some of 2006’s results. on 70 some holes, we’ve had 68 of them hit brand-new gold out under a gravel-covered area high in the
mountains of Nevada. this project is located on one of the major gold trends, just north of one of the largest silver
producers in North america. We think it’s a pretty exciting discovery, and it’s attracting a lot of attention. We
also have a high-grade underground deposit that we made a new discovery in several zones. We’ve discovered
eight gold zones on our Midway project, located in central Nevada along another gold trend, often referred to
as round Mountain, in which several multi-million ounces of gold deposits have been discovered and are currently
being mined. again, we are a gold exploration company and create value by finding brand-new gold mines.
WSL: educate us in terms of the infrastructure in place in this region.
mDw: i’ll start off with the spring Valley. spring Valley is located in-between several major mines. the one immediately to the south of this is the rochester deposit operated by Coeur d’alene Mines. this deposit has produced
and has reserves of over 170 million ounces of silver and 1 million ounces of gold. immediately north of us is the
Florida Canyon Mine, which produced over 1 million ounces of gold and has a new discovery -- the standard
Mines -- being operated by a Japanese group and is said to have grown in excess of 0.5 million ounces right now
and intending to grow much larger. We are on a big gold trend. Midway itself is located south of round Mountain, a large open pit gold mine operated by Barrick and Kinross. it has produced and has reserves in excess of
20 million ounces of gold. there are several other large gold deposits being found along this trend, in which we
believe we are part of the play. We hope to open up a brand-new district at Midway.
WSL: Will the company look to strategic alliances or joint ventures moving forward?
mDw: We always look at every opportunity as to whether it makes sense for our shareholders. We do have an
informal strategic alliance with Barrick gold Corporation. they came in and bought 8.5% of our company through
an equity finance, and they’ve been very open and cordial to us because they like what they see. in fact, in addition to the money they’ve allowed us in order to finance our operation, they’ve given us a lot of free technical
advice and are opening up the possibility of shipping some ore from our Midway project to the round Mountain
operation. We don’t have any formal strategic alliances, but we have some good help from some big players.
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“They like what
they see. In fact,
in addition to the
money they’ve
allowed us in
order to finance
our operation,
they’ve given us
a lot of free technical advice and
are opening up
the possibility of
shipping some
ore from our
Midway project.”

WSL: What is so unique about
Midway that defines and differentiates this company?

mDw: the thing we have on our
plate right now are two very large
and significant discoveries that
have the potential to grow even
larger. last year, the Nevada state
geologist reviewed over 200 junior
companies operating in Nevada,
and he ranked our two projects in
the top 10 as being significant discoveries growing in resource. We
are confident that we are unique in
that category, with two very large
projects advancing and growing.
another thing unique about us is
that we have a pending merger/acquisition that will give us a stronger
foothold in Nevada. We tend to focus all our exploration efforts in socalled politically-stable areas, and
we focus on deposits with good
mining economics, simple metallurgy, are environmentally problemfree, and so on. When we looked
around Nevada and were busy doing our work, we always kept our
eyes open for other opportunities,
and we have a pending merger/acquisition with a group called Pan-Nevada gold. they have a Carlin-type
system on another trend, with 0.5 million ounces of gold, and we believe
we can go in and substantially grow that. that merger is in progress right
now -- one of the things that happens is when we complete that merger,
we will have four developing resources and an exploration presence on
every major gold trend in Nevada. i believe we will have a unique situation among junior companies.
WSL: tell us about the present Board and management team.
mDw: the Board is very experienced in growing and developing new
companies. several of the guys have put mines into production, started
both mining and biotech companies, and have huge depth on the business side. i have brought a team of people to Midway that have a very
strong exploration and discovery background -- five senior guys that have
over 20 years’ experience with one (1) to three (3) known discoveries
under their belt. they are the type of guys that not only know how to do it,
but have done what we need to do at Midway, which is to find a bunch
of new ounces and bring them to a resource to the point where they can
be put into production.
WSL: Does the investment community understand this company and
the direction it’s going in?
mDw: i don’t think so. one of the things i don’t bring to the board is a
lot of experience getting the word out. that has been frustrating for us as
to look out and see other junior companies with resources that are not

growing as quickly as ours, and seeing a much higher stock value and
valuation in their company. one of our challenges as a company is to
get the word out and let people know that if they want to look to a junior
exploration company making discoveries in a politically-stable area in a
prolific gold region like Nevada, they can look to Midway gold and see
what we are doing and see the large upside. the experts at Barrick see it,
which is a unique thing. i worked in Nevada for over 12 years, conducting exploration and finding gold. Before Midway, i worked 21 years with
Newmont Mining, which at the time was the largest gold mining company
in the world. i saw a lot of work that both Newmont and Barrick did, and
i never saw a large company like Barrick finance a company in Nevada
and just step back and let them work. i feel that’s been quite an endorsement for what we are doing where a large company like Barrick would
do something like that.
WSL: is the company making any additional efforts to get this
message out loud and clear relative to where you are at this stage?
mDw: We are in the process of putting together an comprehensive investor relations plan, targeting different audiences, because we need to
speak to not only private investors, but also to more institutional investors,
because at the size we are starting to approach, we have an appeal to
both types of groups. For example, when this merger is completed, we’ll
have over 1.5 million ounces of gold resource on our books, and with the
three deposits with large growth potential, we see we’ve already added
ounces from drilling in 2006 that haven’t been added into the resource
category in all three projects. We see 2007 as a year of exceptional
growth, because we can add in all the gold we’ve found. We have drilled
90 holes at spring Valley and have results back for 74 of them, with 68
having hit brand-new gold outside the modeled resource. We need to
infill those and convert them over to an independent engineer and convert
them over to resource, which is going to bump up our valuation. We have
the same thing at Midway, and Pan-Nevada has the same thing happening at their Pan deposit. that’s not including any gold we might find in
the drill holes this year in 2007. We do plan to be very aggressive in our
drilling. in 2006, we completed 60,000 to 70,000 feet of drilling, and
that’s more than any junior i know of in the state of Nevada. With our
drilling plus Pan-Nevada’s drilling, we exceed by far most junior companies and maybe even some of the mid-tier companies in our exploration
efforts, and it’s paid off. We’ve hit a lot of gold. again, if people want
to invest in an exploration group that’s very aggressive and find a lot of
gold in a politically stable area, they should look at Midway gold.

SUMMARY: Midway Gold (TSX-V: MDW) is developing some of the
most significant recent discoveries in Nevada. The company did over
60,000 feet of exploration drilling in 2006 and expects this aggressive pace of activity to continue. One project is strategically located
between two million-ounce mines; 68 of the 74 holes evaluated so far
have struck gold outside the previously delineated resource. Work on
a second project (on the Round Mountain trend) has opened up eight
new gold zones and may represent a new mining district. A pending
merger would add a 500,000-ounce Carlin-type deposit with expansion potential to the company’s portfolio. After the merger, overall resource will likely be above 1.5 million ounces. Barrick Gold is a key
investor and informal partner.
www.midwaygold.com
Phone: 406-475-9595
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